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SESQUICENTENNIAL PREFACE
President John Tyler, on March 3, 1845, signed the bill admitting Florida into the Union as a state. The bill had passed the
House of Representatives on February 13 and the Senate on March
1. The twenty-seventh star in the American flag belongs to Florida.
This year Florida is celebrating its sesquicentennial with a variety of ceremonies, exhibits, and programs in Washington, Tallahassee, and throughout Florida. A stamp commemorating the
sesquicentennial has been issued, and there will be an exhibit of
historical documents and memorabilia at the Library of Congress.
United States Senator Connie Mack invited the acting editor of
the Florida Historical Quarterly to help prepare the Resolution that
saluted Florida on its anniversary. Connie Mack introduced the
Congressional Resolution in the Senate on March 2, 1995, and it
was adopted unanimously. The following day Senator Bob Graham
addressed his colleagues in the Senate about the sesquicentennial
commemoration. His remarks were published in the Congressional
Record.

President Bill Clinton extended his greetings to the citizens of
Florida with the following letter written from the Oval Office:
For the better part of our nation’s history, Florida
has provided a loving home to Americans of every
race, belief, and background. From families who
have run their businesses generation after generation to retirees who come seeking the warmth of the
Florida sun, Florida’s residents uphold the finest traditions of southern hospitality and the highest standards in American values.
As you reacquaint yourselves with Florida’s rich history— from the landing of Ponce de Leon to the signing of the statehood bill by President Tyler— I hope
that all of you take renewed pride in your state’s
unique heritage and in the great possibilities of the
future.
Best wishes to all for a wonderful anniversary year.
The Florida Historical Quarterly dedicates this issue to the celebration. The four articles, written by Florida historians, pertain to

[417]
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the important formative years between 1821 and 1845, when the
citizens living in Territorial Florida were preparing for statehood.
It was a time for chaos, bloodshed, and violence, but it was also a
time for change and growth.
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THE FLORIDA CRISIS OF 1826-1827 AND THE
SECOND SEMINOLE WAR
by CANTER BROWN, JR.

T

he Second Seminole War comprised the single most significant event of Florida’s territorial period. Lasting from December 1835 to August 1842, the contest produced results and influences that reverberated through generations. Among other
considerations, its violence reached into the fabric of society to exacerbate racial, ethnic, and regional divisions and to mark patterns
of behavior and race relations. The struggle provided context for
the clashes that characterized the drive toward statehood. It witnessed the birth and evolution of area Democratic and Whig parties. Additionally, the war brought to Florida a bounty of federal
government expenditures and internal improvements, while dictating the manner and timing of development within much of its
territory.1
Scholars and the public have given considerable attention to
the Second Seminole War, but numerous questions remain as to
the significance of and motivations for key events occurring during
the contest. The Dade Massacre of December 28, 1835, and the
related murder at Fort King of Indian Agent Wiley Thompson provide examples. Historians often have cited the Tallahassee Creek
leader Osceola’s personal animosities toward Thompson. But do
such personal motivations help to explain other incidents? The
Canter Brown, Jr., is consulting historian and contributing editor, Florida
Supreme Court History Project, Tallahassee. The author appreciates the
encouragement and suggestions of James M. Denham, Florida Southern College.
1. The principal works on the Second Seminole War are John K. Mahon, History of
the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842 (Gainesville, 1967); John T. Sprague, The Origin, Progress, and Conclusion of the Florida War (New York, 1848; reprint ed.,
Gainesville, 1964); and Virginia Bergman Peters, The Florida Wars (Hamden, CT,
1979). As to the war’s influences on Florida affairs, see also Canter Brown, Jr.,
“Race Relations in Territorial Florida, 1821-1845,” Florida Historical Quarterly 73
(January 1995), 287-307; Sidney Walter Martin, Florida During the Territorial Days
(Athens, GA, 1944); Herbert J. Doherty, The Whigs of Florida, 1845-1854 (Gainesville, 1959); Herbert J. Doherty, Richard Keith Call, Southern Unionist (Gainesville,
1961); and Dorothy Dodd, Florida Becomes a State (Tallahassee, 1945).

[419]
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massacre’s location, the manner and timing of Dade’s murder, and
the magnitude of violence unleashed upon his men number
among interesting possibilities. The roles played in that day’s
events by black leaders, especially interpreter Louis Fatio Pacheco
and the counselor Abraham, offer further grounds for examination.2
These inquiries reflect only a small portion of the war’s enigmas, ironies, and unexplained occurrences. Policy and strategy
questions raise challenges, as well. The experience of Thlocklo Tustenuggee (Tiger Tail) illustrates the point. Prior to the war, Floridians knew the Creek chief best as a friend of Leon County’s Gamble
family, as an accustomed and friendly sight in the territorial capital,
and as a salesman of venison to its residents. A son of Governor William Pope DuVal recalled him as “the ‘professor’who taught me
‘wood craft.‘“3 How then did Tiger Tail become one of Florida’s
fiercest and most recalcitrant chiefs, noted for his orders to kill all
whites? Would a knowledge of personal circumstances again permit insight? Similarly, why did Indian warriors subject certain locations, remote from the main centers of fighting, to repeated but
seemingly arbitrary attacks? Planter James Gadsden of the Aucilla
River area of present-day Jefferson County knew firsthand the terror. “For three years,” he wrote in January 1838, “have we of this
neighborhood had annual visits from a small party of savages, burning the out settlements, murdering the inhabitants, executing general alarm, and retreating amid the confusion in triumph.“4 What
circumstances prompted such actions?
Examination of a series of events that unfolded nearly a decade
prior to the Second Seminole War’s beginning helps to answer
these and related questions. In 1826 and 1827 Florida experienced
another crisis involving the territory’s Indian population and associated free blacks. Many of the Second Seminole War’s major actors participated. Amid circumstances of brutal repression and
suffering, wrongs kindled anger and hardened determinations of

2. On the Dade Massacre and related events, see Frank Laumer, Massacre! (Gainesville, 1968); and Laumer’s recent, expanded work, Dade’s Last Command
(Gainesville, 1995).
3. Sprague, Florida War, 99, 502-04; Tallahassee Weekly Floridian, September 3, 1892.
4. Mahon, Second Seminole War, 263,284; Peters, Florida Wars, 251,253; James Gadsden to J. R. Poinsett, January 17, 1838, Joel Roberts Poinsett Papers, vol. 10, fol.
1, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
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resistance. Eventually, a desire for revenge provided one important
foundation for later tragedies.
The steps leading directly to the threat of war in 1826 began after the early 1821 ratification of the Adams-Onís Treaty but before
the summertime Spanish transfer of Florida to the United States.
Provisional Governor Andrew Jackson, based upon information
provided to him by protege James Gadsden, requested on April 2,
1821, permission from his superiors to attack concentrations of
Red Stick Creeks and free blacks in the area of the peninsula’s
Peace and Manatee rivers. After denial of the request, Jackson’s
Creek allies William McIntosh and William Weatherford directed a
war party to Florida to accomplish the same task. The Red Stick settlements at Peace River, headed by Jackson’s long-time adversary
Peter McQueen, escaped unharmed, and there McQueen’s
nephew Osceola found refuge. The black enclave at Manatee and
Spanish fishing ranchos along the Gulf coast, however, met with disaster. The destruction touched, as well, important Creek and Seminole communities in modern Alachua, Marion, Sumter,
Hernando, and Hillsborough counties.5
The dislocations resulting from the Creek raid presaged further suffering, as United States authorities acted quickly to open
up Florida lands for white settlement by confining Indians and
their black vassals to a reservation in the peninsula’s interior. Gadsden oversaw the September 1823 negotiations and drafted the subsequent Treaty of Moultrie Creek. Its provisions called for
relocation of several thousand men, women, and children, many
from the area between the Apalachicola and Suwannee rivers that
soon would be called Middle Florida. The pact authorized issuance
of rations of meat, corn, and salt for up to one year for Indians required to move. Gadsden thereafter personally surveyed the reservation’s bounds, careful to exclude Indians and blacks from access
to trading possibilities along the coast. Given prevailing agricultural practices, the reservation lands promised little hope of self
sufficiency for their occupants. After Indian Agent Gad Humphreys and Lieutenant Jeremiah Yancey toured the area in 1824,
5. “The Defenses of the Floridas: A Report of Captain James Gadsden, Aide-deCamp to General Andrew Jackson,” Florida Historical Quarterly 15 (April 1937),
242-48; Canter Brown, Jr., “The ‘Sarrazota, or Runaway Negro Plantations’:
Tampa Bay’s First Black Community, 1812-1821,” Tampa Bay History 12 (Fall/
Winter 1990), 5-19; Canter Brown, Jr., Florida’s Peace River Frontier (Orlando,
1991), 10-27.
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Yancey reported, “In our whole route . . . I can safely say that I did
not see five hundred acres of good land.“6
With Gadsden’s assistance, federal authorities initiated efforts
to contain the Indians and blacks within the reservation’s limits
and to oversee their lives. In January 1824 Colonel George M.
Brooke arrived at Tampa Bay with four companies of the Fourth Infantry. At the Hillsborough River’s mouth he erected Fort Brooke
and prepared to demonstrate “the strength and power of the
United States.“7 Late in the year Gad Humphreys selected a site for
his Indian agency near the reservation’s northern extreme, not far
from the Silver Springs and present-day Ocala. Captain Isaac Clark
quickly laid out a military road between Fort Brooke and the
agency, permitting the movement of supplies, military support,
and communications.8
The well-laid official plans soon went awry. By the time of
Brooke’s arrival, problems already had surfaced. “The Indians appear to me, to be more and more displeased at the treaty,” he reported in April 1824, “and still more at the running of the line.” He
added, “I am not unapprehensive of some difficulty.“9 As of July
1,500 individuals required rations, and the numbers mounted.
Drought parched the peninsula in 1825. Desperate Indians and
blacks then raided white settlements for beef and other supplies,
provoking outrage among pioneers along the frontier that
stretched between today’s Alachua and Volusia counties. When
troops marched into Indian lands to quell disturbances, they found

6. Mahon, Second Seminole War, 39-49; Charles J. Kappler, comp. and ed., Indian
Affairs, Laws and Treaties, 2nd ed., 2 vols. (Washington, DC, 1904), II, 203-05;
Clarence E. Carter, ed., The Territorial Papers of the United States, 28 vols., (Washington, DC, 1934-1969), Florida Territory, XXII; 850-51, 905-07, 968-71 (hereinafter, Territorial Papers); St. Augustine East Florida Herald, March 20, 1824: “Lieut.
Yancey’s Notes,“ June 30, 1854, Letters Received, Office of Indian Affairs, Florida Superintendency, 1824-1853, M-234, roll 286, National Archives, Washington, DC (hereinafter, NA).
7. Karl H. Grismer, Tampa: A History of the City of Tampa and the Tampa Bay Region of
Florida, ed. D. B. McKay (St. Petersburg, 1950), 56-57; James W. Covington, ed.,
“The Establishment of Fort Brooke: The Beginning of Tampa, From Letters of
Col. George M. Brooke,” Florida Historical Quarterly 31 (April 1953), 273-75.
8. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, December 18, 1824; Territorial Papers, XXIII,
153-55.
9. Covington, “Establishment of Fort Brooke,” 276.
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residents “all in the woods prepared for war.“10 After October, food
supplies were withheld when the treaty’s authorization of rations
expired. “I can assure you that they are in a most miserable situation,” Brooke alerted superiors in December. He continued: “Unless the government assists them, many of them must starve, and
others will depredate on the property of the whites, in the Alachua
and St. John’s [River] settlement. It is impossible for me, or any
other officer who possesses the smallest feelings of humanity, to resist affording some relief to men, women, and children, who are actually dying for the want of something to eat.“11
The hardships derived partly from the venality of government
contractors. Under treaty terms, for instance, the dispossessed Indians merited compensation up to $4,500 for lands and improvements abandoned as a result of relocation. John Bellamy, a
Jacksonville town founder and an 1823 member of the territorial
council, received the commission to assess appropriate payments.
He failed to enter upon his duties until September 9, 1824, and
then rushed to complete them, leaving dissatisfaction in his wake.
Bellamy’s urgency related to a lucrative contract in which Governor William P. DuVal had arranged for him to build a federally subsidized road from the panhandle’s Ochlockonee River to St.
Augustine. Perhaps because he was distracted by vengeful Indians
who repeatedly raided his properties while the contractor supervised road building, Bellamy’s construction accomplishments provoked bitter complaints. One commentator described the Bellamy
Road, which became the principal artery of travel through Middle
Florida, as “a sorry job at best.“12
10. Mahon, Second Seminole War, 51; Sprague, Florida War, 26-27; Peters, Florida Wars,
72-73; Isaac Clark to Thomas S. Jesup, July 15, 1825, Quartermaster General,
Consolidated Correspondence Pile, 1794-1915, RG 92, entry 225, box 109, file
“Isaac Clark,” NA.
11. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, March 28, 1826; Niles’ Weekly Register, March 18,
1826; American State Papers: Indian Affairs, 2 vols. (Washington, DC, 1832-1834),
II, 633 (hereinafter, ASPIA).
12. Territorial Papers, XXIII, 101-03, 685; Bertram H. Groene, Ante-Bellum Tallahassee
(Tallahassee, 1971), 70-71; Martin, Florida During the Territorial Days, 126-27; Bellamy family biographical materials, Florida Collection, State Library of Florida,
Tallahassee; Jerrell H. Shofner, History of Jefferson County (Tallahassee, 1976), 1819. For more on the Bellamy Road, see Mark F. Boyd, “The First American Road
in Florida: Papers Related to the Survey and Construction of the Pensacola-St.
Augustine Highway,” Florida Historical Quarterly 14 (October 1935), 73-106, and
(January 1936), 139-92.
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The performance of a second government contractor, who
happened to be a close friend of Bellamy, added to the discontent.
Benjamin Chaires also had served as a Jacksonville founder and
during 1823-1824 enjoyed appointment through Governor DuVal’s
courtesy as a Duval County judge. Appreciative of the rewards of
government contracting, Chaires secured through DuVal the concession for supplying rations to the Indians, apparently by bribing
a rival bidder. When the details of Chaires’s peculations came to
public attention in early 1826, the hardships they had provoked already had been borne by Indians and blacks for over two years.13
The hard cash gained through government contracting, when
combined with other personal resources, afforded Bellamy and
Chaires opportunities for engaging in land speculation and plantation development in rich Middle Florida. In that endeavor, they
were far from alone. Richard Keith Call, another Jackson protégé,
used his influential contacts to build an affluent life in the area. In
1823 he and Bellamy joined in the territorial council to mandate
location of the capital in Middle Florida. Later, as congressional
delegate, Call sought to attract attention to the region by arranging
a large grant of land there for the Marquis de Lafayette. He also
promoted federal funding of the Bellamy Road and its extension to
Pensacola. Further, Call encouraged the immigration of wealthy
and influential planters. The prince Achille Murat probably
ranked as the most famous of them, lured to Florida by his friendship with Call and a plantation partnership with Gadsden.14
The cooperative efforts of Call, Gadsden, Murat, Bellamy,
Chaires, and others led to financial rewards and creation of Florida’s first political machine, “the Nucleus.” At first, though, emphasis fell on gaining control of government-owned real estate.
Beginning in early 1825 Call left the Congress to become receiver
of public monies at Tallahassee’s government land office. In that
capacity he aided in the selection and purchase of choice lands for

13. T. Frederick Davis, History of Jacksonville, Florida, and Vicinity, 1513 to 1924 (Jacksonville, 1925; reprint ed., Jacksonville, 1990), 54, 65; Chaires family biographical materials, Florida Collection, State Library of Florida; ASPIA, II, 687-88;
Edwin C. McReynolds, The Seminoles (Norman, OK, 1957), 110-12.
14. Doherty, Richard Keith Call; 24-45; Martin, Florida During the Territorial Days, 36; A.
J. Hanna, A Prince in Their Midst: The Adventurous Life of Achille Murat on the Ameican Frontier (Norman, OK, 1946), 103-04, 108.
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his friends which, in turn, prompted charges of corruption,
“abuses,” and “temptations to fraud.“15 Bellamy established himself
on Lake Miccosukee, northeast of Tallahassee, but the others developed a series of plantations slightly to the south, along or near
the Bellamy Road that ran from the capital thirty-or-so miles eastward to the Aucilla River. The Murat-Gadsden partnership anchored the settlements on the east between the Aucilla and its
tributary, the Wacissa.16
The advent of plantation agriculture in Middle Florida and the
location there of the territorial capital necessitated removal of the
region’s Indian population. As opposed to the somewhat more-pacific Seminoles of East Florida, fierce Mikasukis and Red Stick
Creeks— some of whom also were called Tallahassee Creeks— had
claimed the rolling lands and lakes at and around the new capital.
These bands had fought Andrew Jackson and his allies, including
Gadsden and Call, during the Creek Civil War of 1812-1814 and the
First Seminole War of 1817-1818. They mostly had been forced
eastward by mid-1824 to the Aucilla and Suwannee rivers where
they had awaited John Bellamy’s decisions as to compensation for
lost property. Under the chief Chefixico Hadjo and his heir apparent Tiger Tail, many of them had ventured in October 1824 to Fort
Brooke for resettlement under the terms of the Treaty of Moultrie
Creek, but, disgusted to discover that the issuance of rations had
been suspended, they angrily returned to the Aucilla. An official
described them at the time as “destitute,” while Gadsden, Murat,
and other planters saw in them a direct threat to personal security
and the success of their land speculations.17
In late 1825 and early 1826, then, several interrelated circumstances threatened to intensify an already difficult situation and demanded the immediate attention of governmental officials.
Starvation beset Indians and blacks within the reservation and on
the Suwannee and Aucilla rivers; desperate raiders confronted
white frontier settlers; government contracting scandals were coming to light; the Bellamy Road’s construction was opening new
15. Doherty, Richard Keith Call, 41, 48-50.
16. Shofner, Jefferson County, 18-21; Groene, Ante-Bellum Tallahassee, 41-44; sketch
map of Middle Florida from Tallahassee to Old Town, accompanying Gadsden
to Poinsett, January 17, 1838.
17. Peters, Florida Wars, 47-59; Groene, Ante-Bellum Tallahassee, 14-16; Brown, Florida’s Peace River Frontier; 7-11, 22-25; ASPIA, II, 638-40; Joseph M. White to secretary of war, March 3, 1827, Office of Indian Affairs, M-234, roll 287, NA.
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lands to settlement, which exacerbated pressures for removal of Indians to the reservation; and powerful planter and political interests demanded protection for their families and investments.
Most Floridians looked to Governor DuVal for solutions to the
problems, but his efforts to provide them added fuel to the fires.
DuVal could not simply act upon his own initiative, and circumstances compelled him to make every effort to accommodate Call,
Gadsden, and their friends. Temperamental and often absent from
the territory, DuVal did not enjoy especial popularity, and he
needed their support. They required his, as well. Murat appropriately described the governor as “the button on which all things are
hung.“18 On the other hand, DuVal felt a degree of responsibility
for Indians. He held the title of superintendent of Indian affairs,
urged their cause, and occasionally bought food and supplies for
them with his personal funds. His concerns did not extend, however, to runaway slaves and other blacks within the reservation. As
one historian noted, “DuVal, himself a slave owner, could not resist
the importunities of his fellow citizens.“19 Ohio Congressman
Joshua Giddings’s views reflected a harsher perspective. “He, and
many other officers,” Giddings wrote, “appear to have supposed
the first important duty on them, consisted in lending an efficient
support to those claims for slaves which were constantly pressed
upon them by unprincipled white men.“20
DuVal’s persistent, often-threatening, and sometimes punitive
demands upon the Indians to hand over blacks within their lands
evidenced a lack of sensitivity to an important dynamic at play
within the Indian community. Particularly among Seminoles and
Red Stick Creeks, blacks had begun to emerge as powerful advisers
to chiefs and other leaders. “The Seminole Negroes, for the most
part, live separately from their masters, and manage their stocks
and crops as they please, giving such share of the produce to their
masters as they like,” recorded John Lee Williams in 1837. He continued: “Being thus supplied, the Indians become . . . absolutely de18. Martin, Florida During the Territorial Days, 54-57; Hanna, Prince in Their Midst, 114.
19. McReynolds, The Seminoles, 106-07: Frank L. Snyder, “William Pope DuVal: An
Extraordinary Folklorist,” Florida Historical Quarterly 69 (October 1990), 209-20;
Peters, Florida Wars, 73.
20. Joshua R. Giddings, The Exiles of Florida; or, the Crimes Committed by Our Government Against the Maroons, Who Fled From South Carolina and Other Slave States, Seeking Protection Under Spanish Laws (Columbus, OH, 1858; reprint ed., Gainesville,
1964), 75-76.
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Excerpt from Map of the Seat of War in Florida, 1836, from Woodburne Potter, The
War in Florida (Baltimore, 1836). This map illustrates the proximity of the Dade Massacre site to the intersection of the Fort Brooke-Fort King military road and the road
to the black village of Peliklakaha, or Abraham’s Town. Map courtesy Photographic Collection, Florida State Archives.
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pendent upon their slaves. No one will suppose that negroes, thus
situated, would be transferred to the sugar and cotton fields of the
white planters, without exerting their influence with their nominal
masters to oppose it.“21
None of the black advisers reached greater influence than did
Abraham. Born about 1790 and a one-time slave at Pensacola, the
runaway apparently joined British Colonel Edward Nicolls’s forces
during the War of 1812. In so doing he associated himself with Peter McQueen and the Red Stick Creeks who had retreated into
Florida after Andrew Jackson’s victory over them at the 1814 Battle
of Horseshoe Bend, Alabama. Abraham escaped the death of many
of his friends on July 27, 1816, when United States forces destroyed
the British-built Negro Fort on the Apalachicola River. He fought
Jackson’s men in the Mikasuki lands of Middle Florida and during
the black warriors’defense of their families at the Battle of the Suwannee River in April 1818. Even if he was not present to witness
the violence, he doubtlessly lost more friends to Jackson’s allies
during the 1821 raid on the Manatee River free-black settlement.22
Abraham’s influence stemmed from his relationship with the
leading Seminole chief, Micanopy. “This negro, Abraham,” remembered Captain George A. McCall, “exercised a wonderful influence over his master; he was a very shrewd fellow, quick and
intelligent, but crafty and artful in the extreme.“23 Under Micanopy’s authority Abraham headed the black settlement at Peliklakaha, known to some whites as “Abrahamtown” or “Abram’s
Town.“24 It lay a few miles east of the Fort Brooke-Indian Agency
military road, north of the Withlacoochee River crossing and eastward from the Wahoo Swamp. Only slightly to the north stood Mi-

21. Peters, Florida Wars, 32-34; John Lee Williams, The Territory of Florida; or, Sketches
of the Topography, Civil and Natural History, of the Country, the Climate, and the
Indian Tribes from the First Discovery to the Present Time, with a Map, Views, etc. (New
York, 1837; reprint ed., Gainesville, 1962), 240.
22. Kenneth Wiggins Porter, “The Negro Abraham,” Florida Historical Quarterly 25
(July 1946), 1-10. On the destruction of the Negro Fort, see James W. Covington, “The Negro Fort,” Gulf Coast Historical Society Review 5 (Spring 1990), 79-91.
23. George A. McCall, Letters From the Frontiers (Philadelphia, 1868; reprint ed.,
Gainesville, 1974), 302.
24. Jacksonville Evening Telegram, August 3, 1893; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union,
February 16, 1895; McCall, Letters From the Frontiers, 160.
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Reproduced from James D. Horan, The McKenney-Hall Portrait Gallery of American
Indians (New York, 1972).
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canopy’s main town of Okihumpky. From his home at Peliklakaha,
a determined Abraham urged resistance upon Micanopy.25
Within the context of these events and circumstances, the crisis of 1826-1827 unfolded. Pressured by complaints from frontier
settlers, DuVal on January 23, 1826, urged upon federal authorities
the creation of a military outpost “on the south frontier of Alachua.” Pointing out the “gloomy picture of the distress now prevailing for want of food,” he insisted that the proposed fort was “as
essential to the protection of the Indians as of the citizens.“26
Thereafter, the governor addressed the immediate concerns of Bellamy Road planters by “collecting and ordering the Indians who
were west of the Suwannee river into their boundaries.“27 Believing
that he had obtained from the Mikasukis and Creeks at the Aucilla
and Suwannee villages a promise to relocate in return for an emergency supply of rations, DuVal then entered the reservation. Conditions there shocked him. “I visited every spot where any lands
were spoken of as being good,” he reported to Washington, “and I
can say, with truth, I have not seen three hundred acres of good
land in my whole route, after leaving the agency.“28 In the face of
heated opposition from James Gadsden and many frontier families, he urgently requested President John Quincy Adams to extend
the reservation’s northern limits to include the Big Swamp, an area
close to the line of white settlement in Alachua.29
Continuing his attempt to resolve Florida’s dilemma, DuVal
called a council to be held at the Indian agency. On that occasion
he notified those present of his intention to extend their northern
boundary. Having offered a carrot, he then brandished the stick.
The governor sternly warned the Indians to “turn from your evil
ways” and to stay away from white settlements. He demanded the
return of runaway slaves within the reservation and admonished
his listeners, “You are not to mind what the negroes say; they will
lie, and lead you astray, in the hope to escape from their right owners, and that you will give them refuge and hide them; do your
25. “A Map of the Seat of War in Florida, 1836,” in House Document no. 78, 25th
Congress, 2nd sess.; McCall, Letters From the Frontiers, 148; Porter, “Negro Abraham,” 17.
26. ASPIA, II, 686.
27. Ibid., 689.
28. Territorial Papers, XXIII, 501; ASPIA, II, 688-89.
29. ASPIA, II, 688-89; Territorial Papers, XXIII, 545-47; Tallahassee Floridian, April 3,
1832.
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duty, and give them up.” He concluded, “They care nothing for
you, further than to make use of you to keep out of the hand of
their masters.” In response, the chiefs appealed to higher authority
and “earnestly importuned” DuVal to permit them a “visit [with]
the President of the United States.” The governor agreed to allow
John Hicks, DuVal’s designee as head of all the territory’s Indians,
to journey to Washington with five “other distinguished chiefs.“30
The Indian leaders scheduled to make the Washington trip included Hicks’s deposed predecessor Neamathla, Micanopy, Peter
McQueen’s successor Holata Micco, Itcho Tustenuggee, Tulce
Emathla, and Fuche Luste Hadjo. Abraham accompanied them as
interpreter. 31
If DuVal believed in the complacency of the chiefs selected to
visit Washington, the trip’s results surely disappointed him. Against
a backdrop of renewed raiding by inhabitants of the Aucilla and
Suwannee villages, the party departed St. Augustine in mid-April.
With time out for sightseeing and theater in Charleston and New
York, the Indian leaders arrived in the nation’s capital in time for
May 17 meetings with Secretary of War James Barbour and President Adams. After enduring demands from Barbour that runaway
slaves be surrendered and that the Florida Indians remove to the
West, the chiefs bluntly declined to accommodate his wishes. Particularly, they informed the secretary, “We have already said we do
not intend to move again.“32 Hicks recalled further details of the
meeting. “I was told in Washington we were not to have any provisions,” he explained. “I [also] understand that if our horses or cattle go across the line we must not go and get them.” The chief
concluded, “This is not the way to make us friendly.“33
Barbour’s conditions notwithstanding, the Indians’ intransigence produced positive results. The meeting with President Adams proceeded smoothly. The chiefs reiterated their refusal to
emigrate and requested an extension of the northern limits of the

30. ASPIA, II, 689-90.
31. Mahon, Second Seminole War, 62; St. Augustine East Florida Herald, June 13, 1826;
Brown, Florida's Peace River Frontier, 38-40.
32. Territorial Papers, XXIII, 500-01, 548-51; Charleston [SC] Mercury, April 19, 1826;
Savannah Daily Georgian, April 24, May 11, 1826; Pensacola Gazette & West Florida
Advertiser, June 29, 1827.
33. Pensacola Gazette & West Florida Advertiser; June 29, 1827; Gad Humphreys to
Owen Marsh, May 5, 1827, Office of Indian Affairs, Seminole Agency Emigration, 1827-1846, M-234, roll 806, NA.
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reservation to include the Big Swamp. Adams and Barbour, seemingly touched by descriptions of suffering, agreed to the change
“until [the Big Swamp] is wanted.“34 Formal documents to that effect were issued on May 22, the same day that Congress appropriated long-delayed funding for relief of Florida’s Indians. Pleased
with the final results, the chiefs departed through Baltimore for
Charleston and St. Augustine where they arrived in late June. Soon,
Micanopy freed Abraham “in consequence of his many and faithful
services and great merits.“35
The situation that greeted the chiefs upon their return to Florida differed little from conditions at the time of their departure.
“Within the last two months,” reported the St. Augustine East Florida Herald on July 11, “the Indians have roamed about in the forests, and through the plantations of the whites, to the great terror
of the inhabitants.“36 DuVal responded by quickly calling a council
to be held at the Indian agency in late July. This time, however, he
and Indian Agent Humphreys decided upon the necessity of a
show of force in order to compel the assembly to recognize the governor’s appointee, John Hicks, as supreme chief of the Seminoles,
Mikasukis, and Creeks. Accordingly, two companies of the Fourth
Infantry were dispatched from Fort Brooke. Colonel Brooke
named senior Captain Francis Langhorne Dade as the detachment’s commander.37
The choice of Dade to command troops at the agency likely reassured planters and public officials jittery at Brooke’s expressed
concerns for the Indians. Born in 1792, the product of an aristocratic Virginia family, Dade had linked his fortunes by 1821 with
those of Andrew Jackson and Jackson’s Florida protégés. In that
year at Pensacola, the captain had involved himself, pursuant to
Jackson’s order, in the arrest of former Spanish governor Jose Callava, an action that provoked an international furor but which well
served Jackson’s purposes. Richard Keith Call’s daughter Ellen remembered Dade as a man “known for his prudence and gallantry.”
As such, and given his background and contacts, the captain en34. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, June 13, July 4, 1826; Pensacola Gazette & West
Florida Advertiser, June 29, 1827.
35. Territorial Papers, XXIII, 545-47, 557; Charleston [SC] Mercury, April 19, 1826; Baltimore American, June 5, 1826; Savannah Daily Georgian, June 19, 1826; St.
Augustine East Florida Herald, July 4, 1826; Porter, “Negro Abraham,” 11.
36. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, July 11, 1826.
37. Mahon, Second Seminole War, 62-63; McCall, Letters From the Frontiers, 147.
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joyed easy entry into and acceptance by Middle Florida planter society. 38
Dade’s two companies took five days to travel the roughly 100
miles of military road from Fort Brooke to the Indian agency. The
experience proved similar to that of the detail that had entered the
reservation in 1825 and discovered residents prepared for war.
Dade’s soldiers declined to visit Abraham’s Peliklakaha, but, upon
reaching Micanopy’s town of Okihumpky, they found the settlement deserted. A black man, who emerged from the woods, “informed the commanding officer that the inhabitants, on hearing
of our approach, had taken to the swamp, and would fight if followed.” Rather than provoking an incident, the soldiers continued
to the agency.39
The hostility displayed by the Okihumpky villagers found its
counterpart in Micanopy’s opposition to Hicks’s election as supreme chief. DuVal’s favored candidate, wary of the potential for
conflict, brought “one hundred picked warriors . . . all arrayed in
their war-paint and their best apparel.” As events evidenced,
Hicks’s concerns proved needless. The election passed off quietly
to his satisfaction. “No disturbance had occurred anywhere,” recorded Captain George W. McCall. “Micanopy, governed by the advice of the Agent and the presence of the troops, having wisely
yielded to circumstances he could not control.” Still, Micanopy and
Abraham left the agency unreconciled to Hicks’s leadership and
with memories of the intimidating presence of Dade and his men.40
In the election’s aftermath, Dade continued his involvement
with the Indians and blacks. Once back at Tampa Bay in mid-September, he received orders to transfer his company to Cantonment
Clinch at Pensacola. There instructions awaited him to establish a
military post on the frontier. Although DuVal and Humphreys had
insisted on a site near the Indian agency, others had influenced
army officialdom to designate a location on the Suwannee River,
which would offer more-immediate protection for Aucilla River
38. Harriet Stiger Liles, “A Gallant Soldier,” The Historical Association of Southern Florida Update 13 (February 1986), 3-4, 14; William S. Coker and Thomas D. Watson, Indian Traders of the Southeastern Spanish Borderlands: Panton, Leslie &
Company and John Forbes & Company, 1783-1847 (Pensacola, 1986), 333-41; Ellen
Call Long, Florida Breezes; or, Florida, New and Old (Jacksonville, 1883; facsimile
ed., Gainesville, 1962), 175.
39. McCall, Letters From the Frontiers, 147-48.
40. Ibid., 152-54; Mahon, Second Seminole War, 62-64.
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and other Middle Florida plantations. At the Suwannee’s mouth in
late October, low water prevented the entry of Dade’s force. The
captain then traveled to Tallahassee, by way of St. Marks, to confer
with the governor. Remaining at the capital until November 17,
Dade held lengthy discussions with DuVal about the need to clear
the Mikasukis and Creeks from the Aucilla and Suwannee areas.
The immediacy of the need resulted from an upcoming major land
auction scheduled for January 1827 and the announcement of
land sales connected with the Lafayette grant. To accomplish the
desired result the two men concluded, as Dade noted in a letter to
the governor dated November 29, that “absolute force will be necessary to drive them within their limits.“41
The use of force awaited only a pretext. It arose on November
15 when a small party of Creeks murdered two men in Thomas
County, Georgia. Word took a few days to reach Tallahassee, and,
when it did, the governor thought little of the matter. “I do not apprehend further mischief,” he informed the general superintendent of Indian affairs.42 Nonetheless, DuVal acted. “His Excellency
the Governor has sent an express to Suwannee to give notice to
Capt. Dade,” declared a Pensacola newspaper, “and, in the mean
time, has despatched Capt. Blount, an Indian chief, with a party of
Indians to quiet disturbances.“43 At his new outpost, Fort DuVal,
Dade recognized the governor’s message for what it was. At
month’s end he responded that he soon would “make some excursions . . . in pursuit of the straggling Indians.“44
Dade’s excursions illustrated the officer’s capabilities for brutal efficiency. During the following month he destroyed settlements and compelled their residents to remove to the reservation.
Fearful of further contact with whites, the refugees secretly made
41. McCall, Letters From the Frontiers, 160; Pensacola Gazette, October 27, 1826; Territorial Papers, XXIII, 690, 833; Savannah Daily Georgian, November 17, 1826; F. L.
Dade to W. P. DuVal, November 29, 1826, M-234, roll 286, NA.
42. DuVal to Thomas L. McKenney, November 22, 1826, Letters Received by the
Office of Indian Affairs, Florida Superintendency, M-234, roll 286, NA, J. E.
Hays, Indian Letters, 1782-1839: Copied, Indexed and Bound with Authority of John B.
Wilson, Secretary of State (Atlanta, 1940), 92-93; W. Irwin MacIntyre, comp., History of Thomas County Georgia: From the Time of De Soto to the Civil War (Thomasville, 1923), 5.
43. Pensacola Gazette & West Florida Advertiser, December 1, 1826.
44. Dade located Fort DuVal near the ferry crossing of the Suwannee River. It consisted of “a square breastwork of logs 140 by 130 feet, six feet high with port
holes for defence” and “temporary sheds of Boards to secure our tents from bad
weather.” Dade to DuVal, November 29, 1826.
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their way south. When one group fell into the hands of an Indian
agency detachment, their condition roused the sympathy of an
agency official. “[The soldiers} have taken about eighty men
women & children, who have been driven from the Suwannee river
by Capt Dade, and were making their way slowly (say leisurely) into
the nation,” Owen Marsh informed DuVal. He added, “They are
the most perfect picture of distress I ever witnessed.“45 The governor reacted by praising the captain’s “vigilance and activity,” while
mentioning that Dade’s conduct merited the chief executive’s “entire Approbation.” DuVal added, “As an Officer and a Gentleman
he is entitled to the confidence of the Government and adds honor
to the commission he holds.“46
The governor’s enthusiasm for Dade’s actions derived from a
chain of events prompted by the captain’s initial excursions. One
group of the Aucilla Indians apparently decided not to be forced
out of Middle Florida without exacting some revenge. “A cruel and
cold-blooded murder of a man and four infant children has recently been committed near the Ocilla river, about twenty miles
from this place,” related a Tallahassee newspaper on December 8,
“by a party of indians, presumed to belong to the Creek tribe.“47
The incident provoked fears of a general uprising. DuVal pleaded
for military assistance from Fort Brooke and Cantonment Clinch.
Notified of the murders by DuVal, Georgia Governor George M.
Troup dispatched volunteers to patrol his state’s border with Florida.48
Governor DuVal’s preparations extended further. He called
out Middle and East Florida militia and volunteer forces to range
south and east into the reservation, looking for perpetrators. Under Richard Keith Call’s command, the Floridians embarked on a
49
“party of pleasure,” using dogs to ferret out the Indians. Exulted
one volunteer, “The people are aroused, and I feel every assurance,
that the Indians will now be driven into the confines marked out
45. Owen Marsh to DuVal, January 10, 1827, M-234, roll 287, NA.
46. Ibid., DuVal to James Barbour, January 29, 1827.
47. Tallahassee Florida Intelligencer, December 8, 1826.
48. DuVal to George M. Brooke, December 7, 1826, Office of the Governor, Correspondence of Territorial Governors, RG 101, ser. 177, box 1, fol. 6, Florida State
Archives, Tallahassee; Pensacola Gazette & West Florida Advertiser, December 28,
1826; J. E. Hays, Georgia Military Affairs: Vol. 5, 1820-1829, Copied, Indexed and
Bound With Authority of John B. Wilson, Secretary of State (Atlanta, 1940), 234-42;
Savannah Daily Georgian, December 22, 1826, January 1, 1827.
49. Hanna, Prince in Their Midst, 127.
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for them by the treaty of 1823.“50 Gadsden and Murat joined Call in
the endeavor. Murat noted: “Few periods of my life have left me
more agreeable recollections. I went out as . . . aide-de-camp, forming myself the whole staff of the army; I returned colonel of a regiment.” Despite finding some Indian signs, the force returned from
“this pretty parody of war” without success, other than to afford individuals such as Murat military titles they could use for the remainder of their lives.51
Captain Dade appeared to succeed where Call had failed. DuVal had ordered him to the Aucilla River where the officer soon discovered “8 or 9 painted Indians, evidencing hostile intentions.“52
According to the governor, “Circumstances of the strongest character justify the belief that the party of Indians . . . arrested by Capt.
Dade (after some threats to resist him) at the time were on the way
to destroy the family of John Bellamy Esq.“53 During the next four
months Dade’s force scoured the Aucilla and Suwannee areas and
the adjacent Gulf coast, although the captain found time on occasion to enjoy the comforts of Middle Florida society. Ellen Call
Long reminisced about Dade’s arrival at one area plantation. “He
was covered with dirt from head to foot, and his beard had not
been shaven for several days,” she recorded, “though he was accompanied by two young ladies, Miss Marcia DuVal and Miss
Theresa Bellamy.“54
By April 1827 Dade had accomplished the tasks assigned to
him. Operating out of a new post on the Aucilla River, he surprised
a group of Creeks “on an Island near the Sea coast” and captured
“fifteen or twenty” Indians believed to have taken part in the
Thomas County and Aucilla River incidents. He turned the prisoners over to DuVal for disposition. In June Colonel Duncan L.
Clinch directed abandonment of the Aucilla and Suwannee forts
and the establishment of a post, to be named Fort King, near the
reservation’s Indian agency. Despite vigorous protests from James

50. Pensacola Gazette & West Florida Advertiser, December 28, 1826, January 5, 1827.
51. Hanna, Prince in Their Midst, 125-28; Savannah Daily Georgian, December 27,
1826.
52. Tallahassee Florida Intelligencer, quoted in Pensacola Gazette & West Florida Advertiser, December 22, 1826.
53. DuVal to Barbour, January 29, 1827.
54. Long, Florida Breezes, 175-76.
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Gadsden, Clinch’s superiors supported the colonel and Dade withdrew from the Aucilla to Pensacola.55
Dade and the Indian leaders had learned lessons about one another. From his 1826-1827 experiences, the captain had reason to
believe that the Indians, although armed and hostile, would not
fight a regular-army force and that, accordingly, a show of force
would forestall war. Leaders such as Micanopy, Holata Micco, and
Abraham, on the other hand, gained knowledge of Dade’s persistence and brutality in the face of accommodation. They carried
away, as well, enhanced resentments of the Bellamy Road and
Aucilla planters who had hunted men with dogs and condemned
numerous others to desperation and starvation.
Ensuing events hardened the bitterness. Governor DuVal in
June 1827 turned four prisoners over to Thomas County authorities. One escaped, but three others were hung to death on June 27
at Thomasville. The youngest, an overweight boy, begged for his
life after breaking the rope twice during attempts to hang him. His
pleas to be kept as a slave notwithstanding, “the poor boy’s appeal
was refused.“56 In the meantime, the other prisoners had been released to the custody of Indian Agent Humphreys and returned to
the reservation. In September, DuVal demanded that two of
them— including Tiger Tail’s brother— be turned over for a Tallahassee trial for the Aucilla murders. Fearing a “corrupt trial,” Humphreys asserted to the United States attorney that “I most
confidently believe in the entire innocence of the accused [of the
murders].”57 A jury acquitted them in October for lack of evidence.
They then escaped while being escorted back to the reservation but
were apprehended by a party of whites intent upon enforcing a territorial law that permitted them to arrest and whip Indians under
certain circumstances. Tiger Tail’s brother resisted and was shot
and killed. Judge Thomas Randall thereafter released the white
55. Territorial Papers, XXIII, 822-23, 852-58; Pensacola Gazette & West Florida Advertiser,
June 29, 1827; Savannah Daily Georgian, July 14, 1827.
56. J. E. Hays, Indian Letters, 115; Savannah Daily Georgian, July 7, 1827; MacIntyre,
History of Thomas County, 5-6, William Warren Rogers, Ante-Bellum Thomas County,
1825-1861 (Tallahassee, 1963), 34-35. Among the Thomas County grand jurors
who indicted the Indian defendants for murder was John Carlton. In 1852 Carlton relocated his family to Florida, first in Madison County and then in presentday Marion, Polk, and Hardee counties. His great-great-grandson, Doyle Elam
Carlton, served during 1929-1933 as governor of Florida. See Spessard Stone,
Lineage of John Carlton (Wauchula, FL, 1991), 1-2, 43-44.
57. Sprague, Florida War, 44.
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men from prosecution because the death was “beyond the design
of the perpetrators.“58 Middle Florida residents were left wondering
if, and when, Tiger Tail would avenge the killing.59
The two years’occurrences held additional implications. For
one thing, the influence of black advisors with leaders such as Micanopy and Holata Micco increased as respect for white Indian
agents diminished. In September 1827 Humphreys remarked
upon “the great influence the Slaves possess over their masters,
which is uniformly exercised in exciting their jealousy of the
whites.“60 While John Hicks served as supreme chief, the importance of the fact remained less significant. Upon Micanopy’s succession to the position in the early 1830s however, the power of
Abraham and other black leaders rose accordingly. Micanopy, with
Abraham’s advice, already had rejected emigration in councils
held in 1827. “Here my navel string was cut,” he had declared, “the
earth drank the blood, which makes me love it. I was raised in
th[is] country, and if it is a poor one, I love it, and do not wish to
leave it.“61
In the first years of the following decade, James Gadsden and
other whites endeavored repeatedly to compel removal of Florida’s
Indians to the West. By 1834 Tallahassee Creeks under Holata
Micco were planning armed resistance from the headwaters of the
Peace River. Cooperating with them were black warriors under the
chief Harry. At the Indian agency and at Fort King, Holata Micco’s
relative and subordinate Osceola represented the chief’s interests.
Through 1835 Harry and his men engaged in raids from Fort
Brooke to the Alachua frontier, while Abraham and his allies filtered among the slaves of area cotton and sugar plantations to prepare them for war. On December 18 Osceola successfully attacked
a militia baggage train of General Richard Keith Call’s command at
Black Point near Micanopy’s former estates at Alachua.62

58. Savannah Daily Georgian, November 10, 1827; Sprague, Florida War, 45; Shofner,
Jefferson County, 66-67.
59. Shofner, Jefferson County, 66.
60. Territorial Papers XXIII, 911.
61. Charles H. Coe, Red Patriots: The Story of the Seminoles (Cincinnati, 1898; facsimile
ed., Gainesville, 1974), 25; Pensacola Gazette & West Florida Advertiser, June 29,
1827.
62. Mahon, Second Seminole War, 68-103; Brown, Florida’s Peace River Frontier, 34-43;
Porter, “Negro Abraham,” 17-18; John K. Mahon, “Black Point, First Battle of
the Second Seminole War,” Florida Living (July 1988), 22-25.
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Louis Pacheco at age ninety-two. Jacksonville Times-Union, 1896. In Frank Laumer,
Dade’s Last Command (Gainesville, 1995).

The Dade Massacre and the Second Seminole War soon followed, and in them could be felt and heard echoes of the earlier
Florida crisis. First, General Duncan L. Clinch ordered a relief
force to march north from Fort Brooke to Fort King. Captain
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George Washington Gardiner received the command. The captain’s wife lay seriously ill, however, and, with “chivalry and dash,”
Major Francis L. Dade offered to relieve Gardiner. The force of
about 100 men and officers departed on December 23 up the military road. Then, a little later, the fort’s senior officer sent Colonel
Brooke’s former slave Louis Fatio Pacheco to join the party as an
interpreter. 63
Chroniclers of the Florida war have disputed Pacheco’s role in
subsequent events. Stories persisted after the massacre that Louis
betrayed Dade’s column to the Indians, but the slave later insisted
that he did not. What he perhaps did do, though, was to notify
them that the well-remembered Dade was in command. Pacheco
certainly was familiar with black leaders within the reservation. In
1824 he had escaped from his original St. Johns County owner into
the Indian lands where a brother and sister lived. He remained
long enough to learn the language before he was captured and
brought to Fort Brooke as the colonel’s bondsman. Apparently
Dade suspected some connection between Pacheco and Abraham.
The morning before the massacre the major refused to send Louis
into Abraham’s town. “Lewis, I have concluded not to send you to
Pilathlacaha this morning,” Pacheco recalled Dade telling him,
“but I will send you ahead into Fort King tomorrow.“64 Noted the
Seminole leader Alligator, “The Negroes [at Fort Brooke] had reported that two companies prepared to march.“65
Whatever the source of the news, word of Dade’s approach
made its way into the reservation, and, George A. McCall insisted,
some of its residents began shadowing the column, sometimes
“whooping and occasionally firing their rifles, evincing in every way
a highly exasperated state of feeling.“66 The major sensed the danger but directed his column further into the nation. “I believe that
Major Dade knew that the Indians were hostile,” Pacheco recorded, “for I was sent on to explore every bad place.“67 On the last

63. Laumer, Massacre!, 1-7, 29-32, 35.
64. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, October 30, 1892; Austin [TX] Commercial Journal, c. August 1861, quoted in Donald B. McKay, Pioneer Florida, 3 vols. (Tampa,
1959), II, 480-81. McKay apparently erred in attributing Pacheco’s statement to
1861; rather, he should have attributed it to 1881. See Gainesville Sun and Bee,
September, 8, 1881.
65. McKay, Pioneer Florida, II, 482.
66. McCall, Letters From the Frontiers, 303.
67. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, October 30, 1892.
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day or two, the slave added, Dade loosed packs of dogs into the
woods, an act reminiscent of the 1826-1827 volunteer initiative.
Meanwhile, runners summoned Indians and blacks to meet at the
spot where the military road branched off to Okihumpky. “Abraham responded with quite a number of warriors,” recalled one Indian leader.68 The combined forces then moved southward to a
point just south of where the path to Peliklakaha crossed the military road. There they awaited Dade.69
The drama swiftly moved to its climax. Neither Abraham nor
his allies could know if Dade intended to detour to Peliklakaha or
to Okihumpky where he had brought troops in 1826. They were
well aware from his earlier conduct that they could expect the brutal use of force if he did. StiIl, Micanopy wavered in committing his
men to battle, while Abraham and others strove to stiffen his resolve. When the column appeared in the distance, the supreme
chief recognized Dade sitting astride his horse, and the sight seems
to have made a difference with Micanopy. All waited patiently until
Dade neared the chief, who rose, fired, and killed the major. The
massacre ensued, after which “Abraham and his band” finished the
deadly work.70 “Taking up the fallen axes of the work crew and
drawing the assorted knives they carried,” wrote battle historian
Frank Laumer, “they scrambled into the pen, cutting and hacking
their way from man to man. Every throat that moaned was cut, and
every heart that beat was stabbed.“71 Louis Fatio Pacheco was taken
away with the attackers unhurt.72
Historian John K. Mahon and others ably have recounted the
seven years’aftermath of the Dade Massacre. Suffice it to mention
that three days later the joy felt by Indians and blacks at Dade’s
death grew when they decisively repulsed a combined force of regulars under Duncan Clinch and volunteers under Richard Keith
Call. The volunteer general subsequently withdrew his men from
the scene of conflict in order to protect Middle Florida plantations,

68. Ibid., February 16, 1895.
69. McCall, Letters From the Frontiers, 303; “Map of the Seat of War in Florida, 1836.”
70. McCall, Letters From the Frontiers, 303; McKay, Pioneer Florida, II, 482; Jacksonville
Florida Times-Union, February 16, 1895; Jacksonville Evening Telegram, August 3,
1893.
71. Laumer, Massacre!, 149-50.
72. Ibid., 169.
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an action that, in turn, exacerbated political divisions within the
territory. 73
As noted earlier, Call’s protective stance failed to stop vengeful
raids into Middle Florida. “My home is at this time a garrison for
the alarmed Ladies of my neighborhood,” James Gadsden asserted
of conditions in the Aucilla River area in 1838, “and a hospital for
the wounded.“74 Benjamin Chaires’s death on October 4 of that
year saved him from further fear, but his son Green Chaires paid
for past wrongs the following summer with the lives of his wife and
child. As late as the conflict’s closing months in 1842, Tiger Tail
and his men remained at an encampment not far from where Dade
had taken the Tallahassee Creek’s brother in 1827. Around that
time a St. Augustine correspondent reflected upon the war and its
causes. “The Indians were called upon to comply with the treaty [of
Moultrie Creek],” he wrote. “They were all to live beyond a line
drawn across the peninsula. To this district called the ‘nation’ most
of them retired, but some were always found straggling outside.
They were found as far west as Tallahassee— they hunted from
thence to the mouth of the Suwannee, as they do now. Major Dade,
about the year 1827, was employed in restricting them.” The correspondent concluded, “Perhaps the savage enmity which resulted in
his death was then first excited.“75

73. Mahon, Second Seminole War, 107-327; Jacksonville Courier, January 14, 1836;
Brown, “Race Relations,” 304-07.
74. Gadsden to Poinsett, January 17, 1838.
75. Tallahassee Floridian, October 6, 1838; “Chaires Massacre,” in Chaires family
biographical file; Peters, Florida Wars,, 253; Savannah Daily Georgian, March 8,
1842.
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FROM A TERRITORIAL TO A STATE JUDICIARY
FLORIDA’S ANTEBELLUM COURTS AND JUDGES
by JAMES M. DENHAM

W

hen the United States received Florida from Spain in
1821, one of the most obvious tools of instituting federal authority was the establishment of the American system of jurisprudence on the Florida frontier. Soon plans were under way to
establish courts. During its territorial period (1821-1845) the national government in Washington provided Florida with its judicial
officers. Presidents Monroe, Adams, Jackson, Van Buren, Harrison,
Tyler, and Polk served in the White House and each appointed federal judges, district attorneys, and marshals for the judicial districts. In 1822 Congress divided the territory at the Suwannee River
into two judicial districts. Superior courts, organized primarily at
the county level, began functioning immediately. Thereafter, judicial districts were created as population growth required. In 1824,
for example, a Middle Judicial District encompassing the area between the Apalachicola and Suwannee rivers was added to the existent Eastern and Western districts. The Southern District followed
in 1828. A decade later Congress created the Apalachicola District,
which provided for meetings of superior courts in Washington,
Jackson, Franklin, and Calhoun counties.1
Not all counties had their own superior courts. During most of
the territorial period, settlers in Marion, Hillsborough, Columbia,
Hernando, and Levy counties attended court in Alachua County at
Newnansville (today the town of Alachua). St. Augustine served as
a court site, not only for St. Johns County residents, but also temporarily for those in St. Lucie and Mosquito counties, and in Monroe until 1828. During most of the 1820s and 1830s, citizens of
Nassau County attended court in Duval County. Likewise, settlers
in Madison and Hamilton counties, both created in 1827, did not

James M. Denham is associate professor of history, Florida Southern College,
Lakeland. The author wishes to thank Andrew Pearson and Kenneth Roberts
for their careful reading of this essay.
1. Tallahassee Florida Sentinel, December 3, 1841.
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have their own superior courts until the 1840s. They traveled to
Monticello in Jefferson County.
Though the “judiciary of the Florida territory operated under
federal authority,” writes legal scholar Kermit Hall, it “more closely
resembled a state court.” This was so because it had jurisdiction
over criminal, property, and some probate and contract cases—
matters that traditionally were the province of state courts.2 Congress vested Florida’s superior courts with a variety of powers. They
possessed original jurisdiction in criminal matters and in controversies involving $100 or more. Superior courts also adjudicated
controversies arising under federal law. One of the court’s most arduous tasks was adjudicating the conflicting land claims between
private citizens and the federal government dating from the Spanish period. Superior courts sat for spring and fall terms, which
meant that judges, district attorneys, marshals, and lawyers rode
circuit twice within the district each year. Superior courts possessed
appellate jurisdiction over the lower courts. A court of appeals,
composed of the district judges sitting together, heard cases under
review from superior courts.3
Beneath the superior courts, county courts handled cases in
equity less than $100, along with other civil and probate matters.
Before Florida became a state in 1845, three-man county courts
also served as a kind of county commission. County courts had no
criminal jurisdiction, but they were empowered— like justices of
the peace— to take affidavits, commit suspects to jail, and supervise
police and patrols in their respective counties. They appointed
constables and were responsible for constructing and maintaining
roads, bridges, and public buildings such as courthouses and jails.
County courts had local tax assessing powers, and they also laid out
justice of the peace (JP) districts within each county.4 Justices of the
peace and county judges were appointed by the governor. In 1844,

2. Kermit Hall and Eric Rise, From Local Courts to National Tribunals: Federal District
Courts in Florida, 1821-1991 (Brooklyn, 1991), 5.
3. For a discussion of the territorial courts see Hall and Rise, From Local Courts to
National Tribunals, 5-20; Charles D. Farris, “The Courts of Territorial Florida,”
Florida Historical Quarterly 19 (April 1941), 346-67; Junius E. Dovell, Florida: Historic, Dramatic, Contemporary, 4 vols. (New York, 1952), I, 226.
4. An Act to Regulate the Counties and Establish County Courts in the Territory of
Florida, in Acts and Resolutions of the Legislative Council of the Territory of Florida
(Tallahassee, 1824), 247-51.
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the year before Florida became a state, these positions became
elected. 5
Of all institutions of territorial government, county courts were
probably the most criticized. Local citizens often complained that
its tax assessing powers were unfair and its decisions were arbitrary.
One St. Johns County citizen proclaimed that all his fellow citizens
in East Florida shared his sentiments that all the officers of the
county courts were incompetent, irresponsible, and indolent.6 Another man charged that the problem was in Tallahassee. Officials
there wanted influence in local communities and “were willing to
7
purchase it by . . . corrupt patronage.“ Others argued that county
courts were an expensive, unnecessary layer of bureaucracy between the superior courts and the justices of the peace.8 But most
of the criticism was directed against the county courts’tax assessment powers. Citizens in Escambia County complained of “enormous taxes,” while residents in Gadsden County insisted that the
very fact that they were taxed by those they had not chosen to represent them was “unconstitutional” and not within the “Rights of
Republicans.“9
When it came to federal judges, the need for absolute impartiality meant that presidents always appointed from outside the territory. The appointment of district attorneys also followed this
pattern, though not absolutely. Florida’s first territorial judiciary
represented some of the best legal talent in the nation. Henry
Marie Brackenridge (Western District, 1823-1832), a native of
Pennsylvania, had experience as a district judge and attorney general in the Orleans Territory before joining Andrew Jackson as a
Spanish translator in Pensacola in 1822. By 1820 he had achieved a
reputation as one of the great men of American letters.10 Augustus
5.
6.
7.
8.

Farris, “Courts of Territorial Florida,” 350.
St. Augustine Florida Herald, November 18, 1830.
Ibid., May 5, 1830.
Ibid., April 21, 1830; Memorial of the Inhabitants of the County of St. Johns to
the Governor and the Legislative Council of Florida, November 4, 1824, Territorial Legislative Council, Unicameral, RG 910, ser. 876, box 1, fol. 7, Florida State
Archives, Tallahassee (hereinafter, FSA)
9. Petition of Citizens of Escambia County to Legislative Council, 1824, and Petition to the Governor from the Inhabitants of Gadsden County, November 20,
1824, Territorial Legislative Council, Unicameral, RG 910, ser. 876, box 1, fol. 7,
FSA.
10. William F. Keller, The Nation’s Advocate: Henry Marie Brackenridge and Young America (Pittsburgh, 1956); Hall and Rise, From Local Courts to National Tribunals, 15556.
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Woodward, the first judge of the Middle District of Florida, was a
graduate of Columbia University. At the time of his appointment in
1824, he had already served nineteen years as superior court judge
of the Michigan Territory where he wrote The Laws of Michigan,
1806 (otherwise known as the “Woodward Code”). Joseph Smith of
Connecticut studied at Yale and replaced William Pope DuVal of
the Eastern Judicial District, who became governor of territorial
Florida in 1822. Smith had experience as a trial lawyer in Litchfield, Connecticut, and served in Florida until 1832.11
Though judicial appointments became more and more politicized in the proceeding years, Florida continued to receive excellent judges. Among these were Robert Raymond Reid, a graduate
of South Carolina College who spent most of his legal career in
Georgia. Before his appointment to the Eastern District of Florida
in 1832, Reid had served as circuit judge, United States congressman, and mayor of Augusta, Georgia. In 1839 President Martin
Van Buren appointed him governor of Florida. Another talented
judge was Virginia-born James Webb, who was the first to preside
over the Southern District, created in 1828. Webb came to Florida
from Georgia, and he later became attorney general and secretary
of state for the Republic of Texas. William Marvin of New York replaced Webb in the Southern District. Marvin became a national
authority on maritime law, writing A Treatise on Wreck and Salvage
(Boston, 1858).12 Marvin served as governor of Florida in the tumultuous days immediately following the Civil War.
Though presidents could select judges from all over the nation, Florida’s territorial judiciary was composed mainly of natives
of southern states: Reid and Richard C. Allen (Apalachicola District, 1832-1838) were born in South Carolina; Webb, DuVal, Samuel Douglas (Middle District, 1842-1845), and John A. Cameron
(Western District, 1832-1838) were born in Virginia; Alfred Balch
(Middle District, 1840-1841) and David Carmack (Apalachicola
District, 1841-1845) came to Florida from Tennessee; and Dillon
Jordan (Western District, 1838-1845) was a native of North Carolina. If Thomas Randall (Middle District, 1827-1840) of Maryland is
counted as a Southerner, ten out of fifteen territorial judges came

11. Hall and Rise, From Local Courts to National Tribunals, 155-56, 171, 174.
12. Ibid., 165, 173.
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from states south of the Mason-Dixon line. Of the northern states,
New York was represented by Judges Woodward, Marvin, and Isaac
Bronson (Eastern District, 1840-1845), and Brackenridge of Pennsylvania and Smith of Connecticut put the number of northern
judges at five.
There is little evidence that northern judges had difficulty adjusting to slavery in Florida, especially in the early years of the territory. Woodward died in 1827, long before sectional tensions
reached their peak. In 1831 Judge Brackenridge left little doubt
that he was determined to enforce the legal mandates of the slave
system. In remarks he made to a Jackson County grand jury, the
judge denounced the “circulation of inflammatory publications
[lately] thrown into the Southern Country, by incendiaries, actuated by fanatic zeal.” He announced his determination to enforce
existing laws regarding these issues and suggested that additional
legislation on these matters might be necessary.13
William Marvin remembered facing some hostility on account
of his northern birth when he served in Florida’s legislative council
in 1837.14 A unionist at the time Florida left the union in 1861, Marvin sat out the war in New York but returned in 1865 when President Andrew Johnson appointed him governor. Both Marvin and
fellow New Yorker Isaac Bronson seem to have adjusted well to the
South. By all accounts Joseph Smith was a man of intense energy,
passion, short temper, and even volatility. He was often involved in
confrontations with other federal officials, members of the bar, and
private citizens. One official complaint lodged against him, addressed to the president, charged that he was a “Bully among the
people.” Other opponents of the judge referred to him as a “tyrant.“15 Whether disagreements over politics, personalities, the law,
13. Charge of Judge Henry M. Brackenridge to the Jackson County Grand Jury,
December Term, in Clarence E. Carter, ed., The Territorial Papers of the United
States, 28 vols. (Washington, 1934-1969), Florida Territory, XXIV, 619 (hereinafter,
Territorial Papers).
14. Kevin K. Kearney, ed., “Autobiography of William Marvin,” Florida Historical
Quarterly 36 (January 1958), 203-05.
15. Memorial to the President by the Inhabitants of East Florida, January 11, 1830,
and Judge Smith to the President, November 18, 1829, in Territorial Papers,
XXIV, 292, 327. For additional instances of confrontations between Judge
Smith and others see Ibid., XXIII, 169-70, 194-95, 344, 373-74, 392-93, 411-12,
437-38, 504, 506-17, 523-24, 599; St. Augustine East Florida Herald, January 17,
February 7, 1824, March 1, 8, 26, April 30, May 7, 1825, April 21, 1830; Pensacola Gazette, March 5, April 9, 30, May 7, 14, 1825; Tallahassee Floridian and
Advocate, May 4, 1830.
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or North/South conflicts motivated the judge’s outbursts is difficult to determine. Still, Smith had little patience with the tendency
of Southerners to criticize Northerners in his presence. Judge Robert Reid remembered Smith’s agitation at a dinner party that both
attended in St. Augustine. Reid told Smith that he had enjoyed
Achille Murat’s latest book and asked his opinion. Smith responded, “You don’t expect me to agree to that, do you?” “I had
forgotten,” noted Reid in his diary, “the Ex-Prince had abused the
Yankees.” But Reid was relieved when Smith proposed to put the
existence of sea serpents up to a vote and “every native” at the table
“voted with him.“16 The irony, of course, is that Smith was the father
of Confederate General Edmund Kirby Smith.
Riding circuit during Florida’s territorial era was a very rigorous experience. Nevertheless, Judge Henry Brackenridge seemed
to enjoy the experience and kept his wife in Pennsylvania constantly abreast of his activities. In the spring of 1830 he informed
her that he would hold court in Pensacola, Alaqua, and Marianna
(Chipola). “I shall start . . . my little wagon, and will have a resting
place at my own little house at Alaqua, half way to Chipola, where I
shall have plenty of good milk and no mosquitos.“17 In 1832 John
Cameron replaced Brackenridge as judge of the Western District.
After four years on the circuit, Cameron complained to authorities
in Washington that his responsibilities were unreasonably arduous
and his pay was inadequate. “Pray, cast your eyes upon the Map of
Florida & look at my district! I have to hold Courts in five Counties,
twice a year, besides one yearly term of the Court of Appeals: my
traveling is more than 2,000 Miles in the year. I am from home, on
my official duties, more than 6 Months in the year: from the nature
of the Country & the distance of my Courts, my traveling is not only
great & fatiguing, but my health and even life are often hazarded.
And yet, for this I receive the salary of $1,800 only, without any perquisites [sic] or allowances.“18
Even before the 1840s, some Floridians complained at what
they called the “political whims of Washington.” Many called for
the right to select their own judiciary. In one instance, a select com16. Robert Raymond Reid Diary, October 6, 1833, Florida State Library, Tallahassee.
17. Henry Brackenridge to Caroline Brackenridge, May 2, 1830, Brackenridge
Papers, Pace Library, University of West Florida, Pensacola.
18. John Cameron to secretary of state, January 28, 1836, in Territorial Papers, XXV,
229-330.
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mittee of the legislative council authored a resolution for the election of a governor and judiciary by the people of the territory,
claiming that selecting its own rulers was the “foundation of every
Republican Government.” The present circumstances, they insisted, rendered Florida citizens more the “subjects of Colonial vassalage, than the citizens of a free republic.“19 This kind of rhetoric
increased especially after the St. Joseph Convention in 1838 when
political considerations seemed to defer Florida coming into the
Union.
Frustration with the political nature of judicial appointments
increased throughout the territorial period. The election of William Henry Harrison in 1840 brought the Whigs to power but his
sudden death and the elevation of John Tyler to the presidency
sent the appointment process in a different direction. This confusion brought even more uncertainty to citizens of Florida. Complaints like those voiced by the Gadsden County grand jury were
common. “Our state of Territorial dependence and vassalage is degrading and galling to American freemen. We are denied participation in political rights and privileges of the great body of American
citizens.” The system had created a kind of “arrogance of power,”
which produced a “forgetfulness” of who were the “servants” and
who were the “masters.” “History will record the narrative, to the
shame of the National Legislature. The officers of the local government are totally irresponsible to us— are sent hither to rule over us,
without our having any voice in their selection. They have been often without any community of feeling or interests with us [and are]
not identified with us in sentiment.“20 Such were the views of many
Middle Florida leaders. Many residents, however, especially in East
Florida, opposed ending Florida’s territorial status because the
change would bring an end to federal financial support. Thus
former Governor William P. DuVal warned his neighbors in St. Augustine that statehood would result in taxation in order to provide
what the federal treasury already granted a territory. Prominent
among these new expenses would be salaries for four judges, district attorneys, along with fees and expenses of criminal prosecu-

19. Resolution, no date, Legislative Council, Unicameral, RG 910, ser. 876, box 3,
fol. 7, FSA.
20. Gadsden County Grand Jury Presentment, in Tallahassee Florida Sentinel, May
20, 1842.
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tions— totaling an estimated $22,000. As one commentator asked,
“Where is this money to come from except from your pockets in
the shape of TAXES, TAXES. . . . Your lands and your cattle will be
taxed, nay sold, to satisfy these new burthens.“21
Those who supported statehood criticized the quality of the
federal appointments. Some referred to them as the president’s
“needy friends,” while others called them “second rate and broken
down politicians of other states, troublesome and cringing office
seekers, who fly to Florida as a place of refuge, the same as Convicts
fly to Texas.“22 The Whigs, of course, charged that these allegations
were motivated by disgruntled Democrats who were disappointed
at having their own party replaced. Partisanship was most intense
in the Middle District where the new administration brought in a
full slate of Whig appointees.23 Bank failures, violent bankruptcy
hearings, and political rioting preceded Judge Samuel Douglas’s
first sessions of court. Not surprisingly, Douglas’s first session was a
stormy one. Though he refused to be deterred from holding court,
he received criticism primarily from Democrats. “President Tyler’s
sending him hither to dispense law and justice to the people of this
District,” charged the Tallahassee Floridian, “makes him one of the
Territorial Government. But he will discover ere long that his is a
government every true-hearted Floridian despises and contempts
from the bottom of his soul— a Government degrading alike to
those who continue it, and to those who are constrained to obey
it.”24 Judge Douglas, however, soon won the respect of his district.
At the conclusion of the December 1841 term the Leon County
grand jury congratulated him for his “impartial, dignified manner
in which . . . he [had] discharged his duties.“25 Economic improvements lessened the political partisanship. By 1845 passions had
cooled.
When Florida became a state in March 1845, the role of the
federal government in Florida’s judicial affairs diminished consid21. “Expenses of State Government” (broadside), box 2, fol. 22, Joseph S. Sanchez
Papers, St. Augustine Historical Society.
22. Pensacola Gazette, April 25, 1840.
23. Joining Judge Samuel Douglas in the Middle District were United States Marshal John G. Camp and United States Attorney Charles S. Sibley. Selected as
governor was Richard K. Call, who by 1840 increasingly was associated with the
Whigs.
24. Tallahassee Floridian, December 11, 1841.
25. Minutes of the Leon County Superior Court, book 3,199, Leon Country Courthouse. Tallahassee.
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erably. Home rule meant that Florida was immediately granted
both jurisdiction and monetary responsibility over its own criminal
affairs. The superior courts, renamed circuit courts, functioned essentially as they had before, though with some important differences. The Legislative Assembly elected a judge and “solicitor” for
each judicial circuit until 1853, when a state constitutional amendment mandated that judges and solicitors be popularly elected.26
After statehood county courts were abolished and most of their
civil responsibilities, such as the maintenance of roads, jails, militia,
and patrol matters, were given over to the board of county commissioners. As one contemporary source summarized their responsibilities, “They exercise all powers, and perform all duties of county
courts (under the territorial laws) while sitting for county purposes,” and they sit for two sessions per year and “other such times
as the judge of probate, or any two members may require.“27 Florida’s highest court was modeled after the old territorial court of appeals, since it was provided that circuit judges, sitting together,
would constitute the Supreme Court of Florida, with the judge of
the case under consideration being disqualified in the appeal. In
1850 the Legislative Assembly elected separate supreme court
judges. Soon thereafter it was decided that supreme court judges
would serve six-year terms and be elected by the people.
At the conclusion of the territorial period, the role of the federal government in the state’s judicial affairs changed dramatically.
Congress created the Northern (1846) and the Southern (1847)
districts of Florida, and President James K. Polk appointed Judges
Isaac Bronson and William Marvin to the new federal posts. The
primary concerns of these courts involved issues in which the federal government was a party, such as land claims disputes and maritime commerce. The courts also adjudicated alleged violations of
federal criminal law. It had original jurisdiction over such federal
crimes as piracy, slave smuggling, mail robbery, counterfeiting, vio-

26. The first judges and solicitors elected by the people of Florida in 1853 for the
Western Circuit were Jesse Finley (judge) and James Landrum (solicitor); for
the Middle Circuit: J. Wayles Baker (judge) and Samuel R. Stephens (solicitor);
for the Eastern Circuit: William A. Forward (judge) and James Baker (solicitor);
and for the Southern Circuit: Thomas King (judge) and Hardy Kendrick (solicitor). Tallahassee Floridian and Journal, November 26, 1853.
27. St. Augustine News, September 6, 1845.
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lation of military and Indian reservations, cutting live oak timber
on public lands, and malfeasance of public officials.28 But it is Florida’s state courts that are of primary relevance.
The transfer from superior (federal) to circuit (state) went
smoothly. As one commentator noted late in 1845, the “courts are
now organized, will administer the same laws, under the same
forms, and be governed by the same rules as the late U. S. Courts.“29
In nearly all instances the judges and solicitors either remained in
their old jobs or assumed new positions based on their experience
in the old system. For example, when William Marvin declined his
legislative appointment to the Southern Circuit, Governor William
Moseley appointed George W. Macrea. Macrea had previously
served as district attorney of the Southern District. George S. Hawkins, who had been United States District Attorney of the abolished
Apalachicola District, became judge of the Western Circuit. Thomas Douglas, who replaced Judge Bronson as judge of the Eastern
Circuit, had been United States District Attorney for the Eastern Judicial District since 1826. Only Thomas Baltzell, selected to preside
over the Middle Circuit, had no previous experience as judge or
district attorney in the old system. Selected as solicitors for the new
circuits were Caraway Smith (Western), Thomas Heir (Middle), Felix Livingston (Eastern), and R. W. Brandy (Southern).30
An added feature of the new, post-territorial judicial structure
was the “alternating system.” This arrangement provided that circuit judges, despite their appointment to specific circuits, attend
court in all the circuits on a rotating basis. Proponents of this system contended that this would ensure impartiality and prevent any
favoritism or biases in favor or against any specific group. From the
very beginning, however, the difficulties of travel— especially in the
Southern Circuit where all the meeting places had to be reached by
water— placed excessive hardships on judges. Early on Governor
William Moseley urged the Legislative Assembly to consider abolishing the system or at least to exclude the Southern Circuit from
the process.31

28. On Florida’s federal courts in the antebellum era see Hall and Rise, From Local
Courts to National Tribunals, 21-30.
29. Tallahassee Star of Florida, August 1, 1845.
30. Pensacola Gazette, August 2, 1845.
31. Message of Governor William Moseley, in Pensacola Gazette, November 29, 1845.
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Many saw the hardships in the alternating system. Just as the
system was about to be implemented, a correspondent to the Tallahassee Floridian reminded the public that as far as the Southern
Circuit was concerned, a “judge in time must become a practical
sailor, and egad, a bold one; for many is the man who would face a
cannon or meet his particular friend at ten paces, without the
slightest tremor of nerves, but would still falter and hesitate at making a trip to Key West, in a sail boat with an inexperienced crew.” Finally the critic recommended that the Legislative Assembly
appropriate money for life preservers, instead of a law library, and
clothe judges in Indian rubber rather than ermine.32
By 1846 nearly everyone was calling for the system’s repeal. Citizens in the Southern Circuit were particularly vocal. In November
1845 citizens in Key West petitioned the Legislative Assembly to repeal the system, claiming that judges attending courts in Hillsborough, Benton, Monroe, and Dade counties had to “travel more
than fifteen hundred miles by sea, besides considerable distance by
land.“33 Times for holding court could not be guaranteed “unless
judges were provided with a vessel of suitable size to make their voyage.” The petitioners estimated that it would cost $1,200 to hire
such a vessel to operate four months during the spring and fall
terms. The petitioners also complained that the plan would keep
judges “almost constantly from home so as to prevent applications
for orders at chambers.“34
Despite these problems, the alternating system operated for
two years. When the first circuit court met at Tampa on April 17,
1846, Judge Thomas Baltzell of the Middle Circuit presided. Thomas Douglas of the Eastern Circuit presided in the fall term, followed finally by Southern Circuit Judge George Macrea, who
arrived in April 1847. The rotation was complete in October of that
year when Western Circuit Judge George S. Hawkins presided over
the fall term.35 By that time a large number of citizens had complained that the difficulties of water travel and communication de32. Tallahassee Floridian, November 1, 1845.
33. Petition of the Citizens of Key West to Legislative Assembly of Florida, November 17, 1845, Nineteenth Century Florida Legislature, RG 915, ser. 887, box 1,
fol. 5, FSA.
34. Resolutions of the Meeting in Hillsborough County Touching on the Alternating System, October 12, 1846, RG 915, ser. 887, box 3, fol. 4, FSA.
35. Minutes of the Hillsborough County Circuit Court, 1848-1854, 1-44, Hillsborough County Records Annex, Brandon.
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stroyed “all certainty of the sessions.” Interested parties “must await
the arrival of judges” and must be “necessarily subjected to great
loss of time, and pecuniary sacrifices.” By 1847 the complaints
against “circular judges” had become so great, even from northern
constituents, that the Legislative Assembly abolished the alternating system.36
The brief experience with the alternating system probably was
positive in the long run because it highlighted the difficulties of
travel throughout the state. That judges were forced to travel in
wagons or boats far and wide across the Florida frontier publicized
the necessity of providing easier access to isolated areas. No doubt,
the demand for better stage and water travel stimulated the building of more roads and improving the ones that already existed.
After 1848 judges held court in their own districts. The circuits
had changed little from the territorial period, except that places
for holding court were added as new counties were created. In
Florida’s remaining antebellum years, Holmes County (1848) was
added to the Western Circuit; Liberty (1855), Taylor (1856), and
Lafayette (1856) joined the Middle Circuit; Putnam (1849),
Sumter (1853), Volusia (1854), and Clay (1858) joined the Eastern
Circuit; and Brevard and Manatee counties became stops on the
Southern Circuit in 1855. The creation of New River and Suwannee counties in 1858 stimulated proposals to create a circuit in the
Suwannee River region. One year later the Legislative Assembly removed Nassau, Alachua, Levy, Lafayette, and Columbia counties
from the Eastern Circuit and added New River and Suwannee
counties to create the Suwannee Circuit. The new circuit completed its first term just one year before Florida seceded from the
Union. 37
Throughout the antebellum era, Florida remained among
America’s most diverse states. This variety was reflected in Florida’s
geographical regions, its population, and its outlook. Florida’s population was so scattered and travel so difficult that at times any kind
of solidarity seemed impossible. If there was a unifying feature in
36. Hillsborough County Grand Jury Presentment of November 3, 1845, in Tallahassee Floridian, December 13, 1845: Tallahassee Florida Sentinel, December 16,
1845; Columbia County Grand Jury Presentment of May 1846, in St. Augustine
Florida Herald and Southern Democrat, June 2, 1846. See also public meeting in
Chocochattie in Benton County, October 21, 1847, in Tallahassee Floridian,
November 13, 1847.
37. Fernandina East Floridian, January 15, 1860.
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the territory and state, it was the courts. Florida’s judicial system
brought law, order, and civil authority to outlying settlements, and
judges and other court officials represented the state’s most positive forces for unity.
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EDWARD M. WANTON AND THE
SETTLING OF MICANOPY
by FRANK MAROTTI, JR.

D

uring the Second Spanish Period (1784-1821) and its early
years as a United States territory, East Florida was rocked by violence, lawlessness, and uncertainty. Under Spain’s weak, distracted rule, the province served as a haven for Indians, runaway
slaves, and white adventurers seeking to profit from Madrid’s crumbling imperial fortunes. Moreover, a young, ambitious United
States coveted the region, both to bolster its national security and
to provide new lands for its burgeoning citizenry. When the American regime finally established itself, however, it soon faced armed
resistance from Seminole warriors.1
Edward Mills Wanton’s life in East Florida spanned this entire
tumultuous era. Wanton, a white American loyalist who owned
land and slaves, was considered a “notable” by the local Spanish
community. Although his name appears in the correspondence of
Andrew Jackson and John C. Calhoun, as well as in the annals of
Congress and the Supreme Court, he left only a few letters for posterity. Like some of his prominent white contemporaries, he entered into a relationship with a free woman of color who bore him
at least ten children. Wanton played an important role in opening
modern Alachua County to settlers. After entering into negotiations with the Seminoles, he led a group of black pioneers to establish a settlement financed by Spaniards, Jews, and Americans.
A study of Edward M. Wanton’s life, besides illuminating living conditions in a stormy era of Florida history, offers glimpses of one
of the fascinating individuals who punctuated the history of United
States foreign relations. Finally, a biographical portrait of Wanton

Frank Marotti, Jr., is assistant professor of history, Cheyney University, Cheyney,
Pennsylvania.
1. Charlton W. Tebeau, A History of Florida, rev. ed. (Coral Gables, 1980), 89.
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provides insights into the daily lives of the women, free people of
color, Indians, and slaves that shared in his triumphs and trials.2
The birth of the United States transformed Wanton into a refugee and a Spanish subject. Born between 1766 and 1769, Wanton
probably fled from Charleston in 1782 after a British policy blunder set off a brutal civil war in South Carolina that sent 6,000 loyalists and their slaves to Florida. London rewarded these staunch
crown supporters by retroceding the colony to Spain in the treaty
that ended the American Revolution, a move that saddled East
Florida with almost two years of plunder at the hands of angry
white “bandits.”
Hannah Moore and her sons Edward Wanton and William
Harvey, after some initial indecision, opted to take their chances
with the incoming Spaniards rather than face another refugee experience. Moore, a widow whose tragedies are mirrored in her
boys’ surnames, astutely perceived opportunity in this period of
transition. Three miles from the abandoned estate that she was cultivating stood one of Francis Philip Fatio’s plantations. Fatio was a
Swiss immigrant who had risen to become one of East Florida’s
most prominent planters and had accumulated holdings that fueled Moore’s ambitions. The proximity of her land to the powerful
Fatio offered Moore security as well as economic advantages. She
put down roots and prospered.3
The Spanish colony’s newborn neighbor, with its hearty appetite for territory, posed a problem for the mother country. To stave
off potential American advances, Madrid decided to promote pros-

2. Joseph Burkholder Smith, The Plot to Steal Florida: James Madison’s Phony War
(New York, 1983), 99; Richard H. Immerman, “Psychology,” in “A Round Table:
Explaining the History of American Foreign Relations,” Journal of American History 77 (June 1990), 170.
3. Spanish Census, file 1, p. 48, file 2, p. 155, file 3, p. 70, file 4, p. 39, file 10, p.
243, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville;
Robert Stansbury Lambert, South Carolina Loyalists in the American Revolution
(Columbia, 1987), 183-84, 307; Wilbur Henry Siebert, Loyalists in East Florida,
1774 to 1785: The Most Important Documents Pertaining Thereto, Edited with an
Accompanying Narrative, 2 vols. (Deland, 1929; reprint ed., Boston, 1972), II, 130,
139-41; James D. Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records of East and Middle
Florida, 1789-1868,” 2 vols. (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 1930), II, 233;
Jane L. Landers, “Black Society in Spanish St. Augustine, 1784-1821” (Ph.D.
diss., University of Florida, 1988), 46-47; Tebeau, History of Florida, 94; Conversation with Susan Parker, St. Augustine Historical Commission, March 8, 1994.
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perity in Florida through trade and immigration. Moore cleverly
incorporated this two-pronged strategy into her personal plans. Edward, her younger son, served as the family’s mercantile connection, while the elder William, John Gray (her free mulatto
overseer), and her thirteen slaves tilled the soil. Soon, with the assistance of a liberalized land policy in 1790, Moore procured 851
acres in two plots along the St. Johns River. Meanwhile, Wanton acquired commercial experience with men like Miguel Ysnardy, a
government official and sea captain, and James Cashen, a merchant and slave trader. Ysnardy, the province’s translator, exposed
Wanton to diplomacy at an early age. He also was a well-connected
businessman who held one of three special trading licenses issued
by the Spanish government in East Florida. By 1798 Edward was a
clerk with an international enterprise, Panton, Leslie & Company.4
When Wanton joined Panton, Leslie, he became part of a firm
operating a fleet of ships that linked its Pensacola headquarters to
London, Havana, Nassau, St. Augustine, Mobile, and New Orleans.
The company had succeeded in parlaying the threat of American
power into a commercial empire. Its founders, loyalist Scottish
businessmen based in Charleston and Savannah, had fled to British
Florida where they came to dominate the Indian trade. The Spaniards feared that England’s departure might divert this commerce
to the Americans, thus negating a crucial component of their
scheme to maintain sovereignty. Realizing that only Panton, Leslie
could provide the requisite resources and expertise, the crown, for
security purposes, awarded the British company a de facto monop-

4. Michael Gannon, Florida: A Short History (Gainesville, 1993), 26; Spanish Census, file 2, p. 155, file 3, p. 70, file 4, p. 39; Historical Records Survey, Spanish
Land Grants in Florida: Briefed Translations from the Archives of the Board of Commissioners for Ascertaining Claims and Titles to Land in the Territory of Florida, 5 vols.
(Tallahassee, 1940-1941), III, 222-23 (hereinafter, Spanish Land Grants); Spanish
Wills, East Florida, 1784-1816, pp. 48-59, St. Johns County Courthouse, St.
Augustine; Joseph Byrne Lackey, East Florida, 1783-1785: A File of Documents
Assembled and Many of Them Translated (Berkeley, 1949), 295-96; Deposition
Taken in the Case of Estate of James Cashen, box 9, Glunt Papers, P. K. Yonge
Library of Florida History; Deposition of Sarah Faulk et. al., Concerning
Edward Wanton, May 30, 1811, in Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” I,
63; Conversation with Susan Parker, March 11, 1994.
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oly over Florida’s Indian trade— a most unusual exception to
Spain’s mercantile policy. As a result, between 1783 and 1795, the
company made the Indians a human barrier to help protect the
Spanish provinces from the United States. In the process of conducting its business, Panton, Leslie acquired town lots, plantations,
ranches, and huge tracts of land from the Indians.5
When Spain involved itself in warfare against England in 1797,
Florida’s Anglo residents came under suspicion. Panton, Leslie’s
eighty employees, all Protestants, had to swear neither to hinder
the Spanish war effort nor to assist Madrid’s enemies. In these uncertain times, Edward M. Wanton took refuge in the company.
John Forrester, the East Florida operations chief who had become
one of the firm’s partners, appointed Wanton to a salaried position
in 1798. He served at Picolata or Six Mile Creek until raids by the
adventurer William Augustus Bowles in 1801 resulted in his reassignment to a more secure area. Joseph Summerall became Wanton’s new supervisor. Summerall, the superintendent of the
company’s cattle business, had Wanton assist him by weighing and
delivering beef to the local garrison.6
During the month that the Peace of Amiens was signed, March
1802, Wanton left the company in order to “arrange for planting.”
On November 23, 1801, in exchange for an oath of fidelity and a
promise to develop Florida land, Governor Enrique White granted
him 750 acres. Wanton’s tract fronted the St. Johns River at Picolata, a strategic crossing point and the site of an old Spanish fort.
Like his mother, he claimed river-front acreage that bordered the
holdings of a wealthy planter. His neighbor was the powerful cattle
baron Manuel Solana. Evidence suggests that Wanton also ran his
own trading business from 1802 to 1804.7

5. William S. Coker and Thomas D. Watson, Indian Traders of the Southeastern Spanish Borderlands: Panton, Leslie & Company and John Forbes & Company, 1783-1847
(Pensacola, 1986), x-xii, 23, 3435, 187, 366-69; Tebeau, History of Florida, 94-97;
Gannon, Florida: A Short History, 26.
6. Coker and Watson, Indian Traders, 209, 212-13; Deposition of Sarah Faulk, in
Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” I, 6.
7. Deposition of Sarah Faulk; Spanish Land Grants, V, 193; Glunt, “Plantation and
Frontier Records,” I, 4; Spanish Land Grants Confirmed, T#l Tate-W#10 Waterman, St. Augustine Historical Society.
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Wanton’s experience with the company had allowed him to develop further his business skills, especially those applicable to the
Indians and stock raising. These would prove valuable in the future. Panton, Leslie partners functioned as frontier financiers, diplomats, traders, landholders, planters, ranchers, slave owners,
litigants in court, and community leaders. Florida’s transfer to the
United States later afforded Wanton the opportunity to play all of
these roles, just like his betters in the firm.
Racial considerations increased Edward’s commitment to
Spain and further distanced him from the neighboring United
States. At the time of Governor White’s grant, Wanton was in his
early thirties and had three young children. Margaret “Peggy”
Saunders Gray had been married to his mother’s overseer. She was
the daughter of Alejandro Saunders, a white South Carolinian, and
his slave Isabel. Peggy may have been the same “Margarita Saunders” who successfully sued her master for her freedom in a Spanish court. In East Florida, miscegenation was fairly common.
Miguel Ysnardy, Wanton’s first employer, and John Leslie, an original Panton, Leslie partner, both fathered children of European
and African descent, as did other prominent Floridians, including
Francisco Xavier Sánchez, George J. F. Clarke, and Zephaniah
Kingsley. These men passed on property as well as other advantages
to their offspring. Spanish law and culture did not restrict socioeconomic and political opportunities for blacks as severely as did the
Americans. Moreover, East Florida was a frontier area where race
became a concept altered by wealth, behavior, and social connections, and where upward mobility occurred more often than in a
major colonial center.8 Edward M. Wanton saw evidence all around
him that his quadroon children could prosper in Florida.

8.

Jane Landers to author, May 2, 1988, in author’s possession. Dr. Landers generously provided valuable information on the Wantons from baptismal, burial,
and census records (hereinafter, Landers Correspondence); Spanish Census,
file 3, p. 70; Landers, “Black Society,” viii, 61-62, 80, 92, 158, 181; Landers,
“Francisco Xavier Sanchez: Floridano Planter,” in Spanish Pathways in Florida:
1492-1992/Los Caminos Espanoles en la Florida: 1492-1992 ed. Ann L. Henderson
and Gary Mormino (Sarasota, 1991), 180, 184; Coker and Watson, Indian Traders, 46: Smith, Plot to Steal Florida, 103, 138-39: Rembert W. Patrick. Florida Fiasco:
Rampant Rebels on the Georgia-Florida Border, 1810-1815 (Athens, 1954), 87-88;
Civil Proceedings, Petition of Margarita Saunders, East Florida Papers, reel 1522,
St. Augustine Historical Society.
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Social connections were crucial to Wanton’s mixed-race progeny, even in relatively tolerant East Florida. The Roman Catholic
Church offered opportunities to form ritual kinships through the
mechanism of compadrazgo. Two godparents or padrinos, typically
people of higher social status who could be expected to assist the
family, served as sponsors when a child was baptized. Except for his
first two sons, all of Wanton’s children had white Spanish godparents. His neighbors, the wealthy Solanos, often sponsored his offspring.9
Through compadrazgo, Wanton strengthened his ties to the
Catholic Church and Spanish state. He also supported Spain’s policy for holding Florida by developing a land grant in a province
that desperately needed settlers. Moreover, he had worked for a
trading company of great strategic importance. Margaret found a
better life in Florida than in Charleston. Her children could hope
to inherit land, slaves, and freedom. Unfortunately, Spain’s days in
Florida were numbered.
The United States had long coveted Florida for expansionist
and security reasons. Particularly, neighboring Georgians longed
for additional lands and an end to Seminole border raids. Planters
greatly resented the Indians for another reason: their slaves increasingly fled into Florida to live in the maroon communities,
which the Seminoles held in nominal servitude. National security
planners, for their part, believed the peninsula controlled the Gulf
of Mexico and Cuba. Trouble would result if Florida fell into British hands.10
On January 15, 1811, Congress authorized President James
Madison to occupy East and West Florida by peaceful means if local
authorities offered the provinces to him. In the event that a foreign
nation moved to acquire these Spanish possessions, Madison was to
use force. Greedy Georgians recruited by George Mathews invaded
Florida on March 12, 1812. After some initial confusion, United
States land and naval forces came to the aid of the Patriots. Never-

9. Landers, “Black Society,” 25, 120-21; Landers Correspondence; Smith, Plot to
Steal Florida, 147.
10. Tebeau, History of Florida, 104; Patrick, Florida Fiasco, 31.
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theless, East Florida’s acting governor, Juan de Estrada, stood firm.
The Americans were not powerful enough to capture St. Augustine’s Castillo de San Marcos. By May the besiegers knew that only
additional assistance from Washington would crown their efforts
with success. For over a year, despite opposition in the Senate in
1812 and 1813, United States forces remained in East Florida, defying international law and Congress. In the interim President Madison stalled, hoping that either Spain would capitulate or that
London would invade.11
Edward M. Wanton’s world again seemed to be collapsing
around him because of American power, but he stayed loyal to his
adopted Spanish sovereign. Peggy and his children, as free people
of color, would fare poorly under American rule, especially since
East Florida’s new governor, Sebástian Kindelán, had arrived in St.
Augustine on June 11 accompanied by a contingent of nearly 100
trained Negro colonials, a move that incensed the Patriot invaders.12 Also, Wanton again faced the people who had caused his
mother to flee from South Carolina some thirty years before.
The key to the balance of power in East Florida was the allegiance of the Indians, who were subjected to a barrage of diplomatic initiatives from the Spaniards and Americans. The invaders
blundered by refusing one Seminole faction’s offer of support and
by threatening the Indians with obliteration if they should enter
the conflict. This posture played into the Spaniards’hands, who
maintained that the Patriots intended to usurp Seminole lands.
Free blacks and “Indian negroes” in maroon communities proved
essential to Spain’s diplomacy. African Floridians did their best to
win over the Seminoles, for they knew that their freedom depended upon the status quo. On July 26, 1812, the Indians swept
across the St. Johns River, setting plantations aflame, cutting supply
lines, and sending scores of Patriots scrambling back to Georgia.
The struggle for East Florida had become a race war. By August 9
Governor Kindelán could rightfully claim that the siege of St. Augustine had been lifted without using Spanish troops.13

11. Tebeau, History of Florida, 104-08; George E. Buker, Jacksonville: Riverport-Seaport
(Columbia, 1992), 28-29; Patrick, Florida Fiasco, 48-54, 71, 102, 107, 113, 120,
247-54, 303.
12. Patrick, Florida Fiasco, 139, 141.
13. Ibid., 125, 142-43, 154, 169, 173-94; Smith, Plot to Steal Florida, 211.
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When the Patriots reached Picolata on March 23, 1812, where
Wanton owned land, they probably found his property abandoned
but intact. Acting Governor Estrada had ordered all loyal men to
burn their estates and flee to St. Augustine. Many obeyed the second part of his command, but none followed the first. In early
April the Patriots gave East Floridians ten days either to join them
or have their property confiscated. Wanton’s family, in all likelihood, sought refuge in St. Augustine. Meanwhile, Edward remained in the Picolata area conducting reconnaissance missions
for the Spanish governor. He supplied information on American
troop strength and naval movements. Wanton also relayed intelligence from Tony Proctor, a black emissary who sought the support
of the Seminoles. On July 5, Edward accurately predicted that Seminole warriors would rally to Spain in approximately two weeks.14
By the time that the Americans withdrew in May 1813, East
Florida lay in ruins. Residents who wished to get on with their lives
found shortages of cattle, draft animals, farming implements, and
seeds for planting. Within a year the province had fallen from relative prosperity to misery. In the areas near St. Augustine “anarchy
reigned.” Georgia robber bands, Indian raiders, smugglers, and
slave traders operated with impunity.15 The dark days of 1784 had
returned.
Worse still, the Patriots refused to accept defeat. In January
1814 they again crossed into Florida, aiming to establish a settlement in the Alachua country, an area from which the Indians recently had been driven. President Madison, however, flatly rejected
their offer to turn their “District of Elotchaway of the Republic of
East Florida” over to the United States. Afterward, the Seminoles
destroyed the fledgling settlement. If the president had repudiated
the Patriots in 1811 with such a “simple, direct, and unequivocal
statement,” East Florida would have been spared the mass destruction that it had suffered.16

14. Patrick, Florida Fiasco, 102, 110, 185; Edward Wanton to Governor, July 5, 1812,
Panton, Leslie & Company, The Papers of Panton., Leslie & Company, 26 reels
(Woodbridge, CT, 1986), reel 18.
15. Patrick, Florida Fiasco, 266, 302-03.
16. Ibid., 279-82.
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The invasion likely rekindled in Wanton’s mind powerful emotions connected with the American Revolution. Like Britain’s policy blunder in South Carolina during that conflict, Madison’s
miscalculations in Florida brought ruin to his life. He and his family, which comprised thirteen free persons and ten slaves, suffered
injury and loss. Wanton lost six slaves, 1,025 bushels of corn and
rice, 2,000 pounds of cotton, cattle and hogs, and his crops of peas
and potatoes. In addition, the Americans destroyed or plundered
his home, a corn house, three canoes, plantation tools, household
furniture, books, and sundry papers of importance. Wanton estimated that he incurred losses amounting to $6,445. Moreover, the
Patriots imprisoned him for his loyalty to Spain, using “very much
hostility towards him, which he bore with resignation rather than
be disloyal to the oath of Fidelity he had taken.” He faced more
trouble in July 1815 when American slave raiders kidnapped his eldest son Billy’s black wife and children, after demolishing his property at Picolata in the process. Fortunately, Georgia cooperated
with the Spanish authorities, and the family was returned.17
Now in his mid-forties, Edward once again faced the unenviable task of rebuilding his life. This time, unlike in the American
Revolution, Wanton emerged a winner in warfare. That his victory
was at the expense of the young nation, which had caused him so
much pain, must have sweetened the bitterness of past defeats and
present destruction. Wanton’s brother, William Harvey, also fought
for the Spaniards. In 1817 Hannah Moore’s boys used their war
records to obtain additional land grants, 300 acres for Wanton, and
200 for Harvey.18 The brothers, by successively using the machinery
of the Spanish state and then American institutions, transformed
the tragedy of the Patriot War into a legacy for their black heirs.

17. Statement under Oath which Don Edward Wanton made of the injuries caused
me during the invasion of the year 1812, by the Rebels aided by the troops of
the line of the United States of America, under General George Mathews, file
MC 31-74, Patriot War Papers & Patriot War Claims, 1812-1846, St. Augustine
Historical Society; Copy of a grant to Don Edward Wanton, in Edward Wanton
Correspondence, 1791-1832, box 9, Glunt Papers; Robert Franklin Crider, “The
Borderland Floridas, 1815-1821: Spanish Society Under Siege” (Ph.D. diss.,
Florida State University, 1979), 129; Spanish Land Grants Confirmed, T#l TateW#10 Waterman.
18. Spanish Land Grants, II, 223, V, 192-193; Tebeau, History of Florida, 138.
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By 1817 a host of East Floridians realized that Spain’s tenuous
grip on the province was slipping rapidly. To secure their positions
under American rule, they rushed to solicit land and were generously obliged by Governor José Coppinger. Fernando de la Maza
Arredondo, East Florida’s Indian commissioner for over two decades and an extremely influential businessman who had served
the king for years at his own expense, was awarded 289,645 acres
on December 22, 1817. He was required to commence the settlement of 200 Spanish families on this grant within three years.
Arredondo’s grant stood in the midst of the fertile Alachua territory, the same land from which the Seminoles had expelled the Patriots in 1814. Whites had coveted Alachua since the seventeenth
century. Despite its apparent abandonment by the Indians, however, the crown stipulated that Arredondo’s settlement could not
violate Seminole rights. The latter, angered that the Spaniards
were powerless to halt Andrew Jackson’s punitive raid on Indian
lands in 1818, were in no mood to negotiate with Spanish settlers.
In fact, no Spaniard dared cross the St. Johns River above Buena
Vista.19 Arredondo’s potential bonanza and the need for delicate
diplomacy to secure it would radically shift the course of Edward
Wanton’s life.
In February 1819 Spain ceded East and West Florida to the
United States. More than two years passed, however, before the official exchange of flags, thus leaving Wanton in yet another transitional period. On his land near Picolata, he busied himself, his
family, and his slaves by building houses and a well. He also raised
cattle and hogs. The road to St. Augustine ran diagonally across the
east end of his acreage, which fronted the St. Johns River at the
strategic crossing point.20 Perhaps he could emulate his mother,
who had transformed the previous transitional period into family
gains.

19. Crider, “Borderland Floridas,” 58-61, 261, 290, 361; Spanish Land Grants, II, xvi,
43, 47; Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” II, 225-26; United States v
Arredondo, 8 LEd 547 (1832); Amy Turner Bushnell, “Tomás Menéndez Marquez: Cariollo Cattleman and Contador,” in Spanish Pathways in Florida, 118-39;
Tebeau, History of Florida, 151-52.
20. Spanish Land Grants, III, 199-201; Allen Morris, Florida Place Names (Coral
Gables, 1974), 122.
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As fate would have it, serious illness in early 1820 moved Wanton to prepare his last will and testament. In this document he
claimed to be the legitimate son of Philip and Hannah Mills. Earlier, in 1798, at the baptism of his son John, he had stated that his
parents were John Wanton and Hannah Mills. After professing his
belief in the tenets of Catholicism and expressing his desire to be
buried in the parish cemetery in St. Augustine, he arranged for
three masses to be said for his soul. Then, Wanton declared that he
was a bachelor who had fathered ten children by a free mulatto
named Peggy. He formally recognized these children as his “sole
and universal heirs.” All would share equally in his patrimony, and
Peggy’s offspring would be expected to provide for her. Wanton’s
slaves, stolen in 1813, still remained in Georgia. He especially was
concerned about the fate of a mulatto named Phillis, who Wanton
had freed before Georgia slave raiders kidnapped her. Don Eduardo hoped ultimately to secure her liberty by formally pronouncing her free and manumitted. He owned 1,400 acres at this time,
but he had made arrangements to sell 400 of them to Lewis Guibert for 1,200 pesos.21
By the end of the year he had rebounded from his illness and
was ready to follow his mother’s example of turning adversity into
opportunity. On December 16, 1820, opportunity arrived in the
person of Horatio S. Dexter. Dexter, like Arredondo, was one of
twelve St. Augustine merchants who enjoyed an influential place in
the city. Dexter owned a plantation along the St. Johns at Volusia,
speculated in Florida land, and engaged in commerce with the
Seminoles. In August, Peter Mitchel, one of Arredondo’s partners,
had asked him to “undertake the formation of a settlement in Alachua.” Dexter’s first priority was to secure the approval of the Seminole Indians. Accordingly, he called on Wanton, whose Panton,
Leslie experience and Patriot War activities had prepared him well
for Indian diplomacy, a talent that Dexter shared. He also needed
Wanton to counteract the negative influence of some “old Indian
traders.” Wanton’s charming, smooth-talking visitor enticed him,
for on the same day he traveled to Volusia and agreed with Horatio
S. Dexter to settle in Alachua.22
21. Edward Wanton, Will, April 5, 1820, Escrituras 1820, East Florida Papers, reel 168,
pp. 71-76.
22. Spanish Land Grants, II, 94, 98; Crider, “Borderland Floridas,” 36, United States
Congress, American State Papers: Public Lands, 8 vols. (Washington, 1832-1861),
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Evidently, Dexter previously had obtained Indian title to land
in another grant, so he was confident that he could work the same
arrangements for Arredondo. The frontier diplomats based their
hopes on their friendship with the deceased King Hijah, whose son
John Hicks was an important Seminole leader. Dexter and Wanton
wisely employed Tony Proctor, the free black who had worked successfully with Wanton in the Patriot War, as an interpreter.23
In late 1820 or early 1821 Wanton received “tacit approval” for
a settlement, but he remained cautious and advised in April that no
other white should join him in Alachua. Wanton believed that the
key to the Alachua enterprise’s success was the Seminoles’ opinion
of him. The Indians were afraid that other settlers would follow
Wanton and demand the same treatment accorded to him. Thus,
for the moment, Wanton and his eldest son Billy, with some slaves,
hacked out a settlement deep in Indian territory.24
Despite the imminent American takeover, the Seminoles were
not as anxious as their Spanish overlords to engage in a land giveaway. A series of meetings with the whites did little to allay their
fears. In late May 1821, at Dexter’s Volusia plantation, the Indians
wondered how the king could alienate their land without their permission. If he had the power to do this, had he also given away their
cattle and slaves as some whites claimed? Correctly suspecting that
their removal from Florida was being contemplated, they categorically refused to cooperate in any land deal. Dexter and Wanton
warned the Seminoles to disregard any who attempted to cheat
them. They then advised the Indians to send representatives to

IV, 371; Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” II, 228; Horatio S. Dexter,
About the Settlement at Alachua, December 3, 1820, in Glunt, “Plantation and
Frontier Records,” I, 91-92.
23. “Excerpts From the Diary of John Banks,” in James R. McGovern, ed., Andrew
Jackson and Pensacola, 2 vols. (Pensacola, 1974), II, 23; John W. Griffin, ed.,
“Some Comments on the Seminole in 1818,” Florida Anthropologist 9 (December
1956), 41-47; “Excerpts From the Topographical Memoir of East and West Florida with Itineraries,” in McGovern, ed., Andrew Jackson and Pensacola, II, 26;
Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” I, 79; Agreement of Horatio S. Dexter and Edward Wanton, with Tony Proctor, February 10, 1821, and to Fernando
de La Maza Arredondo and Francis P. Sanchez in handwriting of Dexter, March
16, 1821, in Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” I, 93, 96-98.
24. Edward M. Wanton to James Riz, April 19, 1821, in Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” I, 103-04; Spanish Land Grants, II, 77, 98, 102.
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Washington. The chiefs responded by empowering Dexter and
Wanton. 25
Both the Indians and the Arredondo agents realized that
American rule would flood the Alachua region with settlers. The
Seminoles found themselves in a tenuous position, as the Spaniards could no longer provide a haven for them. Under the circumstances, their only white supporters were the Arredondo people,
who might serve as valuable intermediaries with their enemy Andrew Jackson, the incoming governor. Moreover, Wanton and Dexter could moderate the effects of the inevitable Alachua land rush
while at the same time possibly forestalling their removal from
Florida. In addition, Wanton constructed a stone house in order to
trade with the Indians. His companions were blacks, and the Seminoles were accustomed to maroon communities living amongst
them. For their part, the Arredondo associates knew that if they did
not settle Alachua, the Georgians would.26 They strove, therefore,
to obtain legal agreements to stymie American squatters. Politics
had made bedfellows of the Indians and Arredondo.
Wanton must have been ecstatic. Like his former employers at
Panton, Leslie, he could now prosper by making himself indispensable as an Indian agent. On August 12, 1821, Dexter and Wanton
offered their services to the territory of Florida. Acting Provisional
Governor Captain John Bell, citing the specter of war and the need
for diplomats “qualified and acquainted with the Indian character,” relayed their offer to Andrew Jackson. Jackson, however, was
not impressed. He wanted the Seminoles removed from Florida.
Furthermore, Jackson harbored a deep resentment toward Spaniards and Indian traders— groups he held responsible for inciting
frontier tribes to anti-American violence. Jackson also suspected
that hundreds of Spanish land grants were fraudulent.27
25. Thomas Murphy to Fernando de La Maza Arredondo, March 24, 1821, Murphy
to Peter Mitchel, April 30, 1821, in Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” I,
94, 96, see also 81; Spanish Land Grants, II, 92; United States Congress, American
State Papers: Miscellaneous, 2 vols. (Washington, 1832-1834), II, 913.
26. Horatio S. Dexter to Fernando de La Maza Arredondo, April 19, 1821 in Glunt,
“Plantation and Frontier Records,” I, 102; Spanish Land Grants, II, 77, 101-02.
27. United States Congress, American State Papers: Miscellaneous, II, 911-12; John S.
Bassett, The Life of Andrew Jackson (Garden City, NJ, 1911; reprint, Hamden, CT,
1967), 77, 301; Robert V. Remini, Andrew Jackson (New York, 1966), 62-63, 82;
Clarence E. Carter, ed., The Territorial Papers of the United States, 28 vols. (Washington, DC, 1934-1969), Florida Territory, XXII, 212-13 (hereinafter, Territorial
Papers).
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On September 17, 1821, Jackson excoriated Dexter and Wanton in a letter to Secretary of War John C. Calhoun. He informed
Calhoun of an “unauthorized talk” by “self-made Indian agents”
with “what they are pleased to call the King of the Seminoles.” Dexter and Wanton only aimed to “obtrude themselves on the notice
of the Government; and, secondarily to impress on the minds of
the Indians their absolute right to the country.” Jackson consequently
ordered their arrest. In this and subsequent letters Jackson added
that Dexter and Wanton were reputed to be “profligate characters”
who intended to bamboozle the Indians, promote a fraudulent
land grant, and jeopardize the “safety of our frontier” by preventing the white settlement of Florida. Jackson’s diatribes convinced
Calhoun that Dexter and Wanton were indeed “unprincipled individuals” attempting to “fleece” the Seminoles, who he termed
“poor ignorant creatures.”28
Ironically, Indian relations had deteriorated so greatly that the
territorial government felt compelled to avail itself of Dexter’s services, despite opposition from Jackson and Calhoun. Dexter’s empathetic and perceptive reports on Seminole life and the Florida
interior were written with descriptive power, literary style, and “positive genius.” He assembled the Indians at Moultrie Creek, near St.
Augustine, where a treaty was signed on September 18, 1823.
Meanwhile, Wanton devoted himself to the Alachua grant and
oversaw the wilderness operation. Supplies were forwarded to him
and traded with the Indians for livestock, such as “horses, negroes,
cattle and hogs.” These were used for the settlement and, in effect,
made the Seminoles partners in the enterprise. Wanton also
erected buildings, dug wells, placated the Indians, forwarded
monthly reports, and assisted surveyors. For his efforts he received
1,667 acres and a yearly salary of $500.29

28. United States Congress, American State Papers: Miscellaneous, II, 911-12.
29. Mark F. Boyd, “Horatio S. Dexter and Events Leading to the Treaty of Moultrie
Creek with the Seminole Indians,” Florida Anthropologist 11 (September 1958),
65-95; Territorial Papers, XXII, 681, 697, 721; United States Congress, American
State Papers: Indian Affairs, 2 vols. (Washington, 1832-1834), II, 432; Articles of
Agreement Between Edward M. Wanton, Horatio S. Dexter, and Thomas Murphy, April 6, 1821, and Thomas Murphy to Edward M. Wanton, February 25,
1822, in Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” I, 99-100, 117-19, see also II,
229; Spanish Land Grants, II, 95, 99, 101, 103.
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Like his former employers at Panton, Leslie, he played the
roles of trader, diplomat, community leader, and landholder.
Moreover, he again was associated with an international undertaking involving some of East Florida’s most wealthy and powerful
men, persons who could furnish security and opportunity under
the new American regime. Rich lands were now his and additional
patrimony for his free, mulatto children— an important consideration for a man over fifty years of age. The Alachua settlers were
not the detested Georgians who had invaded Florida in 1812 and
kidnapped his grandchildren in 1815, but were instead a mixed
community of Jews, free blacks, Europeans, and migrants from the
New York-New Jersey area.30 Within his own limited sphere, Edward
M. Wanton was a man of influence.
The Alachua settlement progressed steadily under Wanton’s
supervision. Dexter, Billy, and he initially needed sixteen horses to
transport supplies to the wilderness. By March 1821 two houses had
been built using slave labor. To facilitate transportation, Orange
Lake Creek was cleared, thus connecting Alachua to the St. Johns
River. Wanton was the sole white inhabitant. A year later slave quarters, Wanton’s house, a kitchen, a corn house, an Indian trading
store, a “lodging house,” and a “large log-house” enabled his family
to join him. When they arrived, they cleared and cultivated land
and erected more buildings. Wanton traded with the Indians for a
large quantity of horses, cattle, and hogs, as well as for small
amounts of animal skins and wax. The entire settlement consisted
of fourteen or fifteen persons.31 Because it was largely a black community, the Seminoles could tolerate it.
In February 1823 the settlement expanded greatly. One of
Arredondo’s associates, Moses Elias Levy, a Jew whose father had
been a Moroccan high official and whose son David would later
serve in the United States Senate, had met with Frederick S. Warburg— possibly of the famed banking family— in London regarding a Florida settlement. Warburg then recruited settlers in
Germany and France on Levy’s behalf. In December 1822 Europeans and a group of tradesmen from the Florida Association, which
had purchased Alachua land from Arredondo partner and New

30. Spanish Land Grants, II, 88, 96-97, 103-10; Tebeau, History of Florida, 198.
31. Spanish Land Grants, II, 94, 98-99, 101-02.
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York politician Jasper Ward, reached the St. Johns River by schooner. The party, twenty-two persons including slaves, proceeded to
cut a road for “wheel carriages” from Picolata to “Wanton’s,” fortyfive miles to the west. Along the way they built eight bridges. At
Wanton’s they found thirteen houses. After several months twelve
more were completed, and ten others were nearly finished. The
settlers also began construction of a water sawmill, established
three plantations, and cleared 800 acres, of which 200 were under
cultivation. Fifty inhabitants, eighteen of whom were blacks, lived
at Alachua. By October 1824 the Arredondo Grant contained 200
residents and twenty farms. Wanton’s quadroon son Billy purchased 100 acres of Alachua land in the same year.32
American rule seemed to be boosting Wanton’s fortunes. The
Treaty of Moultrie Creek had assigned the Seminoles to a reservation south of the Alachua country, freeing it for a white influx. In
November 1824 Governor William P. DuVal appointed Arredondo
partner Peter Mitchel to the Florida Territorial Council. Moses
Levy became one of the area’s richest men. His plantation stood
less than three miles from Wanton’s. When Alachua County was organized in 1824, Wanton’s home was designated as the temporary
county seat. In February 1825 elections were held there to select
the commissioners who would choose a permanent seat. Circuit
riders regularly preached at Wanton’s, where a post office had
opened in 1826. When the Florida Territorial Council became elective in that year, Wanton served as an election judge, and his home
was the precinct polling place. New roads linked the settlement to
Tampa Bay and Black Creek (in present-day Clay County), making
Wanton’s a crossroads village.33
Edward took advantage of American judicial and legislative institutions to consolidate his gains. His grants from former Spanish
Governors White and Coppinger were confirmed by a federally
mandated land commission. In May 1824 the Superior Court of

32. Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” II, 237; Spanish Land Grants, II, 87-88,
93-99, 102; Caroline E. Watkins, The Story of Historic Micanopy (Gainesville,
1976), 26; Deed Book E, pp. 132-33, St. Johns County Courthouse, St. Augustine.
33. Fritz W. Buchholz, History of Alachua County, Florida: Narrative and Biographical
(St. Augustine, 1929), 49-59, 76-77; Watkins, Story of Historic Micanopy, 33-35, 67;
Territorial Papers, XXIV, 428-30, 783-85; Tebeau, History of Florida, 138.
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East Florida awarded him $800 and 1,667 acres for services rendered to the Arredondo partners from 1822-1823. Wanton and
Dexter resorted to the courts because Jasper Ward had delayed paying his share of their contracts. In 1826 Wanton was among those
East Floridians petitioning Congress under Article 9 of the treaty of
cession for compensation for damages incurred during the Patriot
War. He breathed a sigh of relief in 1832 when the United States
Supreme Court ruled that the Arredondo Grant was valid.34 Now
his ownership of Alachua land was confirmed.
At the same time, however, the stage was being set for the destruction of all that Wanton recently had attained. The Indians’ dissatisfaction with the reservation lands designated for them at
Moultrie Creek led to a modified arrangement— the Treaty of
Payne’s Landing. Friction between the Seminoles and the settlers
proliferated until 1835 when the Florida frontier erupted in the
Second Seminole War, the lengthiest and most costly Indian war in
America’s history.35
In February 1823 the Seminoles so respected Wanton that they
supplied him with abundant game. They had been his friends since
his Panton, Leslie days and had asked him to settle among them—
a rarity for a people who were “very jealous of the neighborhood of
the whites.” Still, they did not wish to countenance the arrival of
other whites in Alachua. Early in 1823 a disaffected Dexter and approximately a dozen Indians, some of them chiefs, came to Wanton’s to burn the settlement. Wanton convinced them to leave
peacefully. The Seminoles concluded that since they “had given
him permission to stay they would not ask him to go, but as soon as
he left the others would have to leave.“36

34. Spanish Land Grants, V, 192-95; Award of Superior Court in the Case of Horatio
Dexter and Edward Wanton vs. the Alachua Proprietors, May 15, 1824, Edward
M. Wanton to Horatio S. Dexter and Thomas Murphy, April 7, 1822, Murphy to
Dexter, April 25, 1823, in Glunt, “Plantation and Frontier Records,” I, 120-22,
132-34; Memorial of Spanish Subjects Resident in East Florida Previous to Cession of that Province to the United States, July 14, 1826, 23rd Cong., 1st sess.
H.R. 368; Smith, Plot to Steal Florida, 289; United States v Arredondo.
35. Tebeau, History of Florida, 155-60, 168; Gannon, Florida: A Short History, 32.
36. William Hayne Simmons, Notices of East Florida: A Facsimile Reproduction of the
1822 Edition. with Introduction and Index by George E. Buker (Gainesville, 1973), 49;
Spanish Land Grants, II, 77, 95.
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Three years later Governor DuVal decried the poverty and inadequacy of the Seminole reservation. Wanton also commented on
the disturbed state of the Indians. In 1829 he was one of several petitioners who requested troops, arms, and ammunition to protect
the settlement from increasingly hostile warriors. During the same
year, to make matters worse, the territorial legislature tightened its
manumission laws and required all freedmen to leave Florida
within thirty days. Hardening racial lines foreshadowed bleak times
for Wanton’s family. By 1832 Alachua settlers expressed fears that
their slaves would flee to the Seminoles. Moreover, Indians defiantly roamed the county at will.37
Wanton’s financial and physical well-being also slipped at this
time. At the end of 1829 he was forced to sell a tract of 200 acres located at Picolata in order to pay his St. Johns County taxes. In 1831
he asked the Seminoles to reimburse him for Hector, a slave he had
purchased from them a decade earlier. Hector’s female owner had
died before he could be delivered, and her family decided to retain
him. Wanton consented, on condition that the purchase price be
refunded with interest. Ten years later, Hector still lived among the
Seminoles, though they admitted the validity of Wanton’s claim
against them. Hector’s masters could not pay Wanton unless the
money was deducted from federal annuity funds reserved for the
Seminole nation. The Indians also owed Wanton an additional sum
for merchandise sold to them on credit; however, the debtors were
either dead or absent from Florida.38
In desperation Wanton appealed to the Seminoles’new American agent, John Phagan, hoping that he, unlike his predecessor
Gad Humphreys, would remedy the situation. Phagan sympathized
with Wanton and noted that he was in “great distress,” having been
confined to his bed for over three years. Governor DuVal, who had
known Wanton for many years, agreed with Phagan. He forwarded
the appeal to Secretary of War Lewis Cass, who delegated the case
to Elbert Herring at the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Herring replied
that the matter was one for Congress not the Bureau, but he would

37. Watkins, Story of Historic Micanopy, 15; Territorial Papers, XXIV, 284-87, 644-45;
Tebeau, History of Florida, 129.
38. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, December 16, 1829; Edward M. Wanton to
John Phagan, December 21, 1831, box 9, Edward Wanton Correspondence.
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ask Phagan to use his influence either to deliver Hector to Wanton
or to obtain payment from the Seminole annuity.39
The United States was exerting tremendous pressure on the
Seminoles to vacate Florida by January 1, 1836. On December 17
and 18, 1835, the Indians responded by plundering two Alachua
plantations and fighting a pitched battle in which eight whites
died. The village of Micanopy, formerly called Wanton’s, was located only six miles from the fighting. In August 1836 reports of approaching warriors forced Wanton and other settlers to move into
the fort erected at Micanopy. He took with him household furniture, boxes of dry goods, and medicine from his small trading business. 40
After Wanton moved into the fort, soldiers occupied his property. On August 24, 1836, the garrison’s commanding officer, Major B. K. Pierce, ordered an evacuation. Pierce had only enough
horses and wagons to transport the sick and some public property.
Wanton, who was chronically ill, left in a small wagon with nothing
except a few pieces of furniture, bedding, and clothing. The evacuees proceeded a few hundred yards from the fort and halted. Major
Pierce then ordered his troops to burn the fort and the village in
order to prevent them from falling into the hands of the Seminoles. Wanton lost his buildings, merchandise, a great quantity of
furniture, kitchen utensils, tools, and farming implements. In addition, the soldiers destroyed ten barrels of molasses, three cases of
sugar— each weighing 1,000 pounds— and a pair of hand millstones. Wanton estimated his losses at $1,812.50. The refugees
moved to Fort Heileman near Garey’s Ferry on Black Creek.41
One can easily imagine the memories that flooded Wanton’s
mind as he watched his dreams go up in flames. He was nearly seventy now. As in the American Revolution and the Patriot War,
United States troops had destroyed his possessions. Conflict
sparked by the expanding nation had transformed him into a refugee once again. Wanton was left with few material assets. Only his

39. William Pope DuVal to Lewis Cass, May 26, 1832, Elbert Herring to DuVal, June
1, 1832, in Edward Wanton Correspondence.
40. Tebeau, History of Florida, 159-60; James Edwards of St. Augustine, Administrator
of Estate of Edward M. Wanton (synopsis of memorial), April 6, 1846, 29th
Cong., 1st sess., H.R. 556.
41. James Edwards of St. Augustine, Administrator of Estate of Edward M. Wanton.
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land remained in Alachua. He had sold most of his holdings obtained under Governors White and Coppinger to Lewis Guibert in
1820, James Riz in 1823, and Francis Avice, Zephaniah Kingsley,
and Ralph King in 1834. Other St. Johns County acreage had been
alienated in order to pay taxes. Also, on May 16, 1834, by means of
a “deed of gifts,” he had transferred twenty-five acres to his eldest
son Billy. This tract was the kernel of the family fortune, having
originally been granted to Hannah Moore in 1791.42
Wanton’s new home, Garey’s Ferry, was an important trading
center during the Seminole War. Its log buildings formed a small
village around Fort Heileman, which consisted of a temporary
wooden stockade, a quartermaster workshop, and a stage depot.
Black Creek linked Garey’s Ferry to the St. Johns River. Other
points in the territory were accessible by land. This location afforded a man with Wanton’s mercantile experience and connections a chance to start over. He hired out one of the three slaves.
He also seems to have carried on business with the assistance of his
former Alachua neighbors and old Spanish families, such as his
compadres the Solanas. Wanton’s land in Alachua County and his
brother William Harvey’s St. Johns County holdings were also assets. In addition, Wanton was pressing one claim against the
United States for depredations that its military had committed in
1812-1813 and another for burning his Micanopy property.43 He
would again use his physical location, commercial expertise, social
ties, land, and American institutions to rise from the ashes of war.
Edward Mills Wanton died in 1839. Had he lived until 1840 he
could have returned to Micanopy with his fellow settlers. Wanton’s
goods were valued at $7,051. He was “in the black” despite the
panic of 1837 and its accompanying depression. More than half of
his estate stemmed from the $4,000 award from the United States
for his Patriot War losses. Wanton never saw this money, but it was
collected shortly after his passing. Another $2,000 came from the

42. Spanish Land Grants, III, 199-201; St. Johns County List of Taxable Property,
1835, 1846, Deed Book K, p. 341, St. Augustine Historical Society; Deed Book C,
p. 74, Deed Book K, pp. 295,300, Deed Book L, p. 30, St. Johns County Courthouse.
43. Morris, Florida Place Names, 103; Floyd E. Boone, Florida Historical Markers &
Sites: A Guide to More Than 700 Historic Sites: Includes the Complete Text of Each
Marker (Houston, 1989), 63; In Re Estate of Edward M. Wanton, Dec’d, file
2190, Duval County Probate Packets, Florida State Archives.
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value of his slaves and their wages. A gold watch and debts owed to
the estate amounted to another $1,000.
In 1849 the Circuit Court of Eastern Florida fully confirmed
Wanton’s tracts within the Arredondo Grant. Five years later, in
1854, Congress awarded the Wanton estate $1,812.50 for the destruction of his Micanopy property. His surviving free mulatto children— William, Charles, Edward, Hannah, and Phillip— inherited
his land, money, and slaves, along with his brother William Harvey’s holdings. James Edwards, an early Alachua settler from England who became a prominent planter, administered the estate.44
Wanton’s free, colored descendants faced a racist American regime that increasingly viewed them as a threat. They occupied a
tenuous position between white and black. Their father had lived
his entire life within a cultural minority in the South Carolina low
country, in Spanish Florida, and in the United States territory of
Florida. The Wanton heirs, as free, landholding, African-American
slave owners living in the rural South, also found themselves members of a tiny minority. Nevertheless, they survived and maintained
their family ties, managing to retain their patrimony under the
Confederacy and Jim Crow. In 1877 Philip Wanton, after selling
some of the land he had inherited from his uncle William Harvey,
stipulated that the new owners must construct a marble-floored
brick tomb large enough to accommodate all of the family remains
buried on the tract. When Philip died in 1880 he passed the Wanton-Harvey estate to his daughters Nancy and Margaret. They remembered their grandfather Edward as a British native— perhaps a
reflection of family tales of his Loyalist sympathies. On November
1, 1919, Philip’s last daughter, Nancy, passed away. She willed her
land to the children of her sister Margaret. Margaret Wanton
Anderson, named after her grandmother Margaret “Peggy” Saun-

44. James Edwards of St. Augustine, Administrator of Estate of Edward M. Wanton;
In Re Estate of Edward M. Wanton, Dec’d; Act for Relief of James Edwards and
Others, in Statutes at Large 10 (1855), 801; “Alachua County Tax Rolls, 1846,”
Florida Genealogist 3 (Winter 1979-1980), 39; St. Johns County Probate Records,
1784-1933, Records of Wills and Letters of Administration, 1866, Order Book A,
pp. 389-92, St. Johns County Courthouse; Bureau of the Census, Tenth United
States Census, 1880, Florida, schedule 5, “Persons Who Died During the Year
Ending May 31, 1880,” 60; Copy of a Statement Written by Julia Edwards in 1885
concerning her father James Edwards of Micanopy, box 51, Julia Edwards
Manuscripts Collection, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History.
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ders, had christened her eldest son “William,” just as her greatgrandmother Hannah Moore had done over a century before.45
Edward Wanton, to be sure, suffered at the hands of the
United States, whose power in the American Revolution, the Patriot War, and the Seminole War adversely affected him. To survive
he employed coping strategies that utilized the very institutions of
the state that so frequently uprooted him. His activities in Spanish
East Florida as a planter, diplomat, trader, clerk, and soldier
strengthened the province and helped to hold the Americans at
bay temporarily. When Georgians invaded in 1812-1813, he rallied
to the defense of his Spanish sovereign. Later, when the United
States takeover occurred, he wrested monetary compensation from
the new regime and exploited its judicial and legislative systems in
order to obtain material advantages.
Wanton also made his share of contributions to the establishment of United States institutions in Florida. He played a major
role in opening a rich area to American settlement. Moreover,
when the seeds of democratic government were sown in Alachua
County, Wanton’s home nurtured them. Indeed, Micanopy and
Alachua County can trace their modern roots to black pioneers,
led by Edward Mills Wanton, who paved the way for the establishment of a multicultural community of Africans, Americans, Englishmen, Frenchmen, Germans, Jews, and Spaniards in the
wilderness of north-central Florida.

45. Gerald N. Grob and George Athan Billias, eds., Interpretations of American History:
Patterns and Perspectives, 6th ed., 2 vols. (New York, 1992), I, 127; Florida Census,
Putnam County, 1860,599, St. Johns County, 1870,604, St. Johns County, 1880,
12; Bureau of the Census, Tenth United States Census, 1880, Florida, schedule 5,
“Persons Who Died During the Year Ending May 31, 1880,” 680; Tax Rolls, Marion County, 1845, Alachua County, 1846, St. Johns County, 1860, Florida State
Archives; St. Johns County Circuit Court, box 111, fol. 31, St. Augustine Historical Society; Deed Book X, p. 9, St. Johns County Probate File, case no. C5154,
St. Johns County Courthouse; Deed Book A, p. 317, Alachua County Courthouse, Gainesville; Daniel L. Schafer, “‘A class of people neither freemen nor
slaves’: From Spanish to American Race Relations in Florida, 1821-1861,“ Journal of Social History 26 (Spring 1993), 587-609.
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THE FLORIDA DIARIES OF DANIEL H. WIGGINS,
1838-1841
by DAVID J. COLES

S

ince Frederick Jackson Turner delivered his seminal 1893 essay
on the significance of the frontier in American history, scholars
have delved into virtually every aspect of the western frontier experience. Unfortunately, historians have neglected many issues surrounding southern frontier life in the early nineteenth century.
Studies of the Florida frontier during this period are particularly
few in number.1 Recently, the work of several historians has heightened our appreciation of the importance of the frontier as part of
Florida’s heritage. Other than several county and local histories,
however, little new work has been written on the original north
Florida panhandle frontier since the 1944 publication of Sidney
Walter Martin’s Florida during the Territorial Days. 2
Beyond the question of general histories, few pioneer settler
accounts of the early territorial frontier in north Florida have come
to light. One recently discovered source does provide new details
David J. Coles is a doctoral candidate in history, Florida State University, and
supervisor of reference, Florida State Archives. The author wishes to thank Canter Brown, Jr., for his assistance with this project.
1 . Malcolm J. Rohrbough’s The Trans-Appalachian Frontier: People, Societies, and Institutions, 1775-1850 (New York, 1978) provides an overview with some discussion
of the Florida frontier, and Richard A. Bartlett’s The New Country: A Social History
of the American Frontier is an excellent study written by a Florida-based historian.
Frederick Jackson Turner’s thesis is outlined in detail in The Frontier in American
History (New York, 1920).
2. James M. Denham’s “The Florida Cracker Before the Civil War as Seen Through
Travelers’ Accounts,” Florida Historical Quarterly 72 (April 1994), 453-68; and
idem, “A Rogue’s Paradise: Violent Crime in Antebellum Florida” (Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University, 1988) provide insight into the nature of Florida
society during this period. Local and regional studies include Jerrell H.
Shofner, History of Jefferson County (Tallahassee, 1976); idem, Jackson County, Florida: A History (Marianna, 1985); Miles Kenan Womack, Jr., Gadsden: A Florida
County in Word and Picture (n.p., 1976); Bertram H. Groene, Ante-Bellum Tallahassee (Tallahassee, 1971); and Clifton Paisley, The Red Hills of Florida, 1528-1865
(Tuscaloosa, 1989). Julia Floyd Smith’s Slavery and Plantation Growth in Antebellum Florida, 1821-1860 (Gainesville, 1973) is an excellent study of the “peculiar
institution’s” development in Florida. Though more than half a century old,
Sidney Walter Martin’s Florida during the Territorial Days (Athens, 1944) remains
the standard work on the period.
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on this subject. Daniel H. Wiggins, a New Yorker turned Marylander, lived in Florida for at least three years during the territorial
period. In 1989 the Florida State Archives obtained a series of
his diaries covering the period from around 1810 through the
early 1840s. Five of these journals, numbering approximately 500
pages of text, detail Wiggins’s experiences during his Florida sojourn and provide a fresh perspective on life in the developing
frontier society. This article contains a sampling from some of
the more descriptive diary entries.3
Like many new immigrants to the territory, Daniel Wiggins
looked to Florida as a place for rapid economic advancement. Although its white population remained small throughout the territory’s early years, by the late 1830s a burgeoning plantation society
had developed in certain areas. Tallahassee, chosen in 1823 as territorial capital, dominated the area known as Middle Florida. Wiggins moved into the Tallahassee area in the late 1830s. His diaries
portray frontier life not through the eyes of a member of the
planter elite but through the experiences of a working-class artisan
with many contacts. Wiggins spent a significant amount of time in
Florida, and he familiarized himself with its people and culture.
His viewpoints, therefore, might be considered more measured
and reliable than those of travelers simply visiting the region.4
Wiggins was born at Greenport, Long Island, on March 14,
1795. As a young man he relocated to Baltimore, Maryland, and
later to Annapolis where he worked as a millwright and wheelwright. Wiggins married Jemina Cross in 1821, but she died three
years later. In January 1826 he married Wilhelmina Welch. The
couple had five children: Margaret Ann, John F., William P., Henrietta Low, and Mary Elizabeth.5 In 1838 Wiggins left his family and
traveled to Middle Florida, apparently at the urging of Thomas

3. The Florida State Archives obtained the Daniel H. Wiggins Diaries, M89-32
(hereinafter, Wiggins Diaries) in 1989 from Mr. and Mrs. Ben Demby, Jr., of
Miami, Florida, who are descendants of Wiggins. In the early 1900s the diaries
were in the possession of Mrs. W. B. Demby, the granddaughter of Daniel Wiggins. The Miami Daily News published selected portions of the diaries in 1926,
but the great bulk of the volumes has remained unpublished.
4. Martin, Florida during the Territorial Days, 97-197; Julia Floyd Smith, Slavery and
Plantation Growth, 9-27.
5. Undated clipping in Wiggins Diaries; Robert Harry McIntire, Annapolis Maryland Families (Baltimore, 1979), 762.
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Randall, an Annapolis acquaintance. Randall was a prominent Floridian, serving as a superior court judge. He also owned two plantations in Jefferson County. Randall’s wife, Laura Wirt, was the
daughter of former United States Attorney General William Wirt,
himself the absentee owner of a large Middle Florida plantation.
Randall evidently convinced his friend Wiggins that in Florida he
could find steady employment in his trade. Wiggins also hoped to
market an improved cotton press for which he had developed
plans.6
Wiggins’s Florida adventure began on September 30, 1838,
when, “after a week of toil and anxiety,” he left Annapolis for Baltimore. Upon leaving, he admitted to his diary that he felt “a little
low on account of leaving my family— but I pray and trust the Lord
will protect and comfort them.“7 Wiggins, a Methodist, held devoutly religious beliefs, and his diaries are filled with biblical references and comments on religious activities. While at Baltimore he
completed final preparations for the long journey. He loaded his
tools aboard the schooner Joseph Harker, which was bound for Tallahassee’s port town at St. Marks. Wiggins left Baltimore for Savannah, Georgia, on October 5 aboard another ship, the Duclas, which
he described as a “very fine looking vesel [and] perfectly new.“8 His
companions included nineteen cabin passengers, three steerage
passengers, one dozen slaves being sent to Florida owners, and a
ten-man crew. Several horses, cows, and calves accompanied the
human cargo. As the vessel passed Annapolis on October 5, Wiggins recorded: “So fare ye well my adopted city may the Lord preserve me to return to the embraces of my family in due time and
may the Lord keep them in health and peace.”
The ten-day voyage proceeded routinely. What Wiggins called
the crew’s addiction “to profane swaring” caused one problem. “I
spoke to them about it,” he commented, “and they acknowledged
that it was wrong.“9 Wiggins criticized other worldly activities:
“Some of the passengers will play cards— and appear to think it is

6. Maryland Biographical Cyclopedia of Representative Men of Maryland and the District of
Columbia (Baltimore, 1879), 531; Randall biographical material in collection of
the Florida Supreme Court Historical Society, Tallahassee.
7. Wiggins Diaries, September 30, 1838.
8. Ibid., October 2, 1838.
9. Ibid., October 6, 1838.
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Daniel Wiggin’s design for a cotton press. Illustration reproduced from Daniel H. Wiggins
Diaries, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee.

no harm. I am satisfied it would be better if they would play less and
pray more.“10 Many of the passengers, including Wiggins, suffered
mild cases of seasickness when the ship encountered heavy weather
off the coast of North Carolina. While sailing near the South Caro-

10. Ibid., October 12, 1838
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lina coast, he confided that he was not far from the point where his
father had drowned in a storm some thirty-six years earlier. With little to do aboard ship, Wiggins experienced a bout of depression. “I
have felt very sad and melancolly,” he explained, “partly on account of my family. While I was with them I did not know how
much I loved them but being absent I feel more sensibly for them.
I trust the Lord will ever protect them.“11
The Duclas passed over the Savannah bar on Sunday, October
14. “How glad I shall be to get on terriferma again,” Wiggins commented upon sighting land. “I intend never again to make another
sea voyage if I can help it.“12 Reaching Savannah the next day, he
found himself agreeably surprised with the town: “[I am] much
pleased with its apearance so far as I have seen[,] [with] streets
broad and straight and crossing each other at right angles and
shaded on each side with wide spreading trees— which gives it a
cool and pleasant appearance. I think it a place of much business.“13 More ominously, he added: “Soldiers are going from here
to the Florida War— it is reported that the indians have come over
into Georgia— may the Lord preserve us from our enemies.“14
Wiggins soon left Savannah for the overland journey to Middle
Florida. He brought with him twelve slaves to be delivered to territorial owners, seven of which belonged to his friend Judge Randall:
“I am very buisey in prepairing to Start on our journey. About 4
oclock we take up our line of march for Florida, our company consist[s] of 4 men 1 boy & 7 women— their names 3 men belonging to
Mr. Willis [?]— John Simon & Daniel 1 woman belong to Mr. Willis— name Sally and child 6 women and 1 boy belonging to Judge
Randal[,] Willy— Matilda— Sophia— Mary— Hester— and Martha
& Frederick a boy— and a man John belong[ing] to a woman in Savannah. We have a horse and dray— and a horse and carry all— we
go a bout 5 miles and stop under an oak tree where we made a fire
and cooked and eat our supper and retire to rest. It has been a very
pleasant day[.] I feel in good spirits I pray the Lord to protect us
and give us a prosperous journey.“15

11. Ibid., October 13, 1838.
12. Ibid.
13. Ibid., October 15, 1838.
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid., October 16, 1838
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The party averaged twenty to twenty-five miles per day, passing
mostly through a region Wiggins described as “thinly setled and
very little improved with the exceptions of a few plantations.“16 He
found the land “very level— covered with pine trees averaging from
ten to thirty feet . . . and without underwood. The whole expanse is
covered with grass.“17 The trip’s monotony affected the temperament of his charges, and on October 19 Wiggins revealed that the
slaves were “very much disposed to be quarrelsome with one or two
exceptions [and] I have [had] to threaten to whip them.”
Nevertheless the party continued on and reached Monticello,
Florida, on October 26, 1838. About noon the following day Wiggins arrived at Belmont, Randall’s plantation home south of Monticello. “I find it a very pleasant place pretty well improved,” he
noted. “I am now at my Journey’s end for the present— I have been
traveling 10 days in succession— and the charge of 12 coloured
people on my mind— I some times had to interfere to keep them
from coming to blows. Some of them are very wicked and most of
them quarelsome. I now feel quite relieved but need rest as I have
not slept soundly for some weeks past. I expect to stay at Judge Randalls for several days— Judge Randall leaves home this evening to
attend his courts— I feel quite at home.“18
Wiggins remained with Randall for several months, then intermittently over the next three years. He worked on his friend’s plantation at various odd jobs, including carpentry and machinist work.
Particularly interested in developing a more-practical cotton press
and cotton gin, Wiggins devoted much time to experimentation in
this area, including the building of a working model. When not at
Randall’s, Wiggins traveled throughout Jefferson, Leon, and Gadsden counties, working as a wheelwright or millwright and attempting to interest often-skeptical planters in his cotton press designs.19
While in Florida, Wiggins detailed his perceptions and adventures through regular diary entries. He commented on the people,
climate, and terrain of the territory and the prospects the region
held for industrious men like himself. “There is a great scarcity of
mills here,” he noted for example. “Water courses are apt to get dry

16. Ibid., October 17, 1838.
17. Ibid., October 19, 1838.
18. Ibid., October 27, 1838.
19. Ibid.
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in the summer and fall— I think a . . . mill might do well.” He believed Florida to be a place of great opportunity for men with mechanical ability: “I think that an industrious man would make
about 10 dollars per day at such work— I intend to put up a press
upon my own plan which I think will be much better than those
now used— if I have my health I calculate making my fortune in a
little time.“20
Wiggins described Thomas Randall’s plantation as “about 1500
acres of land in one body about 300 under cultivation— and clearing more every year— makes from 100 to 150 bales of cotton worth
from 4000 to 6000 dollars— it is prefered in clearing land to cut
and burn the brush and deden the large trees.” He added, “It is
said that leaving the large trees standing prevents the sun from
burning the vegetation.“21 The 1850 census reveals that Randall’s
two plantations worked 65 slaves on 4,400 acres of land (750 improved), which produced 173 bales of cotton. Even these impressive statistics did not place Randall among the absolute elite of
Middle Florida planters.22
Although cotton served as the primary cash crop, Wiggins
found that “almost every thing grows abundantly in Florida except
wheat— corn is one dollar per bu. sweet potatoes 50 cents, beaf
about 5 dollars per hun. flour about 15 dollars per bar.” The costs
of living accordingly were low. “Most of provisions [are] as cheep as
in the north and labour about twice as hight [with] plenty of good
land at 1,25 per acre [and] timber standing for little or nothing—
horses are high[,] mules are mostly used for plantation work—
oxen are also used— Judge Randall milked this summer— 22
cows— sheep do well [and] goats and hogs are raised in abundance
without feeding.“23 The visitor found that garden vegetables, sugar
cane, peaches, oranges, and figs also grew well, as did various types
of timber.
Randall’s plantation consisted of mostly fertile soil, but Wiggins noted the “great veriety of soil in florida from the best to the
poorest.” He further commented: “Generally where the best soil is

20. Ibid., November 5, 1839.
21. Ibid.
22. Bureau of the Census, Seventh United States Census, 1850, Jefferson County, Florida (slave and agricultural schedules); Paisley, Red Hills of Florida, 143, 224.
23. Wiggins Diaries, November 5, 1838.
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the climate is the most unhealthy. Elevated ground and moderately
good soil is considered the most healthy.” He described Randall’s
soil as “mostly a mixture of red clay and sand— the low ground are
of a darker colour and much richer— but the high lands are
thought to be more healthy so it is hard to find a place where all advantages concentrate.” Yet, he concluded, “With industry and care
and the blessing of the Lord a man may easily procure all necessary
comforts of life in this country.“24
Despite the economic opportunities that he found in Florida,
several aspects of life in the territory troubled Wiggins. The Second
Seminole War, which had begun in 1835, still raged three years
later. While the Seminoles, Creeks, Mikasukis, and their black allies
slowly were being pushed southward down the peninsula, attacks
on isolated farms and plantations in Middle Florida still were fairly
commonplace.25 “I am now on the extreme frontier— not a settlement between us and the hostile indian,” Wiggins reported on October 28, 1838, “but we have a few sol[d]ier[s] between us. One of
them dines with us today, he is directly from camp [and] said the
indiens have not been seen for sometime past [and he] thinks the
war will soon be closed.” Not convinced that the danger had
passed, Wiggins admitted shortly thereafter: “I some times have apprehension of danger from the hostile Indians they have from time
to time commited with in a few miles of this place [the] most shocking cruelties upon individual families— murdering in the most barberous manner men, women, and children.“26
Predictions of a quick end to the Seminole war proved incorrect, and in late 1838 and early 1839 word spread throughout Middle Florida that Indians were in the area. Strange fires seen in the
evening only added to the suspicions and fear. “There is a report to
day of the indians having been seen in this neighbourhood a day or
two past,” Wiggins confided on November 14. “We feel some apprehension of danger here— we go armed both night and day.“27 Sev-

24. Ibid., November 5, 12, 1838.
25. John K. Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842, rev. ed. (Gainesville, 1985), especially 245-327. In the present issue of the Florida Historical Quarterly, Canter Brown, Jr., examines the background causes for the Middle Florida
Indian raids. See “The Florida Crisis of 1826-1827 and the Second Seminole
War.”
26. Wiggins Diaries, November 5, 1838.
27. Ibid., November 12, 1838.
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eral weeks later he recorded: “Judge Randall continues at home
and has had his house barricaded again to guard against the Indians— it is reported that they are still disposed to remain hostile.“28
Occasional patrols by United States troops partially alleviated the
settlers’fears. “A detachment of soldiers stopt here for the night,”
Wiggins wrote on November 5, 1838, “they are on their way from St
Marks to Dedmans bay. They number about 20 under command of
Lieutenant Todd— I talked with some of them. They say they have
seen stiff times for 18 months past in persuing the indians.”
Wiggins’s description of a February 1839 Seminole attack on a
Jefferson County farm constitutes one of the most graphic entries
in his diaries: “After breakfast I went with most of Mr. Raney’s family to the Freemans and there we beheld a meloncally and shocking
sight. A mother and her suckling child lay a corps on the same
board— the woman is Mrs. Swan— daughter of Mr Freeman— they
were killed yesterday by a hoard of blood thirsty savages— she was
shot in tow places and stabed and tomahawked— and her throat
slightly cut besides her arms much brused and pinched; and the
poor harmless child brused all over the face and tomahawked in
three places on the head— Mr. Swan the husband of this woman
was with them and has not as yet been found. One of the wagoners
has been brought [in] dead, and there is one still missing— some
people had a fight with the Indians near Tallahassee and killed one
or two and one white man was killed— about 100 soldiers are just
arriving from Welane. They intend to scout the country. The people are geting much alarmed none feels safe either at home or
abroad. We carry our guns with us wherever we go— I think I shall
keep close to quarters for a while than I have for some time past.“29
The next day searchers found Mr. Swan’s body, along with the
wagoner, who was “dreadfully” wounded but alive. According to the
wagoner, he and Swan had been away from the house when the ini-

28. Ibid., December 9, 1838.
29. Ibid., February 20, 1839. Other attacks took place in the same area and time.
See Tallahassee Floridian, February 16, 1839; St Augustine News, March 2, 1839;
and St. Augustine Florida Herald and Southern Democrat, February 28, 1839. The
Mr. Raney mentioned by Wiggins was the overseer of Thomas Randall’s plantation.
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tial attack began. The pair ran into the woods to hide, but after
“hearing the screams of his wife and child [Swan] turned to go to
them when the indians took after him overtook and kile hime.”
The wagoner secreted himself in a swamp but “was within hearing
of the whole of this awful transaction and expected every moment
those blood thirsty wretches would be upon him.“30
Although such attacks occurred rarely in Middle Florida, they
remained a threat until the Second Seminole War ended in 1842,
and travelers had to be constantly on alert. This concerned Wiggins, as he often journeyed from one plantation to another to ply
his trade. After the Freeman attack, he noted that he would stay
closer to Belmont. In response to a second attack he slept with five
loaded guns in his room. Other Floridians organized militia companies to protect themselves. “The people are not satisfied with the
regulars,” Wiggins revealed, “[and] think they are too dilatory and
do not feel a sufficient interest in the welfare of the country.“31 To
increase protection, planters like Randall transformed their homes
into fortresses: “The Judge has a new fort erected round his
house— much better than any he has yet had . . . the fort encloses
the mansion house [and] the overseers house . . . it incloses some
thing like half an acre of groun[d]. At one corner is a block
house.“32 By early 1841, fortunately, it appeared to Wiggins that the
worst of the Indian attacks had subsided. “We hear that the indians
are coming in,” he reported optimistically. “There is now a good
prospect of the war coming to a close— when peace shall be established it is thought that Florida will be improved very rapidly.“33
Although Indian attacks remained the most obvious threat to
life on the frontier, other aspects of territorial society angered Wiggins. “[I] feel the want of religious society,” he related. “No meeting within reach but I have free access to a great veriety of books.“34
He later added: “There is a want of schools and religious institutions— which no doubt would soon be established if indian hostili-

30. Wiggins Diaries, February 21, 1839.
31. Ibid., February 26, 1839.
32. Ibid., December 17, 1840.
33. Ibid., January 22, 1841.
34. Ibid., November 5, 1838.
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ties were brought to an end— the inhabitants are mostly emigrants
and tolerably well enlightened and would willingly support institutions of learning and religion— may the Lord hasten the day when
war shall cease in this otherwise favored land.“35
In addition to the lack of religious and educational institutions, a popular Florida sport angered Wiggins. Gambling was commonplace throughout the territory, and the religious Wiggins
commented extensively about the activity in his diary. He saved his
most venomous words for those individuals who gambled on Sunday: “I am now more than ever astonished at the wickedness of the
wicked— I have always thought that gaiming was wicked on any
day— but now within my hearing on the evening of this sacred day,
men who would be gentlemen are at their gaims— they seem to be
absorbed as tho engagued in an enterprise of the utmost importance O the bewitching influence of gambling money, rest, peace,
body & soul time and eternity are all sacrificed to this hideous demon— O! virtue how amiable But sin how detestable!“36
The sin of alcoholism also met Wiggins’s wrath. On February 4,
1840, he recorded his observations of a supper given by several
planters for their slaves. His comments illustrate some prevailing
racial attitudes of the day: “[The slaves] had plenty to eat and a
great deal too much to drink. They danced, quareled and fought
alternately throughout the night without reguard to the sabath.
Both men and women fought like savages fine comment on whiskey— how true it is that the devil often runs into the man through
the foul stream of alcohol— yet unaccountably strange [how] men
will still countenance the use of it— I feel more and more established in my resolutions to maintain the principles of total abstinance— it requires but little knowledge of the world to know that
the use of ardent spirits is a great curse it tends to povity and disgrace destroys health and intelect is a sworn enimy to religion and
social happiness it begers children and often turns them into the
streets clothed in rags and leaves them to grow up in ignorance and
in vice that often leads to the prison and the gallows— it breaks

35. Ibid., November 12, 1838.
36. Ibid., August 16, 1840.
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more than the widowed heart and leads to a premature grave often
unmourned and unlemented and last but not least [it] peoples hell
with [its] victims— now who would countenance much less be a
companion of such a monster— A drunkard stop and think before
you fa[r]ther go.”
Interspersed throughout his diaries are revealing comments
made on race relations in Florida. Although he held paternalistic
and predominantly negative attitudes towards the slaves in which
he came into contact, Wiggins did show an interest in their religious education. In early 1839 he attended a church meeting in
which a black performed part of the service, and he also organized
services for area blacks. “The soul of the slave is of as much value as
the master,” he wrote, “yet [how] neglected. Too generally they are
looked upon as mere beasts of burden— it appears to me that slavery and tirany are almost inseperable and ignorrence is the father
of them both.“37
Most of Wiggins’s observations, however, were highly critical of
the behavior of slaves. While staying at Judge Randall’s, Wiggins observed that “tow of [the] negroes have had a fight— a slave will not
do without a master. What a wreched creature is man when unrestrained by divine grace and led captive by the will of the Devi1.“38
He added the following month: “The negroes were fidling and
dancing most of last night, wretched disipline with respect to morality— masters and overseers appear to have but little concern for
the interest of their own souls, and less for the slave.“39 But most revealing is Wiggins’s description of a slave beating in January 1841:
“Last night after 12 oclock I woke up and heard the negroes dancing (as is often the case till nearly day on Sunday morn). I fell
asleep again and after a while was woke by the cry of a man as tho
in great destress— at firs[t] I thought it was some one in liquor . . .
[but then] I heard blows which I took to be the sound of an ax— after a while the nois seaced for a moment— and then commenced a
gain. I then discovered the blows to be the sound of a whip and the
crying of a man occasioned by the whip. It appears that two strange
negroes had come on this place and one without a pass and the

37. Ibid., June 30, 1839.
38. Ibid., December 28, 1839.
39. Ibid., January 20, 1840.
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overseer was informed of it and caught them and he and his leader
whipt one pretty severly— no doubt justly under ixesting circumstances. They who are bound must obey.“40
On a separate occasion the actions of white intruders upon the
slave quarters aroused Wiggins’s attentions: “We were much disturbed through the latter part of last night by the frolicing of negroes and some 5 or 6 profligate soldiers at one of the negroes
quarters. They have been ordered heretofore to desist from such
conduct but it seems they are disposed to serve the devil . . . they
seem to get worse and worse. Mr. Raney sais he is determined to
break it up or quit the place. I hope he will succeede for I think [it]
is awful wickedness as well as disgracefull and dangerous to society— destroy[s] the obligations of morality and how long would it
be before sivil society would sink into the grocest barbarism.“41
Although Wiggins stayed at Belmont for much of the time he
lived in Florida, he made plans to build, with the help of Randall
and a friend, a sawmill at Richmond, a small settlement on the
headwaters of the St. Marks River east of Tallahassee. Randall and
a Colonel Braden were to purchase the land, while Wiggins would
operate the mill and receive an equal share of the profits.42 In early
February 1839 Wiggins journeyed on horseback from Belmont to
Tallahassee, with a stop at Richmond en route. He described the
trip and his impressions of both locations: “After breakfast, I set out
on Judge’s horse for Tallahassee via richmond. Miss my way a little
in going to Richmond I past a number of houses and farms that has
long been abandoned for fear of the indians. I saw the remains of
some which they had burnt. After riding nine or ten miles I came
to Richmond— it consists of one open shed[,] a pile of shingles[,]
one mill stone [,] and at the landing 2 or 3 old boats. I rode up and

40. Ibid., January 31, 1841.
41. Ibid., April 15, 1840.
42. Wiggins may be referring to Joseph Braden or his brother Hector W. Braden.
Middle Florida planters until the early 1840s, they moved to the Manatee River
to develop sugar plantations. Janet Snyder Matthews, Edge of Wilderness: A Settlement History of Manatee River and Sarasota Bay, 1528-1885 (Tulsa, 1983), 132, 135,
151-62, 155-57, 163-64, 186-87, 203-05, 224-27; Smith, Slavery and Plantation
Growth, 130-132; Paisley, The Red Hills of Florida, 88.
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down for some distance on the east side and then rode over to the
west side and after viewing the place for a while I struck on a tolerable plain path for Tallahassee. I rode a good many miles without
seeing any inhabitants after which I came into a country where
sivelized people live. A little before I got to the Augustine road I
passed by a large and elegant house that belongs to Mr Ben
[S]hears heirs very rich people. It is the best dweling house I have
seen in florida— the body of the house [is] brick and each side and
the whole length of the house is a porch or piazza supported by
long brick columns.43 After going a little further I came to Mr Gambrils steam saw mill.44 I examined it— wants more power— I then
rode about 3 miles further which brought me to Tallahassee. I rode
through the principle streets in order to see the place and then
stopped at the city hotel kept by Brown.45 They charge for man and
horse 5 dollars per day and but common living— I suppose there
were 100 boarders.“46
Wiggins remained hopeful that the Richmond enterprise
would prove his great opportunity in Florida. “If I have my health I
calculate making my fortune in a little time,” he wrote. “I hope I
shall have grace and wisdom to make a right use of it.“47 Meeting in
Tallahassee with Randall and Braden, the latter of whom he called
“a rich man and very much of a gentleman,” Wiggins’s future appeared even brighter. He returned to Belmont to begin preparations for what he called “the Richmond company.“48 Sadly, the
plans never materialized. Continued Indian attacks made Randall
43. Wiggins was describing Verdura, built during the early 1830s as the plantation
home of Benjamin C. Chaires. At the time of his death in 1838, Chaires owned
nearly 10,000 acres of land and eighty slaves. See Smith, Slavery and Plantation
Growth, 125-27, 135-36; Paisley, The Red Hills of Florida, 89-90.
44. This is probably either Robert Gamble, the son of John Gratton Gamble, or his
cousin Robert H. Gamble. They operated plantations in Middle Florida before
moving to the Manatee River. See Janet Snyder Matthews, Edge of Wilderness,
152-53; Paisley, The Red Hills of Florida, 142-44.
45. Thomas Brown moved to Florida in 1828 where he established a sugarcane
plantation in Leon County, which he lost after a freeze. He then operated the
Planters and City hotels in Tallahassee. The Virginia native became active in
politics, holding positions in the legislative council, the 1838-1839 Constitutional Convention, and the state house of representatives. From 1849 to 1853
he served as governor. Paisley, The Red Hills of Florida, 89, 184-85; Groene,
Ante-Bellum Tallahassee, 29, 42, 44, 94, 112, 151-55; Allen Morris, comp., The Florida Handbook, 1993-1994 (Tallahassee, 1993), 320.
46. Wiggins Diaries, February 5, 1839.
47. Ibid., November 5, 1839.
48. Ibid., February 6, 11, 1839.
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and Braden concerned for their investment. “Judge Randall . . . sais
we shall postpone our works at Richmond for the present on account of the unsetled times,” a dejected Wiggins wrote on March
10, 1839, “but thinks to commence some time this year— he sais I
can continue working at his place at wheelwrighting and also puting up my cotton press.“49 In addition to Indian threats, the national economic depression resulting from the Panic of 1837
already had begun to damage Florida settlers’often fragile prospects. Under the circumstances, Wiggins thereafter employed himself at odd jobs for Randall and other planters, while trying to
market his cotton press.50
In late 1840 Wiggins considered a move to Quincy, the Gadsden County seat located twenty miles west of Tallahassee. An acquaintance had given Wiggins “a very favourable account [of the
town] and I intend to visit it an judge for myself— I think strongly
51
of locating my family there.“ He traveled there in December 1840
and obtained a bond to purchase a lot along with lumber to build
a house for his family and structures for his business enterprises. By
early February 1841 he had begun construction, borrowing a
wagon from Judge Randall to haul his few belongings from Belmont. Living initially in a neighbor’s corn shed, Wiggins soon
erected a cabin. He proclaimed himself “quite comfortable,” but
lonely for his family: “I sometimes have meloncolly feelings on account of my continued absence from my family but then I take
courage and hope for better days.“52
Quincy impressed Wiggins, as did the surrounding countryside, and he left a detailed description of his impressions: “Between
Tallahassee and Quincy there are several streams of water and one
considerable river— the Ocklockny. It is crossed on a bridge at this
place the banks are from 20 to 30 feet high the stream is 50 yard
wide and has a very slow current. Both above and below the bridge

49. Wiggins still held out hope for the Richmond enterprise. On January 12, 1840,
he wrote that Randall “assures me that I may depend on the situation at Richmond as soon as the war closes.”
50. Herbert J. Doherty, Jr., Richard Keith Call, Southern Unionist (Gainesville, 1961),
108-34; Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth, 132-33, 167; J. E. Dovell, History of
Banking in Florida, 1828-1954 (Orlando, 1955), 23-40; Martin, Florida during the
Territorial Days, 124-64.
51. Wiggins Diaries, December 17, 1840.
52. Ibid., March 28, 1841.
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the trees and bushes hang many feet over the water and thickly
hanging with moss— this river heads in the state of Georgia better
than 100 miles from its mouth which is 30 miles below the bridge
and near the town of St Marks— it is navigable by steemboats to the
bridge. The bridge is 8 or ten miles from Tallehassee— farther on
we cross 2 or 3 other bridges of less not[e]— the bridges are all narrow and mostly without side railing which (according to my opinion) makes the crossing of them some what dangerous— I
invariably walk and lead my horse.“53
Of the community where he was about to make his home, Wiggins explained: “The town of Quincy is almost surrounded by small
streams and springs of good water— 4 or 5 grist and saw mills are in
opperation within about six miles— lumber is now 10 dollars per
thousand— there is an abundence of good timber (of almost all
kinds) in the neighbourhood— I have the offer of as much as I shall
want without cost. The town is butifully situated on a plain— most
of the streets crossing each other at right angles runing with the
cardinal points— the great stage road from St Augustine to New Orleans passes through the town— the town has 3 large and hansome
churches (one for the Episcopalians, one for the Presbyteriens,
and one for the Methodist)— There are 2 academies— 2 or 3 taverns a number of stores, but no grogshops which the people will
not allow which speaks much for their morality— it is reported to
be a very healthy place. Many strangers come here in the summer
for their health— a good brick yard is much needed— also the making of lime would be very profitable— I understand there is lime
stone in the neighbourhood.“54
For reasons unexplained in his diary, Wiggins’s family never
joined him in Florida. Although he enjoyed Quincy, particularly
because of the increased opportunity for religious activities in the
town, he again decided to move. By May 1841 Wiggins had made
plans to build another cotton press and to establish himself at Port
Leon, a burgeoning new cotton shipping town on the St. Marks
River south of Tallahassee.55 “I have toiled hard and long,” he
wrote, “and do really think that I shall realize some of my anticipations.“56 On May 14 he sent his cotton press plans to the United
53. Ibid., January 10, 1841.
54. Ibid.
55. Groene, Ante-Bellum Tallahassee, 84-85, 91.
56. Wiggins Diaries, May 9, 1841.
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States Patent Office. A few days later he commented: “I hear that
the prospect for cotton is good— I have positively engaged to build
a press for Messrs Mose and Formon. I am excited to put up a compress at Port Leon— I intend to go to Tallehassee this week to see
about it— I have a letter (writen by Judge White57) to Governor
Call.58 The people here think well of my plan. One gentleman, a
wealthy planter and lawyer Col. Dupont,59 pronounsted it to be perfection itself— I still hope to soon realize a reward for all my labour
and privation.“60
Despite his continued optimism, Wiggins had little to show for
the nearly three years he had spent in Florida. In late May he left
Quincy for Tallahassee, from whence he intended to travel to Port
Leon. His experiences suggest the difficulties involved in territorial
travel even in the best of circumstances: “I set out on a mule for
Tallehassee. I had a bundle of modles & c [and] after traveling a
mile or two I overtook Mr Bettes— [and] I went on in company
with him, without any difficulty until we got to little river bridge
and just before I got over my mule began to rare jump kick and
pitch and off I went— but it did not hurt me. Mr Bettes helpt me
cetch him and I mounted again but had not rode more then two
miles when the devil got in him again and off I came and lit upon
my shoulder. I got up immedeatly but found I was badly hurt. I
caught him but rode no more. I led him about two miles and
stopted for the night at the plantation of Forman and Muse— managed by Mr Cain.“61 The next day, with “my shoulder hurt[ing] me
some,” Wiggins walked the rest of the way to Tallahassee. Upon

57. A North Carolina-born physician and Methodist minister, Dr. David L. White
moved to Gadsden County in 1822 and helped lay out the town of Quincy three
years later. He also served as a justice of the peace and judge. Rowland H.
Rerick, Memoirs of Florida, 2 vols. (Atlanta, 1902), I, 722-24; Womack, Gadsden,
14-18, 23, 46-47, 154.
58. Richard Keith Call served as a member of the legislative council, as Florida delegate to the United States Congress, and as the third and fifth territorial governor of Florida. See Doherty, Richard Keith Call.
59. Charles Henry DuPont came to Gadsden County in 1827. He served in the legislative council during much of the 1830s and early 1840s and sat as a member of
the Supreme Court of Florida from 1854 to 1868. Womack, Gadsden, 25, 30,
39-40, 63, 78, Rerick, Memoirs of Florida, II, 86-89; 16 Florida Reports, v-xiii; The People of Lawmaking in Florida, 1822-1991 (Tallahassee, 1991), 29.
60. Wiggins Diaries, May 23, 1841.
61. Ibid., May 31, 1841.
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reaching the capital he spent 6 l/4 cents for a “card of cake” for his
supper and spent the night in “an irish boarding house pay[ing] 50
cts per meal and 25 cts per lodging pretty rough place.” While in
the city he visited with Major George Ward, a prominent planter
who told the mechanic that “he shall depend on me to put up a
press for him of some kind this fall.“62
From Tallahassee, Wiggins took the railroad from Tallahassee
to Port Leon, leaving a colorful account of his journey: “On
Wednesday I take pasage in the railroad car for Port Leon— leave
the depot at 7 oclock— the car is drawn by two horses we move in a
gentle trot. This part of the road is very much out of repair— timbers rotten and many of the iron rails loos and their ends sticking
up 6 or 8 inches or more— after travling about 10 miles we stop for
a few minutes at a steammill belonging to [a] rail road company—
we then go on some two or three miles— when we overtake a train
of baggage cars to which our car now becomes attached and the
whole train drawn by a locomotive. From this place to Port Leon
the road is repaired. We had not gone far before one of the baggage cars broke and the whole train was stoped for about half an
hour— the broken car was taken off the road and left behind. Now
we go on again but when about 5 miles from port 3 more of the
baggage cars run off the road and broke to pieces. Providentially
no one was hurt— the whole train (except the locomotive and one
passenger car which was before those that broke) was left and all
the pasengers except myself got into this car and went on— I chose
to walk rather than run another risk of life. I find my shoulder
hurts me much however I get along tolerably well [and] arive at
Port Leon about 10 oclock.“63

62. Ibid. George T. Ward, a native of Kentucky, moved to Florida in 1825. His
father, George Washington Ward, was register of the United States Land Office
in Tallahassee. The younger Ward married a daughter of Benjamin Chaires,
and by 1860 he owned three Leon County plantations totaling 4,200 acres.
Active in politics, he ran unsuccessfully for territorial delegate, United States
Senate, and governor. A Unionist, Ward reluctantly signed Florida’s Ordinance
of Secession in 1861. Briefly a member of the Confederate Congress, he then
joined the Confederate army and was killed in Virginia in 1862. Ezra J. Warner
and W. Buck Yearns, Biographical Register of the Confederate Congress (Baton Rouge,
1975), 248-49.
63. Wiggins Diaries, May 31, 1841. See also Groene, Ante-Bellum Tallahassee, 83-92;
Doherty, Richard Keith Call, 88-92; and Dorothy Dodd, “The Tallahassee Railroad
and the Town of St. Marks,” Apalachee, 1950-1956 4 (1956), 1-12, for background on the Tallahassee-St. Marks railroad.
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Upon reaching Port Leon, Wiggins met with Territorial Governor Richard Keith Call, who had shown an interest in Wiggins’s
cotton-press models. “He thought well of them,” Wiggins remembered, “and said I should get up a company to build one at Port
Leon and promised to help in the way of recommendation and
credit.“64 After his meeting with Call, Wiggins found food and lodging at a nearby tavern, “for which I pay 3 dollars in paper money
they said they would take half this sum if I paid in specie.“65 He then
explored the town: “From what I learned Port Leon promises to become a place of much business— altho situated apparently on a salt
marsh, yet vegetables gro well— and the rain water is excelent and
I am told the older it is the better— there are good fish sold at the
warf all most every day and tolerable reasonable compared with
many other things. Enough perhaps to make a dinner for 6 men
for 50 cts— sheepshead trout, black fish & c. very fat, may be
caught all the year round, and at certain seasons there is great
abundence of mullet caught with seins— oysters are plenty in their
season goods, groceries, and provisions are high, but no scarcety—
There has been as high as 40000 bales of cotton shipped from this
place in one year— and it is thought there will be that much
shipted this year should the end prove as good as the begining
seems to be— and if there should be but one fourth of it compressed that would amount to 7500 dollars.“66
Like Port Leon, Wiggins’s future appeared golden in 1841. Apparently, though, his plans for becoming rich by selling his prized
cotton press never materialized. Florida’s depressed economy during the late 1830s and early 1840s had made it more difficult for
Wiggins to interest planters in his designs. Nonetheless, he returned to Quincy after his visit to Port Leon, and, by early September 1841, he was finishing a press for the company of Forman and
Muse. Early tests seemed promising, but Wiggins’s diary ends without providing further information. The last entries mention his
continued longing for his family and statements about his poor finances. Fittingly, the final sentences outline Wiggins’s plans to en-

64. Wiggins Diaries, May 31, 1841. Call served on the board of directors of the Tallahassee Rail Road Company, which developed Port Leon as a deep-water alternative to the town of St. Marks. Doherty, Richard Keith Call, 89-92.
65. Wiggins Diaries, May 31, 1841.
66. Ibid.
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ter into a partnership to place a compress at Port Leon. Even if this
plan had succeeded where so many before had failed, Wiggins’s triumph would have been shortlived. A hurricane destroyed Port
Leon in 1843.
Unfortunately for historians the surviving portion of Wiggins’s
diaries is not complete. The last book preserved in the Florida
State Archives ends on September 20, 1841. How long Wiggins remained in Florida is not known, although he likely returned to
Maryland in the early-to-mid 1840s. Since his wife frequently had
urged her husband to return home to his family, he almost certainly did so for at least a portion of this period. One fact is certain,
Wiggins did not earn his fortune in Florida as he had hoped, a fate
that he shared with many others.67 He returned to Maryland probably with a sense of disappointment over the years he had spent
pursuing his dreams in Florida. Wiggins appears in the 1850 census
in Annapolis with his family. His occupation is listed as merchant
and he owned real estate valued at $800.68 According to a published
source, Wiggins shortly thereafter traveled with Thomas Randall to
the California gold fields. Then fifty-four years of age, Wiggins contracted an unspecified illness on the trip and died while aboard a
coastal steamer. He was buried near Umpqua City, Oregon— his
tombstone one of innumerable monuments to the nineteenth-century pursuit of fortune on the American frontier.69

67. George W. Hendry, another Florida pioneer, bitterly remarked, “[Poverty]
seems to be the inevitable doom of all pioneers in all countries.” See George W.
Hendry, Family Record of Lydia Moody, nee Hendry, nee Carlton of Polk County, Florida
(Jacksonville, 1900), 37, 40-44.
68. Bureau of the Census, Seventh United States Census, 1850, Anne Arundel County,
Maryland (population schedule).
69. Undated clipping in Wiggins Diaries.
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A Naturalist in Florida: A Celebration of Eden. By Archie Carr. Edited

by Marjorie Harris Carr. (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1994. xviii, 264 pp. Foreword by Edward O. Wilson, preface, acknowledgments, maps, photographs, notes, index. $28.50.)

It is impossible to believe “a picture is worth a thousand words”
after reading the works of Archie Carr, who ranks among the
world’s great naturalist writers. I was especially fortunate because,
as a graduate student in geography at the University of Florida in
the mid-1950s, I had the opportunity of accompanying Professor
Carr on several field trips in which I saw “the picture” accompanied
by his “words.” Although those trips were taken almost forty years
ago, they remain vivid in my mind.
Professor Carr, who died in 1987, was a widely recognized biologist who received numerous research grants and won many professional awards and honors. His work principally was on the
ecology of Florida, but he attained international fame through his
research on turtles, an interest that led him to many places
throughout Latin America as well as Africa. Son of a Presbyterian
minister, he grew up in the South where he developed an early interest in its natural environment. Just where he attained so lyrical a
writing style, the foreword never explains. He took three degrees
from the University of Florida, and on completion of his Ph.D. became an instructor at that institution. He never left, settling down
on a farm near the historic village of Micanopy, a few miles south of
Gainesville. Here, he and his wife Marjorie raised five children.
Although enthusiastically fulfilling his research and teaching
obligations as a member of the University’s biology department,
Carr from almost the beginning of his academic career began to
publish articles and later books for the general public. His success
as a writer was such that in 1956 he received the O’Henry Memorial
Award for short stories. A Naturalist in Florida: A Celebration of Eden
is a collection of twenty-five works of Carr as selected by his wife,
most of which were first published in popular magazines such as
Field and Stream and in the publications of the Audubon Society and
the New York Zoological Society. Several, however, were abstracted
from his books, including A Contribution to the Herpetology of Florida.

[498]
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All selections are masterpieces of literary expression and testify to
his love of the part of Florida in which he spent his life.
Carr began his intensive examination of Florida’s natural landscape while a student at the University of Florida in the mid-1930s.
As he stated in one of his Audubon articles, reprinted in the book:
“It is hard to explain how obsessive the ransacking of wild nature
for new state records used to be for a youthful zoologist, back in
those days before zoology depended on canonical analysis; before
the coeds arrived at Gainesville; when, anyway, young women were
more parsimonious with their distracting favors; and when there
wasn’t even any beer. Collecting reptiles and amphibians and fish
was a large and exciting part of life when I was an undergraduate”
(p. 62).
Many of the articles reprinted in this book are of places Carr
had visited before they experienced the impact of population
growth, and whose occupants lived close to nature. Although he
concentrated on the natural environment, both the subject matter
and the literary style often evokes the writings of Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings. Unlike Rawlings, Carr lived long enough to see enormous changes in the natural and cultural environment of his beloved north Florida. Assuredly, he must have been appalled at
much of what he had to witness. His anger, however, rarely appears
in his writings. His message, if he had one, was that this was the
physical environment of the north Florida of his youth and early
maturity. Although in many places that environment has been
greatly altered and can never be restored, we have an obligation to
future generations to find a way to slow the change of what remains. Those who read this book who knew the north Florida natural environment of the middle of the century will undoubtedly
feel a sense of nostalgia, and even regret. I hope there are younger
people who also will read these stories and become more active in
retarding the ravages of people and consumerism on this beautiful
part of the state.
Florida State University
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Pioneer Commercial Photogaphy: The Burgert Brothers, Tampa, Florida.

By Robert E. Snyder and Jack B. Moore. (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 1992. xiii, 303 pp. Illustrations, acknowledgments, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95.)
For all the talk of diversity and difference in American Studies
circles of late, one finds a disappointing sameness to so many
American Studies presentations, especially in the subfield of photo
history. The standard formula begins with some Marxist/feminist/
postmodernist mantra chanting (race, class, gender); continues
with a suitably foggy quote from Barthes or Foucault; moves on to
discussions of dominant discourses, hegemonic boundaries, and
contested terrain; plays with “re(pre)sentations of the Other”; and
exposes the pernicious photographic influences of middle-class
humanism, middle-class individualism, middle-class consumerism,
and middle-class nuclear family hierarchies. All of which makes Pioneer Commercial Photography a refreshing exception to the usual
woozle.
Two American Studies scholars from the University of South
Florida, Robert E. Snyder and Jack B. Moore, have not only reconstructed the history and achievements of the Burgert photography
family— especially brothers Al and Jean, who ran Tampa’s leading
commercial photographic operation from the 1910s to the 1940sbut have provided a valuable methodological model for photo-historical investigation.
Although they were never national household names, the
Burgerts made their presence felt throughout the Tampa area, recording tens of thousands of images of social, cultural, economic,
and political life for promotional use by myriad businesses and organizations— and, in some cases, for news and feature spreads, in
the Tampa press. By the late 1930s Burgert Brothers photographs
were also occasionally reaching a wider audience through the
pages of Life and National Geographic.
In selecting and organizing the more than 200 images reproduced in this attractive volume, Snyder and Moore show an eye for
both what was representative and what was particularly intriguing
in Burgert production. As the selections suggest, the Burgerts
ranged across a much broader spectrum of subject matter than one
might have expected of such cameramen— from black oyster
shellers to Cuban cigar wrapper selectors (los resagadores) to
Greek sponge divers, from resort beaches to marathon dance halls,
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from Ku Klux Klan rallies to Townsend Plan parade floats to National Urban League gatherings, from the arc-lighted automobile
showroom of the Davis Islands International Coliseum to the
Tampa Cooperative Unemployment Council salvage shop.
Snyder and Moore tap an impressive array of sources— especially oral history— in systematically exploring the multiple contexts of Burgert photographic creation, dissemination, and
deployment. Especially illuminating are the extended picture-cap
tion notes on aspects of Tampa labor relations, popular culture,
and ethnic subcultures. The authors’discussion of the often innovative technical and administrative side of Burgert operations includes a description of retouching practices that should be
required reading for a generation of photo historians who seem to
be under the impression that photographic manipulation was
something perfected by 1930s-1940s government bureaucrats.
The analysis is also reflexive: perhaps the most important context that emerges here is that of the authors’own labors. Rather
than retreating to the false security of “critical theory” buzzwords,
Snyder and Moore readily acknowledge and examine the difficulties of photo-historical definition (even of the very term “commercial” photography, as opposed to news photography or portrait
photography) and the challenges posed by photographic interpretation. Indicative here is their discussion of the multiplicity of possible factors at work in Burgert images where subjects appear to be
positioned in racially bifurcated fashion. Similarly, rich plays of
possibility and counterpossibility emerge in the authors’intensive
reading of a 1921 Burgert view of Western Union Telegraph employees and equipment. My only disappointment in this regard was
that Snyder and Moore did not have the space to perform more
such single-image readings, more journeys into what the anthropologist Clifford Geertz calls “thick description.”
Burgert photography would not pass any modern tests of political correctness. The authors could have chosen the easy route of
hammering at the shortcomings of a southern middle-class white
perspective; instead, however, they inquire carefully and creatively
into the kinds of options available to particular photographers in
particular circumstances. The book deals with cultural convention,
but it also deals with the Burgert wrinkles in convention— their
work for black clients, resulting in images quite similar to the sort
produced by many black studios; their employment and training of
a Jewish photographer, Simon Rose; or the incorporation of sign
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elements that lend humorous and, occasionally, haunting dimensions to otherwise pedestrian scenes. The 1935 view of uniformed
female canning factory employees at work with a “No Talking”
warning looming prominently, and ominously, in the foreground is
one such example.
The authors provide a solid foundation for further comparative analysis (comparison of Burgert work with that of other southern commercial photographers, and with that of the many federal
government photographers who visited the Tampa region during
the Burgerts’ heyday) that will sharpen our perspectives on several
currents of early-to-mid twentieth-century photography. Lively and
lucid, Pioneer Commercial Photography is genuinely pioneering.
National Archives and Records Administration

NICK NATANSON

Removal Aftershock: The Seminoles’Struggle to Survive in the West, 18361866. By Jane F. Lancaster. (Knoxville: University of Tennessee

Press, 1994. xx, 225 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, illustrations,
photographs, tables, maps, figures, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $32.00, cloth; $16.00, paper.)

During the period from 1834 to 1859 nearly 4,000 Seminole
Indians were taken either by force or voluntarily from Florida and
settled in western territory, which later became known as the Indian Territory. Those who were among the first to leave Florida
found that very few preparations had been made for them, and the
harsh, cold weather, droughts, smallpox epidemics, unfulfilled
treaty promises, and scant supplies of food and proper housing
made life in the West seem like a punishment for war against the
whites. Yet that spirit that had helped the tribe fight the United
States Army almost to a standstill from 1835 to 1842 rose to the occasion, and as a result the tribe survived these disasters.
Another situation that took many years for a solution was that
of relations with the Creeks. The Seminoles settled on land that the
Creeks had occupied during the Second Seminole War, and it was
not until 1856 that the tribe received separate land that the tribe
really owned. In addition to the land problem the Creeks tried to
seize blacks who had also been removed from Florida with the Seminoles, claiming that they were escaped Creek slaves.
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In the years just prior to the Civil War, the Seminoles showed
little progress. They lacked good leadership, proper agency buildings, control of the whiskey problem, and a satisfactory educational
system. Most of the agents were poorly trained and some were corrupt. Part of the tribe preferred to remain in Creek territory, and
only about one-half of the tribe settled on the land that had been
given to them in 1856.
The Civil War and postbellum years were harsh ones for the
tribe. Those Seminoles who were loyal to the Union were forced to
leave their homes and to settle in Kansas. Confederate Seminoles
were exposed to battlefield wounds and death or disease. Despite
the fact that many Seminoles had fought for the Union, the tribe
lost control of over two million acres and received only 200,000
acres in return.
The Seminole status in 1866 is stated very clearly by the author.
After thirty years in exile the tribe had little property, no schools,
no unified government, irresponsible agents, and a poor means of
subsistence. Yet, author Jane Lancaster concludes that because of
the Seminoles’stubbornness and strong determination to survive,
they overcame these difficulties.
Dr. Lancaster has written a useful and important book with
flowing, well-directed narration, excellent maps, and adequate illustrations. The research, which took her to Washington, Oklahoma, and North Carolina, has been combined with the latest
scholarship. Perhaps the author will cover the period from 1866 to
some point in the recent past of the tribal history in a future study.
University of Tampa

J AMES C OVINGTON ,

EMERITUS

Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789: Volume 21, October 1, 1783October 31, 1784. Edited by Paul H. Smith and Ronald M.

Gephart. (Washington: Library of Congress, 1994. xxxi, 860 pp.
Editorial method and apparatus, acknowledgments, chronology
of Congress, list of delegates to Congress, illustrations, index, advisory committee. $41.00.)

Users of this invaluable series of documentary volumes will notice something different about Volume 21: whereas each of the volumes after Volume 2 cover a few months, this one covers thirteen
months. Granted, at 860 pages it is 100 pages longer than most of
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its predecessors. But the major cause of its longer chronological
span is the rapid fall off of the delegates’correspondence during
the summer of 1784. Why? The chronology of Congress provided
by the editors reveals severe attendance problems— after thirty-one
days of this thirteen-month period, the Congress was unable to
achieve a quorum, and twenty-four of those days were during the
summer of 1784. A list of the election dates and attendance of each
delegate— another standard editorial guide in each of these volumes— may throw further light on the fall off of normally intense
letter-writing activity by the delegates. Forty-eight of 117 delegates
elected by their legislature during this period either did not attend
at all, were absent for extended periods, or declined to serve.
Sparse coverage of the summer of 1784 raises the question of how
selective the editors have been in choosing to publish certain letters while leaving others to be consulted in manuscript. This reviewer did notice in Volume 17 an important Thomas McKean
letter discussed in the notes but inexplicably unpublished— surely
a rare editorial lapse but one that reveals that Letters of Delegates is a
selection from a larger mass of documents. Somewhere in the remaining volumes of the series it would be helpful if the editors
would explain their criteria for publishing most, but not all, of the
delegates’letters. One suspects that by the summer of 1784 there
were less political content in the delegates’letters, perhaps fewer
letters in general. Could it be that, as the end of this monumental
series approaches, budgetary considerations dictate finishing as
quickly as possible? Probably not. But that concern and those questions are all the more reason for the editors to explain the decreasing density of the delegates’ published correspondence in the mid1780s if indeed this trend continues.
As noted earlier in reviews of this series, one of its best features
is the reprinting of the delegates’ letters published initially in newspapers— letters aimed at a larger audience or published so as to
make letters intended for a specified recipient known to a wider audience. An example is two anonymous letters written by the Virginia delegate John Francis Mercer in September and October
1783, published in the Pennsylvania Gazette, and reprinted in Volumes 20 and 21 respectively. The subject of these letters is the international trade policy of the Confederation. Titled “The North
American, No. I and No. II,” Mercer’s essays provide a flamboyant,
passionate, disturbed history of the closing stages of the Revolution
by a confidant and defender of James Madison who did not want
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Britain to benefit from a revival of American commerce. In an unusually long editorial note, the editors analyze the history and contents of Mercer’s essays, whose authorship had been a mystery until
now, and they promise a longer treatment in a forthcoming article
by Ronald Gephart in The William and Mary Quarterly. These essays
were the opening blast in a decade-long battle between Madison
and Hamilton over international trade policy and the application
of principles of political economy to republican statecraft— the
subject of John E. Crowley’s The Privileges of Independence: Neomercantilism and the American Revolution (1993).
Insisting that American trade policy toward Great Britain involved moral issues and, indeed, that republican morality was the
appropriate tool of political and historical analysis of European
commercial interests, Mercer evinced a kind of thinking common
to many American leaders in the mid-1780s: “It must be clear . . .
that if order, peace, and happiness are the rewards of our vigor and
enterprize, it will not be the feeble hand of despotism stretched at
a distance from a corrupt and languid body . . . to keep down the
rising spirit of human nature . . . that revolutions in the [commercial] North must produce insurrections in the [agrarian] South.”
As many letters in this volume attest, Mercer hit a tender nerve in
the political consciousness of the newly independent nation.
University of North Carolina at Greensboro

R OBERT M. C ALHOON

Lumbee Indian Histories: Race, Ethnicity, and Indian Identity in the
Southern United States. By Gerald M. Sider. (Cambridge: Cam-

bridge University Press, 1993. Preface, introduction, illustrations, photographs, maps, tables, conclusions, sources and
perspectives, index. $54.95.)

Gerald M. Sider uses the Lumbees, some of which call themselves Tuscaroras, to explore the nature of ethnicity and the relationship between ethnic identity and ethnohistory. He selfconsciously avoids writing a Lumbee “history” in any traditional
sense in order to avoid the legitimacy that an academic study lends
to a particular view of the past. In the politically charged Lumbee/
Tuscarora situation, the scholar can easily become an architect of
the future rather than merely an interpreter of the past. Sider’s recognition of the political implications of scholarship, particularly
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that of Native people by non-Native people, is both rare and welcome. In his effort to avoid writing history, however, Sider has abandoned the discipline’s basic organizational principle—
chronology— and has produced a study that will prove useful primarily to those who value theory over narrative. The inaccessible
nature of the book is unfortunate because Sider is both knowledgeable and passionate about his subject. His literary style is lively, and
he has some enormously important things to say about domination
and exploitation, as well as ethnicity. Sadly, most people will lack
the tenacity required to piece the story together.
The origin of the 40,000 Lumbees and Tuscaroras of Robeson
County, North Carolina, is obscure, and Sider mercifully devotes
little time to the debate over who the Lumbees “really” are. Colonial demography suggests that the Lumbees, like the Catawbas and
Creeks, have diverse origins and that their identity as a people
emerged from their encounter with non-Indians. They had little
ethnic identity until 1835 when North Carolina law designated
them free people of color. Their guerilla war against the Confederacy in the Civil War and white Conservatives in Reconstruction contradicted white stereotypes of African Americans and enabled the
Lumbees to achieve popular and legal acknowledgment as Indians.
North Carolina recognized them as Indians in 1885 and established a separate school system for them. Nevertheless, whites,
other Indians, and even the Lumbees themselves have debated
their ethnicity, and name changes— from “Croatan” to “Cherokees
of Robeson County” to the ahistorical “Lumbee” (after the Lumber
River) to the seceding “Tuscaroras’‘— reflect that debate as well as
tensions over current issues and future prospects.
For many Lumbees the future depends on full federal recognition by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In the 1930s investigators concluded that the Lumbees were genuinely Indians and
recommended bringing them under the auspices of the Indian Reorganization Act, but little happened. In the 1950s Congress recognized the Lumbees as Indians but denied them services on the BIA.
Recently, the Lumbees have petitioned the BIA for recognition
and Congress for removal of the restriction of the earlier legislation. Sider finds the Lumbees’ current emphasis on external recognition of their “Indianness” to be a new shift in their history, one
which he attributes to the end of a separate Indian school system
largely controlled by Indians, their inability to make significant political gains, and their relative loss of economic and personal au-
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tonomy as agriculture gave way to industry in Robeson County.
Dissatisfied with the tactics of Lumbee officials and dismayed by
growing economic disparities within the Lumbee community,
some Indians split off and formed other groups (Tuscaroras) that
seek independent recognition. Their action may work against federal recognition, which rests in part on rigid anthropological and
historical constructs. Sider questions this rigidity and even the anthropological definition of culture as “shared values.” Instead, he
challenges us to “pay more attention to culture both as an arena of
struggle not just between but within ethnic groups and classes, and
as a wholly integral part of other transformative projects” (pp. 28687). For the study of Native people in Florida who have their own
internal and external struggles, this conclusion has profound implications.
University of Kentucky

T HEDA P ERDUE

John C. Calhoun: A Biography. By Irving H. Bartlett. (New York: W. W.

Norton & Company, 1993. 413 pp. Acknowledgments, prologue,
illustrations, afterword, notes, index. $25.00.)

Over the course of forty years in public life John Caldwell Calhoun generated strong feelings— especially among his enemies.
Democrat Andrew Jackson berated Calhoun as a double-dealing
demagogue, while Whig Henry Clay predicted he would “die a traitor or a madman.” Historians have mirrored this passion in their biographies of the Carolinian. Earlier sympathetic studies by Charles
Wiltse and Margaret Coit have been challenged by the more critical works of Gerald Capers and Richard Current. More recently,
John Niven portrayed Calhoun as admirable but insecure. Now,
Irving Bartlett, biographer of Daniel Webster and Wendell Phillips,
enters the fray.
Bartlett’s Calhoun appears as a serious young man who matured quickly among the Carolina backcountry elite. Both of his
parents died before Calhoun was out of his teens. He quickly became “a man among boys” as plantation master and young scholar
at Yale university. Although trained in the law, Calhoun never enjoyed the practice. He fortuitously fell in love with his cousin
Floride, a low country heiress, and their marriage enabled him to
pursue his passion for politics.
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Calhoun entered Congress in 1811 as a nationalist who never
forgot his classical republican states’rights views. His defense of
the War of 1812 and support for James Monroe’s presidential nomination in 1816 catapulted him into the Cabinet as secretary of war.
During his successful eight-year tenure he eagerly demonstrated
leadership skills, craved public esteem, and sought political advancement. Although he cautiously eyed the White House, Calhoun reflected an ambivalence toward power by repudiating the
raw ambition of the officeseeker. The virtuous and talented public
servant awaited the call of the people.
Throughout the biography, Calhoun emerges as a man of principle. He moved from nationalist to sectionalist in a self-righteous
defense of all things southern, combined with a firm belief that law
and morality were on his side. His advocacy of nullification and
blistering attacks on Jackson and the abolitionists reveal Calhoun’s
fears for the South and slavery. This dedication to principle, however, obliged Calhoun to weave a tortuous path between the Whigs
and Democrats in the Senate for more than a decade.
The driving forces of ambition and principle were Calhoun’s
strength and weakness. Although aware of the increasing importance of the masses in politics, he never developed the oratorical
skills to capture a crowd, large or small. Nevertheless, his ideas enabled him to become the spokesman for a generation of Southerners. A man of deep thought, single-minded, and detailed, the
Carolinian dedicated his life to battling those forces that threatened his career, honor, and culture. He firmly believed “that he
knew what was best for the country,” but the presidential nomination he so desperately sought for a quarter century remained elusive.
By the mid-1840s Calhoun focused his myriad talents on foreign affairs. As secretary of state under John Tyler, he manipulated
the issue of Texas’ annexation to benefit slave interests. Back in the
Senate in 1845, he took bold stands on maintaining peace with
England over the Oregon boundary and in opposing the Mexican
war. Since he increasingly was perceived as a sectional leader, Calhoun devoted significant energy to the formation of a southern
party in 1848. Once again he failed. Dedicating the two remaining
years of his life to the completion of his philosophical treatises—
“Disquisition on Government” and “Discourse on the Constitution”— Calhoun firmly established himself as an American political
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philosopher of merit and statesman of the first rank— Richard Hofstadter’s “Marx of the Master Class.”
Bartlett adjudges Calhoun as having a stronger character than
Webster and a keener mind than Clay. The author understands
that his subject’s strengths, however, were limited by his unquestioning commitment to his culture and its institutions. Those commitments seemed increasingly out of place in a revolutionary world
that chanted the mantra of liberty, equality, and nationality, This
thoughtful, well-balanced, and well-written biography should be
read by those who seek to understand both Calhoun and the dilemma faced by Southerners struggling to preserve minority rights
within the Union.
University of South Florida

J OHN M. B ELOHLAVEK

The Abolitionist Sisterhood: Women's Political Culture in Antebellum America. Edited by Jean Fagan Yellin and John C. Van Horne. (Ithaca:

Cornell University Press, 1994. xviii, 363 pp. Preface, list of abbreviations, chronology, introduction, tables, figures, illustrations, bibliographical notes, notes on contributors, index.
$42.50, cloth; $16.95, paper.)
This collection of essays is the outgrowth of a symposium held
by the Library Company of Philadelphia in 1989 to celebrate the
sesquicentennial of the third and last annual meeting of the AntiSlavery Convention of American Women. Building on the most recent insights of women historians regarding the ideological and
methodological splits among activist women in northern cities, this
work asks new questions and posits new answers. These, in turn,
contribute to a greater understanding of how northern female abolitionists contributed in various ways to an increasingly powerful
women’s culture in the United States. Although the writers discuss
events and personalities in the antebellum period, one essayist,
Margaret Hope Bacon, writing on the tactic of nonresistance, suggests continuities between the antebellum period and women’s reform movements well into the twentieth century.
This reader found several of the articles especially illuminating. As Nancy Hewitt’s historiographical essay notes, historians
have often treated the female abolitionist movement as a prologue
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to the Woman’s Rights movement. Amy Swerdlow’s article, based
on a seminal paper delivered at the Third Berkshire Conference
on the History of Women at Bryn Mawr College in 1976, argues
that although the more conservative antislavery women of New
York were not ready to endorse woman’s rights, they, nonetheless,
advanced the antislavery cause. Identifying first with their class and
their perceived responsibilities and privileges, they put their duties
as evangelical mothers and guardians of morality above female advancement. Since the majority of middle-class women in America
held similar views, these conservative women “probably helped to
create a climate favorable to antislavery in the city and made New
York one of the first states to put abolition on the ballot” (p. 44).
Hewitt also states that many historians have failed to give adequate attention or analysis to African-American women abolitionists. This collection examines their contributions from a number of
viewpoints. Julie Winch, for example, finds that black women often
adhered scrupulously to the tenets of the woman’s sphere, attempting to uplift their people through their domestic roles. Anne Boylan recognizes that, although the female antislavery movement in
Boston brought the races together, black women were, because of
their color, subject to greater scrutiny and were more personally involved with the recipients of their benevolence. Still, while many
black female abolitionists emphasized their similarities to their
white sisters, Nell Irwin Painter demonstrates that Sojourner Truth
chose another path. She “constructed her public persona to establish that what had happened to her— her enslavement— rather
than her reason lent her a unique wisdom” (p. 154).
Many of these essays will undoubtedly be reprinted in anthologies and readers. certainly, Kathryn Kish Sklar’s comparison of the
British and American female abolitionists at the London World
Anti-Slavery Convention of 1840 will stand as a model of how historians can take a familiar subject and, by asking different questions,
attain new insights. Her essay succeeds in placing “women within
the society and polity of which they were a part.” In that way she
moves the discussion “beyond women’s motivations and institutions to explore how the larger political environment encouraged
or discouraged women’s participation” (p. 332).
Finally, this collection offers an excellent introduction by Ruth
Bogin and Jean Yellin, footnotes rather than endnotes, and gives
the reader two excellent bibliographic essays in addition to
Hewitt’s historiographical essay. This work will be extremely useful
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to scholars in the fields of women’s history, social and cultural history, African-American history, the Jacksonian era, and nineteenthcentury reform. In addition, graduate students will be grateful to
the editors and essayists for bringing the insights of the field together in a highly readable and well integrated single volume.
University of Central Florida

SHIRLEY A. LECKIE

The Education of the Southern Belle: Higher Education and Student Socialization in the Antebellum South. By Christie Anne Farnham. (New

York: New York University Press, 1994. x, 257 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, illustrations, epilogue, notes, select bibliography, name index, subject index. $35.00.)

Within the past ten years a battery of scholars of the antebellum South have raided the region’s archives in an effort to contribute to the burgeoning literature on the history of American
women. Prominent works on women mirror the bias implicit in
most works of United States history, a bias assuming that New England, or perhaps that area plus the mid-Atlantic region, reflects the
general experience of all Americans. Much of the scholarship on
southern women was penned in an effort to redress this balance.
Although subtlety and sophistication characterize much of this
work, a sizeable portion of it suffers from a common enough malady in southern studies, a tendency to hazard clumsy explanations
of “southern” distinctiveness against an equally vague and crudely
drawn backdrop of “northern” character. Though marked by a
workmanlike attention to detail and occasional insight, Christie
Anne Farnham’s account of southern women’s higher education
falls within the latter genre.
Farnham aims to fill in the curious historiographical hole of
southern women’s education. Scholars of northern women have
described in detail that section’s educational system, but students
of Dixie, quick to remedy lapses in other areas of women’s lives,
have neglected their subjects’schooling. The neglect is difficult to
explain, for antebellum parents made unmistakable the seriousness with which they took the education of their progeny. For most
boys destined for plantation life, a knowledge of the classics and
the experiences of college life were prerequisites for the life of a
gentleman. But as Farnham explains, families fretted too about the
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education of their girls. Their concerns did not extend to a
school’s proficiency in preparing their daughters for a profession.
The education of southern girls was designed to prepare them for
lives as ladies, wives, and mothers. Through a gendered curriculum, formal and informal, young southern women inculcated the
manners and morals of patriarchy.
Farnham finds it ironic that a society dedicated to the hegemony of a slaveowning class of wealthy white men should pioneer
in the establishment of female colleges (Georgia Female College,
later Wesleyan College, was the first college founded for women in
America), but the irony is rooted in her own semantic sleight of
hand. Farnham takes her material not only from colleges but from
the numerous women’s seminaries and academies popular
throughout the antebellum South. She explains, correctly, that colleges fought a difficult and by no means always successful struggle
to maintain standards worthy of that name. More importantly,
these diversely titled institutions presented a similar curriculum,
social life, and purpose. Offering courses such as botany, letter writing, French, and literature (classics only), the curriculum consciously mirrored that found in men’s colleges. Yet for proper
ladies employment was out of the question. The study of language,
the classics, and the sciences taught one how to behave like a lady
of the ruling class, just as the close company of schoolmates helped
inculcate a sense of female camaraderie and deference to gendered expectations of behavior.
Though Farnham does uncover some real ironies, they too often emerge from sectional stereotyping. Southern girls were taught
by young, single, northern women, often the products of the academies of Emma Willard or Mary Lyon, and almost always evangelicals. Though their southern charges certainly counted themselves
among the godly, the objectives of student and teacher increasingly
diverged. Anxious to become southern belles— vivacious, attention
craving, and coquettish— students found themselves at odds with
their teachers, devoted as they were to a northern evangelical ideology that stressed sobriety, piety, and domesticity. Here and elsewhere Farnham allows sectional stereotyping to impede her
insight. These young northern women would have been equally
disappointed had they taught at any number of female schools in
the North. Not only did elite women in northern academies share
the same desires and expectations of their southern sisters, but
these schools taught large numbers of southern girls. Farnham ig-
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nores abundant evidence of southern girls in northern schools that
suggests that academy education inculcated not sectional but class
norms. Not just section but class separated teachers from pupils.
While The Education of the Southern Belle offers vital details of the
content and context of southern women’s education, a comprehensive analysis will have to contend with the many northern-educated southern belles. That study still awaits its historian.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

D ANIEL K ILBRIDE

Gospel of Disunion: Religion and Separatism in the Antebellum South. By

Mitchell Snay. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993.
xi, 265 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, conclusion, bibliography, index. $49.95.)

From the 1830s to the Civil War, southern ministers used their
control of religious discourse and denominational institutions to
strengthen sectional elements within southern culture and politics.
Clergymen supported the development of a southern sectional
identity by sanctifying the institution of slavery, transforming the
sectional conflict into a struggle between faith and infidelity, and
justifying secession as a purifying process that would allow the
South to accomplish God’s purposes in the world. Much of the
book recapitulates earlier arguments by Donald Mathews, C. C.
Goen, John McCardell, and Drew Faust. After extensive research in
denominational minutes, newspapers, and sermons, Mitchell Snay
has synthesized threads of their arguments and added his own to
produce a more refined analysis of religion’s role in the formation
of a southern sectional identity.
For a quarter of a century, southern clergymen and northern
abolitionists clashed in a fierce public debate over the morality of
slavery. The most interesting element of this contest was the degree
to which the disputants shared the same values, ideas, and modes
of discourse. Both insisted that ministers should avoid political
controversies unless they had moral implications. Both believed
that God worked actively in history to accomplish His purposes,
and both shared a common set of American values and institutions.
One institution, however, divided them. Southern clergymen responded to the attacks of northern abolitionists by elaborating a
biblical defense of slavery, developing a slaveholding ethic to gov-
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ern the behavior of masters, and establishing missions to the slaves.
In so doing, southern ministers attempted to “sanctify” slavery by
making it conform to God’s laws.
One of Snay’s most valuable contributions is his exploration of
how politicians and clergymen in the antebellum South exchanged
concepts and vocabularies. In the disputes over slavery in the
1830s southern preachers provided statesmen with a religious lexicon to defend the institution. During the 1840s clergymen borrowed constitutional reasoning and language from politicians to
support their positions in ecclesiastical conflicts. As the sectional
conflicts intensified in the 1850s these political and religious arguments became pillars of southern separatism.
In the best chapter of the book, “The Religious Logic of Secession,” Snay surveys a variety of sermons preached by southern ministers during the winter of 1860-1861, in which they “provided the
South with a religious interpretation of the crisis of the Union” (p.
159). Just as they had sanctified slavery, preachers used the language of evangelicalism to bestow God’s blessing on secession,
which became “a purifying act of separation from a sinful and decaying nation” (p. 164). As with slavery, however, clerical support
for secession demanded a corresponding moral responsibility. In
separating themselves from the corrupted Union (controlled by
the North), Southerners had to be careful lest they perpetuate the
same evils that promised to destroy the American republic.
Clergymen’s justification of slavery and secession insured that
religion would play an important role in the formation of southern
nationalism. Confederate Christians generally agreed with the convention of Florida Baptists who proclaimed their “cordial sympathy
with and hearty approbation of those who are determined to maintain the integrity of the Southern States” (p. 154). In the months of
decision in the winter of 1860-1861, clerical leaders united most
Southerners with the assurance that slavery was righteous and secession was a religious duty. There were, however, other voices. Although Snay notes that religion could also serve as a countervailing
force against sectionalism, he fails to explore fully the implications
of this insight. Overall, Gospel of Disunion successfully establishes
the importance of theological concepts and religious discourse to
the creation of a southern section and then a Confederate nation.
University of Florida
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What They Fought For, 1861-1865. By James M. McPherson. (Baton

Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1994. xv, 88 pp. Preface,
abbreviations, introduction, notes, index. $16.95.)

James M. McPherson’s What They Fought For, 1861-1865 is part
of a larger work in progress tentatively entitled Why They Fought.
The eighty-eight pages of text reviewed here were originally delivered as the Walter Lynwood Fleming Lectures in Southern History
at Louisiana State University. The forthcoming work will explore
how the largely volunteer armies of the Union and Confederacy
coped with the emotions and fears that make up the life of a soldier
in any army: concepts of duty and honor, stress, pain, and death.
This thin volume focuses more narrowly upon ideology; “that is,
what Civil War soldiers believed they were fighting for.” The “unparalleled richness and candor” of thousands of personal letters
and diaries written from the front comprises the vehicle that allows
McPherson to explore the hearts and minds of the men in blue and
gray. In the end, after digesting more than 25,000 pieces of evidence, McPherson contends that the twin themes of liberty and republicanism “formed the ideological core of the cause” for which
both sides fought.
Most historians and sociologists who have studied the soldiers
of 1861-1865 and later wars have argued that ideology and patriotism played almost no role in motivation. Men more often fought
for immediate and tangible realities— their unit, their comrades-inarms, or merely for their own survival. Gerald Linderman, Embattled Courage, and Reid Mitchell, Civil War Soldiers, both recently
have downplayed the evidence of ideological awareness among
Union and Confederate soldiers, while Bell Irvin Wiley, the pioneer scholar in this field, came to similar conclusions in two monumental volumes, The Life of Johnny Reb and The Life of Billy Yank,
more than forty years ago.
McPherson rejects the paradigm that these men did not understand or had no clear notion of what they were fighting for. The
ideological motivations, he writes, “leaped” from the pages of the
letters and diaries of the most literate armies in history to that time.
Over 80 percent of Confederate soldiers and more than 90 percent
of white Union soldiers could read and write and, he argues, understood and cared passionately about the issues that divided
them. Soldiers in both the North and South believed they were defenders of the legacy of 1776— interpreted, of course, in different
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ways. Confederates saw themselves fighting to protect their homes
and property, and for independence from a tyrannical government, as the colonials had done ninety years before. Federal
troops, conversely, fought to preserve the republic that those same
colonists had fought so nobly for and had sacrificed so much to create.
In three clear, readable chapters McPherson explains, with innumerable passages from letters and diaries, how the fighting men
of both armies understood the concepts of freedom, constitutional
government, and slavery. Along the way McPherson stresses the importance of taking their words at face value. Although many of the
phrases used by Billy Yank and Johnny Reb seem overly sentimental
and maudlin to the modern reader, he insists that they be taken seriously. The fact that these men laid down their lives in large numbers for their beliefs and convictions is proof that “our cynicism
about the genuineness of such sentiments is more our problem
than theirs.”
All readers interested in what was arguably the defining moment in American history should eagerly welcome this new volume. McPherson’s two most recent works, the Pulitzer Prizewinning Battle Cry of Freedom and Abraham Lincoln and the Second
American Revolution— not to mention his five previous books dealing with the war and emancipation— have established this author
as the preeminent authority on the conflict and its impact on
American society. His graceful prose and insightful analysis make
this book, and the larger volume to follow, a useful addition to the
ever-burgeoning historiography of the Civil War era.
Gainesville, Florida

STAN D EATON

Nathan Bedford Forrest: A Biography. By Jack Hurst. (New York: Alfred

A. Knopf, 1993. 434 pp. Prologue, maps, epilogue, notes, index.
$30.00.)

Few other Civil War participants approach the hold Nathan
Bedford Forrest retains upon the popular imagination. Paintings
and monographs about Forrest are among the best-selling works
for enthusiasts of the period. These simplified and romantic stories
and images, however, do not do justice to the cavalryman’s com-
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plex life. Jack Hurst explores Forrest’s early years to help explain
his vitriolic genius.
Hurst argues that the general’s life “traces an exceptional
American’s remarkable philosophical journey” from frontierraised slave trader to pious proponent of the “New South” (p. 11).
Hurst contends that this first wizard of the Ku Klux Klan was not a
monster when placed in his time and that Forrest was a military genius who deserved more influence in the western theater.
Hurst successfully links Forrest’s rapid mood swings and fiery
temper to the frontier culture that shaped him as a young man.
Frontier society in the South tried to blend chivalric honor with the
natural violence of the wilderness. The biography shows Forrest to
be a natural, if extreme, example of the conflict between these two
sets of values. He was quick to anger and killed men for verbal insults, but Forrest could embrace and honor his opponents after
death. This dual temperament affected Forrest’s decision making
on the battlefield.
Hurst explains Forrest’s actions at the Fort Pillow massacre using this concept of a split personality. Most previous authors have
framed the argument as a strict dichotomy. Either Forrest supported the slaughter of the surrendered Union soldiers, or he actively stopped the murder of the former slaves and their officers.
Hurst convincingly argues that Forrest’s “temper may have undergone one of its characteristic waxing and wanings,” resulting in
both the instigation and halt of the massacre (p. 177). The bloodlust of the man who offered no quarter gave way to compassion for
helpless prisoners. Fort Pillow was the logical result of Forrest’s
conflicted personality.
The book examines Forrest’s military genius, showing how he
used deception, maneuver, and pure will to overcome superior
Union forces. Hurst does not, however, place Forrest’s accomplishments in a larger context. The book leads the reader to think that
the cavalryman’s raids mattered more than the major battles in the
western theater, but Forrest was only one component in many operations.
The book attempts, but fails, to prove Forrest’s violent extremes typical of the era. Hurst contends that the massacre at Pillow was an unavoidable result of a savage war. On the contrary,
Forrest’s demands of “surrender or expect no quarter” fostered the
environment for the massacre to occur, and he boasted about the
carnage shortly after the battle. This conduct was not typical of the
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Civil War. Military leaders generally followed accepted standards of
conduct during the war. The Fort Pillow massacre was the terrible
exception, not the rule.
If Forrest’s racial attitudes developed “more in the direction of
liberal enlightenment than those of most other Americans” it is
only because he had further to go (p. 385). Forrest’s benevolence
and noblesse oblige to individual black people were not inconsistent with racial oppression, as shown by studies of slavery. Other recent biographers of Forrest have not found it necessary to
reconcile Forrest’s military genius with his racism. His activities as
both slave trader and head of the Ku Klux Klan were as far from the
norm as his battlefield prowess.
This biography successfully explains the origins of Forrest’s
complex personality and military genius in a readable style that is
readily enjoyed. Despite the book’s failed attempt to portray Forrest as a reformed racist, it remains a valuable addition to the interpretations of Forrest’s life.
United States Military Academy

D OUGLAS L. W HITEHEAD

High Seas Confederate: The Life and Times of John Newland Maffitt. By

Royce Shingleton. (Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 1993. x, 160 pp. Preface, illustrations, appendix, notes,
bibliographic note, index. $27.95.)

Many of the recent profiles I have read of Civil War soldiers,
sailors, and politicians fall into a category I designate as “voodoo biography.” The writer faithfully presents the facts of the subject’s
life, but the protagonist wanders through the pages of the book
like a zombie— without fire, soul, or life. Professor Royce Shingleton’s new biography of Confederate commerce raider and blockade runner John Newland Maffitt is a welcome antidote to the
usual fare. High Seas Confederate is a first-rate little volume, told with
a scholar’s precision and the verve and pace of a storyteller.
Colorful, dashing, and “game to the bone,” Maffitt strides
through the pages of this book like the action hero in a novel. Born
aboard ship in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, he was raised by a
relative in North Carolina after his hopelessly incompatible parents separated. President Andrew Jackson appointed the thirteenyear-old Maffitt acting midshipman in the United States Navy in
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1832, and he embarked on the accepted “fast track” for those seeking careers as naval officers. Maffitt literally grew up upon the sea.
He sandwiched a series of swashbuckling adventures— romancing
the queen of Greece, battling West Indian pirates and slavers, and
butting heads with Florida Senator Stephen R. Mallory— around
long years with the United States Coast Survey. Ironically, two of
Maffitt’s prewar assignments injured the Confederate cause. Maffitt’s meticulous charts of the southern coastline proved invaluable
to the Federal blockading squadrons during the Civil War. Also,
prompt action by Maffitt and Lieutenant T. Augustus Craven in
January 1861 to prevent the seizure of Forts Taylor and Jefferson by
prosouthern residents of Key West, preserved those strategic outposts for the Union.
Maffitt’s devotion to duty failed to impress naval officials in
Washington, however. They sought to have the North Carolinian
arrested as a suspected Confederate sympathizer, and Maffitt fled
south. After a brief stint with the Mosquito Squadron and as naval
aide to Robert E. Lee, Maflitt assumed command of the C.S.S. Florida. He embarrassed the blockading squadron by running in and
out of Mobile Bay, before beginning a spectacular, year-long campaign against Union shipping interests in both the Caribbean and
Atlantic. Resigning his command of the Florida in August 1863 due
to ill health, Maffitt ended the war as a successful blockade runner.
Postwar, he served for a year in the employ of Brazil during the War
of the Triple Alliance before returning to North Carolina. His last
years were spent in “reduced circumstances” and suffering from a
series of physical and mental infirmities.
This book should appeal to Civil War enthusiasts, scholars, and
those who enjoy a rollicking tale of the sea. It is thoroughly researched and footnoted, and makes use of numerous primary
sources, including the Maffitt Papers in the Southern Historical
Collection at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Students of Florida history will find much to interest them in this biography. Maffitt’s protection of Federal installations at Key West in
early 1861, his choice of Mosquito Inlet as a blockade-runner’s
port, and the rescue of a cargo vessel, the Mary Ann, off the coast of
Santa Rosa Island are but a few of the Florida connections outlined
in this volume. These incidents are, however, part of a larger story
and are not dealt with in great depth. In fact, High Seas Confederate
is not an interpretative biography, and those looking for in-depth
analysis will be disappointed.
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The one glaring weakness in this volume is the lack of adequate maps. The inclusion of several good cruising charts would
have helped the reader follow the wide-ranging voyages described
in the text. The book’s lone map appears on the end-covers and is
not adequate. That criticism aside, this is a fine addition to the slim
canon of Confederate naval history. The reader may well come
away from this biography with a clearer understanding and deeper
appreciation for a likable, complicated, and gutsy warrior.
Rome, Georgia

ZACK C. WATERS

Tainted Breeze: The Great Hanging at Gainesville, Texas, 1862. By Rich-

ard B. McCaslin. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1994. xii, 234 pp. Acknowledgments, abbreviations, introduction, illustrations, photographs, epilogue, appendices, index.
$29.95.)

In October 1862 Confederate militia units in Gainesville,
Texas, hanged over fifty Unionist civilians in cold blood in one of
the most horrendous single atrocities of the Civil War. Richard B.
McCaslin has written the first modern study of this event, in his
strongest passages putting the reader vividly at the emotional middle of a mob run amuck.
All along the border between the Union and the Confederacy,
as well as in more remote corners of the South, such as North
Texas, the Civil War contained an inner guerrilla war. Historians
have begun to explore this phenomenon in depth, particularly in
Arkansas and Missouri and in the Appalachian upcountry of East
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, and northern
Georgia. Unfortunately, McCaslin almost completely ignores this
growing literature and the theoretical and methodological possibilities it offers, and thus his is really a rather old-fashioned “local
history,” disconnected from the larger currents of events of the war.
This is a pity, because the general reader will not be able to make
connections between what happened in Gainesville, Texas, and
elsewhere and thus might take this for an isolated event, which it
was not.
Theoretically, McCaslin adopts part of Richard Maxwell
Brown’s argument, in his book Strain of Violence, when he casts the
Great Hanging as an extra-legal vigilante action, aimed at securing
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order and a stable, secure community life. But Brown also emphasizes that vigilantism was applied against outlaws and other marginal types in areas of weak law enforcement— essential structural
characteristics of vigilantism that McCaslin fails to consider. In this
instance the community was badly divided, and the Confederate
leadership, organized quite legally in a militia and led by the local
provost marshal, enacted a vendetta against a sizable Unionist segment of the population, perhaps even the majority. This part of
Texas had voted against secession, while most of Texas was enthusiastically pro-Confederate. The Great Hanging was an attempted
purge of Unionists, which destroyed the community, as opposed to
being the ritual enactment of communal solidification against marginal aliens. Using Brown’s theory of vigilantism thus obscures the
basic lineaments of the event that really amounted to a local civil
war within the larger Civil War.
Perhaps McCaslin might have employed more usefully a theoretical model based on earlier episodes of witchcraft in America
and elsewhere. He demonstrates quite clearly how suspicion
mounted on suspicion, hanging led to collective blood lust for
more hanging, until the episode burned out in some manner McCaslin fails to analyze— probably in collective shame and realization that a program of hanging civilians on suspicion of treason
might be endless.
As to identifying the process whereby the Unionists to be
hanged were targeted, McCaslin has major methodological problems. He certainly shows that the slaveholding minority was richer
than its neighbors and that it dominated the region. The Unionists, however, were solid yeomen— like the vast majority of their
neighbors— not some sort of lower class, and they were distinguished only by their reputed political beliefs. Beyond that, McCaslin has uncovered no trial transcripts and his analysis relies entirely
on two late nineteenth-century accounts, one written by one of the
Confederate participants and the other by a younger brother of a
participant. McCaslin mentions the identities of his two authors
only in passing and adopts their obviously tainted special pleading
far too credulously. Thus he seems to accept the assertion of his
sources that there was indeed a Unionist plot to seize the region
from within, complete with secret passwords and handshakes,
though even his two dubious sources do no go beyond that level of
proof of a conspiracy. (Indeed there is a good literature, by Frank
L. Klement, among others, on conspiracy theories, particularly
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during the Civil War, which McCaslin also ignores.) McCaslin does
mention that all those who were arrested and hanged had been
signers of an anti-Confederate, anticonscription petition earlier in
the war. This is the only hard and reliable evidence he adduces:
witch-hunting hysteria by local Confederates would be the logical
place to reach for further cues as to the causes of the Great Hanging.
Simon Fraser University

MICHAEL F ELLMAN

The Fulton Bag and Cotton Mills Strike of 1914-1915: Espionage, Labor
Conflict, and New South Industrial Relations. By Gary M. Fink. (Ith-

aca: Industrial and Labor Relations Press, 1993. xii, 180 pp. Preface, introduction, photographs, notes, bibliography, index.
$26.00.)

Gary Fink, in The Fulton Bag and Cotton Mills Strike of 1914-1915,
provides a fascinating and illuminating account of a key textile conflict in the New South of Atlanta. Using the recently opened Fulton
Bag and Cotton Mill’s archives, Fink explores important issues in
southern labor organizing. This strike became “one of the bestdocumented textile strikes of that era,” investigated by local and
national groups (p. 4). These reports, coupled with Fink’s use of
previously unearthed company spies’accounts, complete a wellgrounded study.
The Fulton Bag strike, “the southern equivalent of the great
1912 ‘Bread and Roses’ textile strike,” started on May 20, 1914, and
ended by spring 1915. Unlike the Lawrence strike, the United Textile Workers of America (UTWA, AFL) organized at Fulton. The
main union demand was the end of the company’s unique employment contract, which required workers to supply a week’s notice
before quitting. Other demands included increased wages, rehiring discharged unionists, and union recognition. Although skilled
workers formed the early cadre of union membership and strikers,
the Fulton labor force was overwhelmingly itinerant and hard to
motivate for larger goals. The Fulton Bag Company’s location in
urban Atlanta, its offensive employment contract and labor rules,
and its generally unsavory reputation produced a work force unwilling and unable to make the sacrifices necessary for a successful
strike. Organizers compounded the problem by providing support
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to any and all workers who refused to cross the picket lines, which
quickly used up any available money.
A management unwilling to reach a negotiated settlement exacerbated the conflict. Oscar Elsas, the company president and son
of the founder, did not brook any outside interference in his right
to run his mills. Elsas coupled this commitment with a belief that
anti-Semitism lay behind support for the strike. Elsas linked criticism to anti-Semitism because of the recent Leo Frank trial and
lynching. Rather than settle the strike, Elsas chose to spend thousands of dollars in the employment of company spies and guards.
The spies’reports provide much of the source material for this
study and supply a rich account of the strike. They also pose a problem. For example, Professor Fink relies on the report of one spy,
Harry Peterson, to show the mismanagement and internal disputes
among the strike leadership. The organizers themselves, perhaps
because of a lack of sources, are not allowed to furnish an answer to
these reports.
One of the most interesting aspects of the strike was the attempt by both sides to use new technologies. Strike organizers used
a camera to document the eviction of workers from company housing and produced a “dramatic” motion picture of the eviction.
They sent this movie to theaters and union meetings to garner support. On the company side, undercover operatives employed an
electronic eavesdropping device to monitor union headquarters
and hotel rooms. Despite problems with background noise, the
“bug” worked well until it started shrieking during a union meeting. The spies quickly decamped with their equipment and left
town on the next train.
The inability of labor unions to organize the South is a perennial issue among labor historians and organized labor. From the
early textile strikes, through Operation Dixie, to contemporary attempts in automobile plants, organized labor failed more times
than it succeeded at southern organizing attempts. This account of
the year-long Fulton Bag strike does not supply all the answers for
the failure of southern organizing, but it furnishes several interesting glimpses into the larger problem. The Fulton Bag and Cotton
Mills Strike of 1914-1915 rewards a reader with its insights and contributions to broader concerns.
Wayne State University
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Tropical Diaspora: The Jewish Experience in Cuba. By Robert M. Levine

(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1993. xi, 398 pp. Illustrations, acknowledgments, maps, photographs, appendix,
notes, bibliography, index. $34.95.)

Tropical Diaspora is the first comprehensive study on the Cuban Jewish experience, covering the period from Columbus’s voyage to Fidel Castro’s support of Sadam Hussein in the Gulf War.
This unique, well documented, and scholarly social history invites
both Latin American experts and the general public to explore Cuban Jewry as a fascinating chronicle and “to capture the flavor of
their lives.” This is made possible by Levine’s ability to write a text
composed of carefully collated data, excellent illustrations, and
oral testimonies. Levine’s book contributes to an understanding of
Cuban Jewry’s unique setting— starting from colonial times,
through its second American diaspora following the 1959 communist revolution. Nevertheless, Levine’s study basically focuses on
how the 11,000 to 14,000 acknowledged Jews in Cuba before Castro
survived successfully the adjustment stage.
Levine traces four stages of Jewish immigration, starting with a
vivid description of how a small group of successful American Jewish businessmen rapidly integrated into the American colony of the
island and, in some cases, into the Cuban upper class. In contrast,
Sephardic emigration from Turkey dispersed throughout the island without assimilation, and although they were more orthodox,
they were more socially accepted by Creole and other ethnic
groups.
About the third wave, Levine argues that thousands of East European Jews arrived after 1924 seeking to enter the United States,
and they perceived the island as a kind of “immigration hotel” on
their way to America. Although this pattern of immigration created
a process of adaptation without assimilation, according to Levine,
Cuban Jewry remained institutionally stable and relatively small in
size. Before the early 1920s for example, the Jewish population
stood at about 5,000. But 7,000 more Jews entered each year between 1921 and 1923, and as many as 20,000 arrived in 1924 alone,
the year that the U.S. closed its doors. After legal emigration to the
U.S. became almost impossible, extralegal emigration from Cuba
continued through the 1930s and 1940s.
Levine devotes two fascinating chapters to Jewish refugees escaping to Cuba before and during World War II. This is perhaps
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the best researched part of the book. The tragic journey of 937 refugees carried by the St. Louis, whose landing permit had been retroactively denied by the Cuban government, is told by Levine
through both dramatic oral testimonies and archival documentation. The St. Louis episode is portrayed as a deliberate attempt to
test the willingness of Cuba and other countries to face the Holocaust tragedy. The author brings interesting evidence of how those
refugees tried to acquire immigration permits from greedy Cuban
officials. He does not, however, explain why two government officials who opposed Jewish immigration were not necessarily motivated by Judeophobia. This was the case for the two major rivals of
Commissioner of Immigration Manuel Benitez: the minister of labor, who supported the nationalization of labor, and the minister
of foreign affairs, who strove to reduce corruption in the consular
service.
The role of nationalism as a socioeconomic factor for antiSemitism in Cuba is not always formulated correctly by Levine. Although anti-Semitism occurred sporadically in Cuba and never
captured the support of the larger population, there was a difference between Judeophobia as an outcome of the economic competition between Jews and Spaniard entrepreneurs and ideological
discourses against Jews disseminated by certain nationalist papers
like Diario de la Marina. The first reflected the protest of an established minority Spanish group for whom the Law of Nationalization of Labor sharpened commercial and light manufacturing
competition with Jews during the revolutionary period (19331935). They resorted to anti-Semitism in order to channel attacks
against them in the direction of the Jews.
Ideological anti-Semitism was imported from Spain via the influential Spanish colony, whose middle and upper classes identified with Franco and the ultra conservatives. Ties between the
Spanish bourgeoisie— long-standing supporters of Spanish colonial rule— the Catholic Church, and the Spanish Falange, which
had relations with Nazi Germany, were best personified by José Ignacio Rivero, editor of the influential newspaper Diario de la Marina. This was the most important organ of anti-Semitic
propaganda in Cuba, and Rivero was the key person in the Cuban
branch of the Spanish Falange. Both German and Falange antiSemitic propaganda focused on the struggle against Jewish immigration, which reached its peak during the first half of 1939.
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Levine argues that the Jewish Cuban experience differed from
that of other diasporas in Latin America because affluence and
economic success did not mean social parity with the Creole elite.
Jews did not enter politics, and no political parties addressed minority concerns in their platforms until the Castro revolution. Nevertheless, Levine’s book lacks a more in depth account of the role
of Polacos Jews in establishing the Communist party during the
1920s. The chapter devoted to Cuban Jewry after the Revolution
deals only briefly with the revolutionary and pro-Castro Jews that
decided not to immigrate to Florida. It is not enough to demonstrate that Castro exerted strenuous efforts to avoid accusations of
anti-Semitism despite Cuba’s diplomatic break with Israel in 1973
and its support of radical Arab causes. Also the history of Cuban Jewry after 1959 deserves telling.
Tropical Diaspora represents the most comprehensive social history published on Cuban Jewry. It is very useful for an understanding of both ethnic minorities in the Caribbean and Cuban history.
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

L EONARDO SENKMAN

The Schoolhouse Door: Segregation’s Last Stand at the University of Alabama. By E. Culpepper Clark. (New York: Oxford University

Press, 1993. xxiv, 305 pp. Introduction, photographs, epilogue,
bibliography, notes, index. $25.00.)

E. Culpepper Clark has written an excellent account of the
slow and painful process of desegregation at the University of Alabama. Although the broad details of Autherine Lucy’s nightmarish
three days at the university in February 1956 and the famous
schoolhouse door stand by George Wallace in June 1963 are well
known, Clark uses oral testimony and a wide range of manuscript
sources to extend and deepen our understanding of those incidents by placing them in a number of overlapping contexts. They
appear here as part of a complex tale involving administrative ineptitude, confusion, and cowardice at the university; diverse agendas, and often great courage, on the part of the black applicants
and their supporters; a mighty struggle between state and federal
authorities; and a passionate, doomed attempt to preserve white
supremacy by the champions of segregation. Events at the university between 1943 and 1963 thus provide Clark with the opportu-
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nity to illuminate broader themes in the history of southern race
relations, the civil rights movement, and massive resistance.
Essentially, the Tuscaloosa story was one of missed opportunities for peaceful desegregation between 1943 and 1955, whereafter
the triumph of white extremism greatly reduced the scope for
moderation and compromise on the segregation issue and
plunged the university into crisis. One of the strengths of the book
is Clark’s sensitivity to the dilemma of white moderates in university
and state administration as they faced the swelling ranks of the Citizens’ Councils and Ku Klux Klan. Nevertheless, he is probably
right to accuse many of them of a basic lack of courage and conviction. In Alabama, as elsewhere, southern racial moderates ultimately failed to articulate, promote, or pursue a coherent,
gradualist approach to the segregatian crisis and thus offered
whites no real alternative to massive resistance, save apathy or resignation. Indeed, Clark argues that the success of mob action in securing Autherine Lucy’s suspension from classes in February 1956
represented a critical event in the intensification of massive resistance and encouraged a growing propensity to use violence to
achieve its ends.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the most fascinating and contentious
aspect of the book concerns that most fascinating and contentious
of characters, George Wallace. In 1963, as Vivian Malone and
James Hood— the latest in a long and hitherto neglected line of
black applicants who followed Lucy— secured admission to the university, the scene seemed set for a repeat of the violence that had
engulfed Ole Miss and provoked federal intervention the previous
year. Naturally, university authorities and the Kennedy administration wanted to avoid this, but, in Clark’s analysis, George Wallace
alone had a clear and consistent plan for how this might be done.
That this depended upon Wallace’s close connections with the Citizens’Councils— which he instructed to stay away from the campus— and was predicated upon his personal standing as an
unregenerate segregationist— a reputation secured by the racebaiting of his oratory and solemnized, by his celebrated stance at
the schoolhouse door— is incontrovertible. Nevertheless, in place
of a bloody and futile attempt to prevent integration by force of
arms, Wallace offered resisters a great symbolic show of defiance to
both desegregation and the federal power that was forcing it upon
the South. Clark’s Wallace thus appears as a statesman of great resourcefulness and skill, applying those talents to defend states
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rights, preserve law and order, and maintain a system of “separate
but equal” facilities for the races, which he still believed was workable and morally correct. Years later, Clark argues, Wallace’s genuine belief that all people ought to be treated equally enabled him
to break with a segregationist past that had routinely denied blacks
such equality.
Inevitably, there are some aspects of Clark’s book that might
have warranted further investigation, particularly with regard to
black Alabama. For example, we get suggestive, but fleeting,
glimpses of key figures in the black community— A. G. Gaston, Emory Jackson, and Henry Guinn— and their roles in the events in
Tuscaloosa. Nothing much is made of the paradox that some blacks
armed to protect Lucy, just as Martin Luther King, Jr., was raising a
nonviolent army elsewhere in the state. These, however, are minor
quibbles with a book that admirably demonstrates how events in
Tuscaloosa both reflected and influenced the development of the
civil rights movement.
University of Newcastle upon Tyne

BRIAN WARD

Religion and Race: Southern Presbyterians, 1946-1983. By Joel L. Alvis,

Jr. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1994. vii, 197 pp.
Preface, photographs, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index.
$19.95, paper.)

Developments over four decades moved the Presbyterian
Church in the United States (PCUS), a “denomination bounded by
its tradition and geography,” from a position of paternalism to “a
more inclusive posture,” argues Joel L. Alvis, Jr., in this history of
the largest Presbyterian denomination in the American South (p.
vii). The author, a Presbyterian pastor, uses general assembly, presbytery, and synod minutes, periodicals, and other primary sources
to construct a narrative describing the relationship between southern culture and Presbyterianism from the establishment of a “Negro Work” division in 1946 until northern and southern
Presbyterians reunited in 1983. The PCUS, popularly known as the
Southern Presbyterian Church and product of a split from New
School Presbyterians in 1861, was the only major religious body in
the South that retained its geographic identity and clear lineage to
sectionalism during the civil rights movement.
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A specific doctrine characterized the Southern Presbyterian
Church, clearly demarcating it from its northern counterpart and
becoming, Alvis contends, a major reference point of its history.
The “spirituality of the church” doctrine held that the church
should address itself solely to spiritual affairs and remain separate
from secular issues. Eventually, this doctrine marked the division
between conservative and liberal Southern Presbyterians, as the
former advocated the continued separation of spheres and the latter disregarded it. Factors prompting liberals to racial reform included the influence of the Social Gospel, which promoted the
church’s involvement in society and challenged the spirituality of
church doctrine, and World War II, which caused some white
Americans to reevaluate their own racism.
Alvis devotes his first three chapters to establishing these historical and theological contexts and to describing specific developments in PCUS’s work with African Americans. He discusses a dual
organizational structure that included African-American churches
but maintained a segregated church court system. He discusses
also the early work of some Presbyterian liberals in Commission on
Interracial Cooperation and the Federal, then National, Council of
Churches, and the establishment of a segregated synod in 1915 and
then a formal Negro Work Program in 1946.
The final three chapters focus on the increased contact between white and black Presbyterians. The laity in the forefront of
racial reform were women and youth, as groups of each attended
mixed conferences and camps and began to challenge the white
male power structure that mandated segregated facilities and
meetings. Alvis contends that the “official PCUS response to civil
right issues after 1954 was favorable to the cause but faced significant internal challenges from conservative members” (p. 130).
Nevertheless, the actions and official statements of the PCUS after
World War II reflect its move from being a regional denomination
to securing a place within the mainstream of American Protestantism. By the 1970s the PCUS had moved far enough away from its
roots in sectionalism and racism to experience the splintering of its
more conservative members into a new denomination, the Presbyterian Church in America, and then to reunite with its northern
counterpart in 1983.
Although Alvis writes clearly and explains denominational language for his non-Presbyterian readers, his excessive use of passive
voice throughout the volume detracts from the flow of the narra-
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tive. Further, he carefully constructs the historical context of developments such as the Brown decision but neglects the response of
other southern religious groups to changing race relations. The
lack of reference to Andrew Michael Manis’s Southern Civil Religions
in Conflict: Black and White Baptists and Civil Rights, 1947-1957 reflects this missing context. In spite of these criticisms, however, this
study offers new understanding of one denomination in its struggle toward racial inclusion and provides larger understanding of
the relationship between southern religion and race relations.
Madison, Virginia

ANDREW S. CHANCEY

The 1992 Presidential Election in the South: Current Patterns of Southern
Party and Electoral Politics. Edited by Robert P. Steed, Laurence

W. Moreland, and Tod A. Baker. (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 1994. xi, 224 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, tables,
figures, conclusion, selected bibliography, index, about the editors and contributors. $55.00.)

Why a book on the 1992 presidential election in the South? Is
there a need for such a volume? The answer to the second question
is a decided “yes.” There is a two-fold answer to the first one. The
Steed, Moreland, and Baker edited volume is the third in their series documenting the results of presidential elections in the eleven
traditional states of the South. This latest publication continues
their efforts to look beyond the results of the elections to interpret
their meaning and consequences for emerging party politics in the
region. The editors’ continuing commitment to this project deserves the thanks and respect from all students of southern affairs,
as it improves our understanding of the dramatic changes that
have taken place in presidential electoral politics in the South during the last third of the twentieth century.
But there is another reason why this book is important. The results of the 1992 presidential elections were atypical. There were
three major candidates in the race— Bush, Clinton, and Perot. In
1968 and 1980 three major candidates ran, but this past cycle provides a startling contrast to these other occasions, especially when
George Wallace ran in 1968.
Additionally, the results of the 1992 election were much different from those of 1988 and 1984 when the Republicans won all of
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the southern states. In 1992 Clinton, the Democrat, won four
states— Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, and Tennessee. And he came
very close to winning several others, including Florida, Texas,
North Carolina, and Virginia. Whether this was a fluke, resulting
from the appeal of Perot (who appears to have cut into President
Bush’s support in many areas) or an indication that the so-called
“Republican lock” on the South has been overestimated, is a subject for continuing debate and analysis. The point is, this book addresses these questions directly, and although no single answer to
them can be given, it is fair to conclude from it that the dynamics
of presidential politics in the South showed a vigor and health not
seen in the region since 1976 when Democrat Jimmy Carter stayed
the ever-rising Republican presidential tide.
The book follows the pattern of political science writings on
southern politics begun by V. O. Key. There are chapters on individual states written by specialists. This is both a strength— the authors are knowledgeable and convey a sense of the nuances and
flavor of individual states— and a weakness. The chapters are not
always comparable, as the analytical modes used to interpret the results differ. Happily, there are three interpretative chapters, which
put the disparate state discussions in perspective, and a suggestive
if incomplete bibliography.
Some readers will be disturbed by the emphasis on quantitative
analysis for reviewing election results. Others will find fault with
missing basic information. For example, there is no table that reports the raw popular vote in the region (although Table 14.2 does
report it by percentages). Readers of the Florida chapter will
search in vain for a report of the results by county. Yet this is a crucial datum, because a switch of votes in relatively few counties,
mainly along the I-4 corridor in central Florida, might have moved
the state into the Clinton column; Bush won by only 100,000 of
5,300,000 votes cast in the Sunshine State.
On balance, however, readers will find this a worthwhile book,
helpful in understanding what happened in 1992, and a useful
guide to possibilities in 1996. Let us hope the editors continue
their valuable series at the conclusion of that election.
University of Florida
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BOOK NOTES
New in paperback from the Ripley P. Bullen Series at the University Press of Florida is William H. Sear’s Fort Center: An Archaeological Site in the Lake Okeechobee Basin. This important work in
southeastern archaeology, published first in 1982, raises questions
about the relationship of South Florida’s prehistoric population to
the Caribbean basin and about the origins of maize agriculture in
the eastern United States. The Belle Glade people were the first inhabitants of the site c. 500 B.C. Excavations uncovered a charnel
platform decorated with wood carvings of animals, which provide
an excellent collection of prehistoric Indian art. The book sells for
$18.95 and may be ordered from the University Press of Florida, 15
NW 15th Street, Gainesville, FL 32611-7302.
Pioneers in Paradise, West Palm Beach the First 100 Years is written
by Jan Tuckwood, associate editor of The Palm Beach Post, and Eliot
Kleinberg, staff writer for that paper. West Palm Beach had a history even before Henry M. Flagler arrived with his Florida East
Coast Railroad in 1894. When Ponce de Leon sailed along the east
coast of Florida in 1513, the Jaega and Ais Indians were already established residents. A U.S. army detachment reached Lake Worth
during the Second Seminole War and named it for William Jenkins
Worth, a war hero. An early settler was E. N. Dimick, whose family
arrived in 1876. His descendants remain in the area. With text and
many photographs— many in color— Tuckwood and Kleinberg relate the history of this stretch of south Florida that was transformed
from a trackless wilderness to one of the wealthiest and most fashionable communities in the world. Almost everyone knows the impact that Flagler had on the area, but Tuckwood and Kleinberg also
describe the activities of many other interesting personalities.
These include Joseph Jefferson, the famed American actor who
owned West Palm’s first electric plant; Inez Pepper Lovett, whose
family was one of the first blacks to settle in the area; the Ashley
gang, south Florida’s notorious criminals; C. M. Gardner, editor of
West Palm Beach’s first newspaper; and Thomas Tipton Reese, Jr.,
the city’s first mayor. Pioneers in Paradise was published by Longstreet Press, Marietta, Georgia, and it sells for $27.50.
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Sapelo’s People: A Long Walk into Freedom, by William S. McFeely,
is the story of a Georgia barrier island where the descendants of
slaves have preserved their Gullah language and much of their
West African culture. Through family recollections stretching back
to before the Civil War, the present-day experiences of island inhabitants, and McFeely’s expertise as a historian, he examines a
number of important topics. These include the forced and voluntary migrations that brought Sapelo’s people from West Africa to
the area; the story of Bilali, a Muslim slave who became leader of
the slave community; the island’s men who joined the Union army,
returned to home as freehold farmers, and saw their land confiscated when Reconstruction collapsed; and the survival of Sapelo’s
people into the present day. Order Sapelo's People from W. W.
Norton & Company, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10110 for
$18.95.
An informal folk history recording changing customs and
events as remembered by the many people who lived in the little
seaport town of Mayport, near Jacksonville, during the past 100
years is presented in Helen Cooper Floyd’s compilation, In the
Shadow of the Lighthouse: A Folk History of Mayport, Florida. Using the
words of many past and present residents, the author devotes attention to the town’s founding, its Presbyterian church, life during the
1920s, Great Depression, World War II, and the 1950s, and reaction
to the navy base. Also included are over forty pages of photographs
spanning the period 1890 to 1970. Other books by the author include Mayport Remembered— People and Places and Mayport Remembered— Along the Waterfront. Her latest work is available at White’s
Books, 989-B Atlantic Boulevard, Atlantic Beach, FL 32233 for
$14.00.
The University of Georgia Press has released a paperback edition of Adam Fairclough’s Martin Luther King, Jr. Published initially
in 1990, this slim volume chronicles the major events of King’s life
and assesses his achievements as leader of the civil rights movement. His childhood influences, college and seminary education,
and activities as head of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference are discussed. Throughout the work Fairclough outlines
the major stages of King’s philosophical and political growth and
the leader’s opposition to the Vietnam War, his response to Black
Power, and his growing concern for economic justice. The book
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can be ordered from the University of Georgia Press, 330 Research
Drive, Athens, GA 30602-4901.
A new book by Ferald J. Bryan, Henry Grady or Tom Watson: The
Rhetorical Struggle for the New South, 1880-1890, asserts that respect
for oratory stood as one of the pillars of southern culture. Henry
Grady and Tom Watson, two of the New South’s key orators, grew
up in this tradition and relied upon it to move their audiences toward their own personal visions of success. This book analyzes the
rhetorical struggle between Watson and Grady over the future of
the South during the critical decade of the 1880s. The author is
particularly interested in the various metaphors used by the men to
sway audiences. Following lengthy discussions of each man’s vision,
Ferald includes the key speeches of each man. Order Henry Grady
or Tom Watson from Mercer University Press, 1400 Coleman Avenue, Macon, GA 31207 for $14.00.
Twenty-Five Years in the Black Belt, by William J. Edwards, is the
memoir of the founder and principal of Snow Hill Institute, a “little
Tuskegee,” located in rural Wilcox County, Alabama. In this Library of Alabama Classics reprint of the 1918 original, Edwards reveals the conditions of black and race relations in Alabama
between 1890 and 1917 and tells of his determination to uplift his
race through education in the years following Reconstruction. After graduating from Tuskegee Institute in 1893, Edwards toured Alabama’s black belt counties and observed the living and
agricultural conditions of blacks. The lack of education in the region led him to establish the Snow Hill Colored Literary and Industrial Institute in 1893 in order to elevate the black population. He
modeled the new school after Tuskegee’s emphasis on the practical
and industrial arts. By 1907 there were between 300 and 400 students, twenty-seven teachers, and sixteen buildings. Snow Hill became a public school in 1936 and closed its doors in 1973. The
book sells for $14.95 and may be ordered from the University of Alabama Press, Box 870380, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0380.
The down-home flavor of Florida cracker living has been captured in Neil Colcord Weidenbach’s Fluellen Sue Beth, Tales from the
Backwoods. Colorfully narrated in a backwoods country dialect, the
author blends fiction with her own true-to-life experiences as a rural elementary school teacher and third-generation Floridian. In a
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series of stories amusingly entitled “Settin’ a Spell on a Cracker
stoop,” “Fuzzballs,” “The Busted Bells Gits Fixed,” and “Skairt Me
Near ‘Bout Outten My Skull!,” her bucolic neighbor Slim conveys
the problems, pleasures, and vibrant personality of the title character. Order Fluellen Sue Beth from Northwest Publishing, 6906 South
300 West, Salt Lake City, UT 84047 for $7.95.
Small Worlds, Large Questions: Explorations in Early American Social
History, 1650-1850, written by Darrett B. Rutman with Anita H. Rutman, is a collection of fourteen essays composed over the last thirty
years. On subjects as diverse as New England Puritanism, urbanization in Georgia, and the practice of history itself, all the essays reflect the Rutmans’empiricist methodology and exacting scrutiny
of the profession’s ruling paradigms. Of greatest interest to readers
familiar with the Rutmans’work will be the four hitherto unpublished essays, three of which were originally presented at University
of Florida forums. The book may be ordered from the University of
Virginia Press, 550 Edgemont Road, Box 3608, University Station,
Charlottesville, VA 22903 for $17.95, paper.
Now in paperback by Lewis Hanke is All Mankind Is One: A
Study of the Disputation Between Bartolomé de Las Casas and Juan Ginés
de Sepúlveda in 1550 on the Intellectual and Religious Capacity of the
American Indians. In this introductory volume to Las Casas’s In Defense of the Indians, Hanke outlines Las Casas’s debate with Juan
Ginés de Sepúlveda— a dispute in 1550-1551 Sepúlveda initiated to
assert that Native Americans were preordained for slavery.
Through his analysis of this debate, of similar discussions within
Spain and America, and most importantly, of Las Casas’s treatise,
Hanke explores sixteenth-century Spanish notions of race, justice,
and expansion. The book is available for $15.00 from Northern Illinois Press, DeKalb, IL 60115.
The Great Father: The United States Government and the American
Indians, by Francis Paul Prucha, provides scholars a comprehensive, if not exhaustive, study of American Indian policy since the
Revolutionary War. Originally published in two volumes, this handy
paperback provides an impressive mixture of primary and secondary works in an engaging and insightful format. It offers information for the scholar and layperson alike. Prucha’s study of two
centuries of policies, relationships, leaders, and cultures promises
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to remain the standard reference text for years to follow. The book
is available from the University of Nebraska Press, 312 North 14th
Street, Lincoln, NE 68588-0484 for $50.00.
Our Journey Through Time is the history of Pomona Park, Florida, from its founding in 1874 to 1994 when the town was celebrating the centennial of its incorporation. The authors, Nancy Cooley
Alvars and Opal Walker Middleton researched a variety of primary
and secondary sources to gather the material for their history.
These sources include the Putnam County Archives; church, government, and club minutes and records; newspapers; genealogy
data; and interviews and conversations with many members of the
community. Adding to the value of this volume is the biographical
information on families and individuals, photographs, population
and census data, and a name and place index. Order Our Journey
Through Time from the Town of Pomona Park, P. O. Box 518,
Pomona Park, FL 32181. Make checks payable to Pomona Park
Beautification Commission. The price is $45.00, plus $2.50 shipping/handling.
Robert Durfree’s Journal and Recollections of Newport, Rhode Island,
Freetown, Massachusetts, New York City & Long Island, Jamaica & Cuba,
West Indies & Saint Simons Island, Georgia, ca. 1785-1810 was edited
by Virginia Steele Wood, whose extensive research in identifying
the threads of Durfree’s life and travels is monumental. There is a
strong emphasis on Georgia in the Journal where Mrs. Wood has
personal connections to St. Simons Island. Her notes contain important genealogy material. Durfree’s Journal was published by Beldon Books, Marion, MA, for the Saint Simons Island Public
Library; it sells for $29.95.
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This is the last issue of the Florida Historical Quarterly that will be
published with the support and cooperation of the University of
Florida. It is the end of a long era in the history of the Florida Historical Society. Julien C. Yonge of Pensacola was editor of the Quarterly in 1944 when he came to the University of Florida to serve as
director of the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, the collection
that Mr. Yonge and his family presented to the University. Mr.
Yonge was a published Florida historian. The editors who succeeded him— Dr. Rembert W. Patrick, Dr. Herbert J. Doherty, and
Dr. Samuel Proctor— were also Florida historians.
The University of Florida has been very generous in its support
of the Florida Historical Quarterly for fifty-one years. In addition to
providing the services of the editor, who was relieved from one-half
his teaching responsibilities, the University made available a graduate student (sometimes two) to serve as editorial assistant, a secretary, an office, and a budget for supplies, photocopying, postage,
telephone, travel, and all needed office machines and equipment.
The Society paid for printing and mailing the Quarterlies, the post
office box, stationary, and photography. The annual cost to the
University of Florida has been approximately $75,000 (sometimes
more).
The University of Florida was very willing to continue its full
support of the Florida Historical Quarterly in future years as it has in
the past. This commitment was made verbally to the president of
the Society in the fall of 1994. This was followed by a letter signed
by the dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and the
chairman of the Department of History. Notwithstanding, the
Board of Directors at its mid-winter meeting in January 1995 voted
favorably upon the recommendation of the president of the Society, the executive director of the Society, and a small, select group
of former presidents of the Society to accept the invitation of the
University of Central Florida to become the sponsoring institution
for the journal. Dr. Jerrell Shofner, professor of history and former
chairman of the Department of History at the University of Central
Florida, will be the editor of the Florida Historical Quarterly beginning with the July 1995 number.
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The Agricultural History Society is dedicated to stimulating interest in, promoting the study of, and facilitating research and publication on the history of agriculture. Membership is open to both
individuals and institutions with an interest in agriculture (membership fees are $30 for individuals, $18 for students, $55 for institutions). The Society sponsors an annual conference on specific
topics relating to rural life and publishes a journal four times a
year. The journal includes articles on all aspects of agricultural history. Scholars from a diversity of disciplines contribute to the journal, and many individuals involved in the business of agriculture or
in the administration of the USDA also contribute to the journal or
are members of the Society. For more information write Lowell
Dyson, executive secretary treasurer, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Room 928, 1301 New York Avenue N.W., Washington, DC
20005-4788. To become a member, write Agricultural History, Periodicals Department, University of California Press, Berkeley, CA
94720.
A new magazine on the American South, published by the
Center for the Study of Southern Culture and dedicated to revealing the region’s creativity and diversity, has recently debuted.
Reckon: The Magazine of Southern Culture combines writing and photography from contributors around the country. Published quarterly, Reckon offers in-depth articles from original viewpoints. The
first issue contains first-hand accounts of the Mississippi Freedom
Summer reunion, an examination of faith and southern folk art, a
discussion of the Southern History Collection at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and an exploration of stock car racing as popular culture. Regular departments, such as Identities, Sacred Spaces, and On the Table, provide continuity from issue to
issue. For more information write Reckon, Center for the Study of
Southern Culture, University of Mississippi, University, MS 38677.
The 1995 edition of The Complete Guide to Florida Foundations
documents that the assets of Florida’s grant-making foundations
have increased from $1.2 billion in 1986 to $7.7 billion in 1995. A
$340 million increase in grant distributions (from $60 million to
$400 million) has accompanied this rise. The Guide is the most current directory and the only comprehensive source of information
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about grant-making foundations that operate in the state of Florida. Each foundation is indexed by information on asset availability, funding priorities, geographic preferences, and recent grant
awards. Also included are officers, contacts, and application information, as well as a section on preparing grant proposals. For additional information or to order, contact Ana M. Mestre, Editor,
Florida Funding Publications, 9350 South Dixie Highway, Suite
1560, Miami, FL 33156; (505) 670-2203.
Call for Papers

The program committee for the October 9-12, 1996, meeting
of the Western History Association in Lincoln, Nebraska, invites
proposals for papers and sessions on all aspects of Western and
frontier history. Panels and papers that explore the history of the
grasslands and its peoples and those that reflect on the interplay of
imagination and experience, and myth and memory, in reconstructions and representations of the Great Plains are especially welcome. A brief summary of prospective papers, with participant
names, addresses, and telephone numbers, and a short paragraph
on each presenter, chair, and commentator are requested. Proposals should be sent by September 1, 1995, to John Mack Faragher,
Department of History, Yale University, Box 1504A Yale Station,
New Haven, CT 06520-7425.
Graduate students in English and Southern Studies at the University of Mississippi are pleased to announce a conference entitled
“Southern Writers, Southern Writing” to be held at the Oxford
campus, July 28-29, 1995. The conference will allow 75-100 graduate students from various disciplines to meet future colleagues, to
share their interest in southern literature, and to present their research to an interested and informed audience. Students whose papers are accepted by the conference will be invited to extend their
stay at the university by registering for the 22nd Annual Faulkner
and Yoknapatawpha Conference, “Faulkner in Cultural Context,”
July 30-August 4, at a reduced rate. Graduate students are encouraged to submit a two-page abstract for a fifteen-twenty-minute presentation on any aspect of literature from or about the South.
Write “Southern Writers, Southern Writing,” Department of English, The University of Mississippi, 307 Bishop Hall, University, MS
38677; (601) 323-7439.
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The Rhea Marsh and Dorothy Lockhart Smith Winter Park Research Contest, sponsored by the Winter Park Public Library and
the Rollins College Olin Library, invites proposals to investigate
and report on an aspect of Winter Park’s history or current events.
A $1,500 research grant will be awarded. Send a letter of application, a typed, two-page abstract of the proposal with a preliminary
bibliography and current resume/vita by May 15, 1995, to the Winter Park Public Library, 460 E. New England Avenue, Winter Park,
FL 32789; (407) 629-5343. The winning recipient will give a formal
public presentation of their project in January 1996.
James Cusick, research associate of the St. Augustine Historical
Society and visiting scholar at the University of Southern Illinois at
Carbondale, recently received the principal prize in a new competition for scholarly research in history and anthropology. His University of Florida doctoral dissertation, “Spaniards and Minorcans
in Late Colonial St. Augustine,” won in the dissertations and monographs category. The prize is awarded biennially by the Historical
Association of Southern Florida and the Jay I. Kislak Foundation of
Miami.
The Southern Historical Association has announced the winners of its most recent awards: Emilio Zamora, of the University of
Houston, received the first H. L. Mitchell Prize for his study The
World of the Mexican Worker in Texas (Texas A&M University Press,
1993). The prize acknowledges a distinguished book on the history
of the southern working class. The Fletcher M. Green and Charles
W. Ramsdell Award for an article published by the Journal of Southern History during 1992 and 1993 was presented to John S. Hughes
for “Labeling and Treating Black Mental Illness in Alabama, 18611910,” which appeared in the August 1992 issue of the Journal. The
Charles S. Sydnor Award for a distinguished monograph in southern history was given in 1993 to Michael Honey for Southern Labor
and Black Civil Rights: Organizing Memphis Workers, published by the
University of Illinois Press.
The Urban History Association announces the following prize
competitions: a doctoral dissertation in urban history completed in
1994, a book in North American urban history published in 1994
(edited volumes excluded), a book in non-North American urban
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history published in 1994 (edited volumes excluded), and a journal article in urban history published in 1994. The deadline for receipt of submissions is June 15, 1995. For further information write
Carol A. O’Connor, Department of History, Utah State University,
Logan, UT 84322-0710. Please do not send submissions to Professor O’Connor.
National Register of Historic Places

The Florida Department of State, Division of Historic Resources, reports that the following Florida properties were added
to the National Register of Historic Places during the year 1994:
Alachua County— Cox Furniture Store; and Cox Furniture Warehouse. Brevard County— Duda Ranch Mound; Indian Fields; Moccasin Island; and Persimmon Mound. Columbia County— Lake City
Commercial Historic District. Dade County— McFarlane Homestead
Historic District; and Trapp Homestead. Escambia County— First
Christian Church. Gadsden County— Nicholson Farmhouse. Indian
River County— Archie Smith Wholesale Fish Company; Driftwood
Inn, Judge Henry F. Gregory House; and Maher Building. Lake
County— Ferran Park and Bandshell. Leon County— Ft. Braden
School. Manatee County— Portavant Mound. Marion County— Fessenden School. Monroe County— San Felipe Shipwreck; and Thompson Fish House, Turtle Cannary and Kraals. Orange County— Leu
House and Gardens; and Windemere Town Hall. Osceola County—
Colonial Estates; Desert Inn; First United Methodist Church; Kissimmee Historic District; and Old Holy Redeemer Catholic Church.
Palm Beach County— Boynton School; Hatch’s Department Store;
Old Northwood Historic District; and Palm Beach Mercantile.
Pasco County— Dade City ACL Depot. Pinellas County— Old Belleair
Town Hall; and St. Petersburg Woman’s Club. Polk County— Central
Grammar School; Dixieland Historic District; Downtown Haines
City Commercial District; Ft. Meade Historic District; Old Haines
City National Guard Armory; Polk Hotel; and St. Marks Episcopal
Church. St. Lucie County— Imokolee. Santa Rosa County— State
Road #1. Sarasota County— Binz, Frank and Mitilda House; Corrigan House; Dr. Walter Kennedy House; Osprey School; Out-ofDoor School; Rigby’s La Plaza Historic District; Sanderling Beach
House; Thoms House; and Valencia Hotel and Arcade. National
Landmark Designations— Fort Mose; Maple Leaf Shipwreck; and Viscaya.
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INDEX TO VOLUME LXXIII
Abad, Flordeliza, presented Frederick Cubberly Prize by the Florida Historical Society, 136.
The Abolitionist Sisterhood: Women's Political Culture in Antebellum
America, edited by Yellin and Van Horne, reviewed, 509.
African Americans at Mars Bluff, South Carolina, by Vernon, reviewed,
130.
“Aid Societies Were Not Alike: Northern Teachers in Post-Civil War
Florida,” by Foster and Foster, 308.
All Mankind Is One: A Study of the Disputation Between Bartolomé de Las
Casas and Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda in 1550 on the Intellectual and Religious Capacity of the American Indians, by Hanke (paper reprint),
reviewed, 535.
Alvars, Nancy Cooley, and Opal Walker Middleton, Our Journey
Through Time, reviewed, 536.
Alvis, Joel L., Jr., Religion and Race: Southern Presbyterians, 1946-1983,
reviewed, 528.
American Indian Children at School; 1850-1930, by Coleman, reviewed, 403.
An Anxious Pursuit: Agricultural Innovation and Modernity in the Lower
South, 1730-1815, by Chaplin, reviewed, 109.
Arrowheads and Spear Points in the Prehistoric Southeast: A Guide to Understanding Cultural Artifacts, by Culberson, reviewed, 233.
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize, presented by the Florida
Historical Society to Jeffrey A. Drobney, 135.
The Atlantic Slave Trade: Effects on Economies, Societies, and Peoples in
Africa, the Americas, and Europe, edited by Inikori and Engerman,
reviewed, 382.
Austin, Robert J., review by, 233.
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Babb, Ellen J., “Women and War: St. Petersburg Women During
World War II,” 43.
Baker, Tod A., Robert P. Steed, and Laurence W. Moreland, eds.,
The 1992 Presidential Election in the South: Current Patterns of Southern Party and Electoral Politics, reviewed, 530.
Ball, Douglas B., Financial Failure and Confederate Defeat, reviewed,
114.
The Barefoot Mailman, by Pratt, reviewed, 131.
Bartlett, Irving H., John C. Calhoun: A Biography, reviewed, 507.
Bellows, Barbara L., Benevolence Among Slaveholders: Assisting the Poor
in Charleston, 1670-1860, reviewed, 241.
Belohlavek, John M., review by, 507.
Benevolence Among Slaveholders: Assisting the Poor in Charleston, 16701860, by Bellows, reviewed, 241.
Bergeron, Arthur W., Jr., ed., The Civil War Reminiscences of Major Silas T. Grisamore, C.S.A., reviewed, 247.
Berlin, Jean V., ed., A Confederate Nurse: The Diary of Ada W. Bacot,
1860-1863 reviewed, 265.
Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea: Merchant Seamen, Pirates, and
the Anglo-American Maritime World, 1700-1750, by Rediker, reviewed, 130.
Billinger, Robert D., Jr., “The Other Side Now: What Blanding Prisoners of War Told the Wehrmacht,” 62.
Black Belt Scalawag: Charles Hays and the Southern Republicans in the
Era of Reconstruction, by Rogers, reviewed, 249.
Blount, Robert S., Spirits of Turpentine: A History of Florida Naval
Stores, 1528 to 1950, reviewed, 409.
Blue-Eyed Child of Fortune: The Civil War Letters of Colonel Robert Gould
Shaw, edited by Duncan, reviewed, 133.
Booker T. Washington and the Adult Education Movement, by Denton,
reviewed, 121.
Brantley, Will, Feminine Sense in Southern Memoir: Smith, Glasgow,
Welty, Hellman, Porter, and Hurston, reviewed, 256.
Brick Road to Boom Town: The Story of Santa Rosa County’s ‘Old Brick
Road’, by Rucker, reviewed, 264.
Brown, Canter, Jr., review by, 249; “Race Relations in Territorial
Florida, 1821-1845,” 287; “The Florida Crisis of 1826-1827 and
the Second Seminole War,” 419.
Brown, Loren G. “Totch,” Totch: A Life in the Everglades, reviewed,
99.
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Browning, Robert M., Jr., From Cape Charles to Cape Fear: The North
Atlantic Blockading Squadron during the Civil War, reviewed, 388.
Brundage, W. Fitzhugh, Lynching in the New South: Georgia and Virginia, 1880-1930, reviewed, 251.
Bryan, Ferald J., Henry Grady or Tom Watson: The Rhetorical Struggle
for the New South, 1880-1890, reviewed, 534.
Buker, George E., review by, 247.
The Burden of Dependency: Colonial Themes in Southern Economic
Thought, by Persky, reviewed, 132.
The Burden of Southern History, by Woodward (new edition), reviewed, 133.
Burns, Augustus, III, review by, 393.
The Business of May Next: James Madison and the Founding, by Miller
(paper reprint), reviewed, 132.
Button, James, review by, 399.
Byrd, Rudolph P., ed., Generations in Black and White, reviewed, 265.

Calhoon, Robert M., reviews by, 236,503.
Carlebach, Michael, and Eugene F. Provenzo, Jr., Farm Security Administration Photographs of Florida, reviewed, 96.
Caroline Mays Brevard Prize, presented by the Florida Historical
Society to Richard England, 136.
Carr, Archie, A Naturalist in Florida: A Celebration of Eden, reviewed,
498.
Carter, W. Horace, Florida Nature Coast: Tales and Truths, reviewed,
131.
Castel, Albert, Decision in the West: The Atlanta Campaign of 1864, reviewed, 390.
“Challenging the Masters: Recent Studies on Slavery and Freedom,” by Morris, 218.
Chaplin, Joyce E., An Anxious Pursuit: Agricultural Innovation and
Modernity in the Lower South, 1730-1815, reviewed, 109.
Chancey, Andrew S., review by, 528.
Chandler, Billy Jaynes, “Harmon Murray: Black Desperado in Late
Nineteenth-Century Florida,” 184.
Charlton W. Tebeau Book Award, presented by the Florida Historical Society to Kevin McCarthy and Maxine Jones, 136.
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City on the Edge: The Transformation of Miami, by Portes and Stepick,
reviewed, 373.
“Civil Rights Leader Harry T. Moore and the Ku Klux Klan in Florida,” by Clark, 166.
The Civil War Reminiscences of Major Silas T. Grisamore, C.S.A., edited
by Bergeron, reviewed, 247.
Clark, E. Culpepper, The Schoolhouse Door: Segregation’s Last Stand at
the University of Alabama, reviewed, 526.
Clark, James C., review by, 100; “Civil Rights Leader Harry T. Moore
and the Ku Klux Klan in Florida,” 166.
Clayton, Lawrence A., Vernon James Knight, Jr., and Edward C.
Moore, eds., The De Soto Chronicles: The Expedition of Hernando de
Soto to North America in 1539-1543, 2 vols., reviewed, 87.
Cleveland, U. S., and Lindsey Williams, Our Fascinating Past, Charlotte Harbor: The Early Years, reviewed, 263.
The Coast: A Journey Down the Atlantic Coast, by Thorndike, reviewed,
259.
Cobb, James C., The Selling of the South: The Southern Crusade for Industrial Development, 1936-90 (new edition), reviewed, 133.
Coker, William S., “The Papers and History of Panton, Leslie and
Company, and John Forbes and Company,” 353.
Cole, Stephanie, review by, 386.
Coleman, Michael C., American Indian Children at School, 1850-1930,
reviewed, 403.
Coles, David J., “‘Hell-By-The-Sea’: Florida’s Camp Gordon
Johnston in World War II,” 1; review by, 388; “The Florida Diaries of Daniel H. Wiggins, 1836-1841,” 478.
“Color Matters: The Creation of the SaraLee Doll,” by Patterson,
147.
Columbus to Catherwood, compiled by Parsons, reviewed, 410.
A Confederate Nurse: The Diary of Ada W. Bacot, 1860-1863, edited by
Berlin, reviewed, 265.
Cordell, Ann S., review by, 378.
Covington, James, review by, 502.
Cox, LaWanda, Lincoln and Black Freedom: A Study in Presidential
Leadership (paper reprint), reviewed, 134.
The Creek, by Glisson, reviewed, 92.
Cruising Guide to Western Florida, 2nd ed., by Young, reviewed, 409.
Cuidad de Cigars: West Tampa, by Mendez, reviewed, 264.
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Culberson, Linda Crawford, Arrowheads and Spear Points in the Prehistoric Southeast: A Guide to Understanding Cultural Artifacts, reviewed, 233.
Cummins, Light Townsend, review by, 380.

The De Soto Chronicles: The Expedition of Hernando de Soto to North
America in 1539-1543, 2 vols., edited by Clayton, Knight, and
Moore, reviewed, 87.
de Varona, Frank, ed., Hispanic Presence in the United States: Historical
Beginnings, reviewed, 380.
Deaton, Stan, review by, 515.
Decision in the West: The Atlanta Campaign of 1864, by Castel, reviewed, 390.
Denham, James M., “From a Territorial to a State Judiciary: Florida’s Antebellum Courts and Judges,” 443.
Denton, Virginia Lantz, Booker T. Washington and the Adult Education
Movement, reviewed, 121.
Devereux, Anthony Q., Juan Ponce de León, King Ferdinand, and the
Fountain of Youth, reviewed, 231.
Dillinger: The Untold Story, by Helmer, reviewed, 412.
Din, Gilbert C., review by, 107.
Dinnerstein, Leonard, review by 251.
Dodrill, David E., Selling the Dream: The Gulf American Corporation
and the Building of Cape Coral, Florida, reviewed, 102.
Doherty, Herbert J., review by, 240.
Dreamers, Schemers, and Scalawags: The Florida Chronicles, Volume I, by
McIver, reviewed, 413.
Drobney, Jeffrey A., presented Arthur W. Thompson Memorial
Prize by the Florida Historical Society, 135.
Duncan, Russell, ed., Blue-Eyed Child of Fortune: The Civil War Letters
of Colonel Robert Gould Shaw, reviewed, 133.

Eagles, Charles W., Outside Agitator: Jon Daniels and the Civil Rights
Movement in Alabama, review essay, 225.
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Early Pottery in the Southeast: Tradition and Innovation in Cooking Technology, by Sassaman, reviewed, 378.
The Education of the Southern Belle: Higher Education and Student Socialization in the Antebellum South, by Farnham, reviewed, 511.
“Edward M. Wanton and the Settling of Micanopy,” by Marotti, 456.
Edwards, William J., Twenty-Five Years in the Black Belt, by Edwards,
reviewed, 534.
Engerman, Stanley L., and Joseph E. Inikori, eds., The Atlantic Slave
Trade: Effects on Economies, Societies, and Peoples in Africa, the Americas, and Europe, reviewed, 382.
England, Richard, presented the Caroline Mays Brevard Prize by
the Florida Historical Society, 136.
Entitled to Power: Farm Women and Technology, 1913-1963, by Jellison,
reviewed, 391.
The Era of Good Stealings, by Summers, reviewed, 116.
An Evening When Alone: Four Journals of Single Women in the South, edited by O’Brien, reviewed, 243.
The Exile: Cuba in the Heart of Miami, by Rieff, reviewed, 373.

Fairclough, Adam, Martin Luther King, Jr. (paper reprint), reviewed, 533.
Farm Security Administration Photographs of Florida, by Carlebach and
Provenzo, reviewed, 96.
Farnham, Christie Anne, The Education of the Southern Belle: Higher
Education and Student Socialization in the Antebellum South, reviewed, 511.
Fellman, Michael, review by, 520.
The Female Tradition in Southern Literature, edited by Manning, reviewed, 395.
Feminine Sense in Southern Memoir: Smith, Glasgow, Welty, Hellman, Porter; and Hurston, by Brantley, reviewed, 256.
Ferguson, Leland, Uncommon Ground: Archaeology and Early Africa
America, reviewed, 376.
Fernandez, Joseph A., Tales Out of School: Joseph Fernandez’s Crusade
to Rescue American Education, reviewed, 401.
Ferrero, Genevre T., review by, 265.
Financial Failure and Confederate Defeat, by Ball, reviewed, 114.
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Fink, Gary M., The Fulton Bag and Cotton Mill Strike of 1914-1915: Espionage, Labor Conflict, and New South Industrial Relations, reviewed, 522.
Finlay, Mark, review by, 391.
Fite, Gilbert C., review by, 109.
“The Florida Crisis of 1826-1827 and the Second Seminole War,” by
Brown, 419.
“The Florida Diaries of Daniel H. Wiggins, 1836-1841,” by Coles,
478.
Florida Historical Society, Directors Meeting, 141; Annual Meeting, 135,415.
Florida History in Periodicals, compiled by Kaplan, 79.
Florida History Research in Progress, 359.
Florida Nature Coast: Tales and Truths, by Carter, reviewed, 131.
The Florida Negro: A Federal Writers’Project Legacy, edited by McDonogh, reviewed, 371.
Florida Pathfinders, edited by Wynne and Horgan, reviewed, 262.
Florida Stories: Tales from the Tropics, edited by Miller, reviewed, 262.
Florida Trust for Historic Preservation, presented Golden Quill
Award by the Florida Historical Society, 136.
Florida’s Eden, by Pickard, reviewed, 411.
Floyd, Helen Cooper, comp., In the Shadow of the Lighthouse: A Folk
History of Mayport, Florida, reviewed, 533.
Fluellen Sue Beth, Tales from the Backwoods, by Weidenbach, reviewed,
534.
“Fontaneda Revisited: Five Descriptions of Sixteenth-Century Florida,” by Worth, 339.
Fort Center: An Archaeological Site in the Lake Okeechobee Basin, by Sear
(paper reprint), reviewed, 532.
Foster, Gaines M., review by, 120.
Foster, John T., Jr., and Sarah Whitmer, “Aid Societies Were Not
Alike: Northern Teachers in Post-Civil War Florida,” 308.
The Founders of America: How Indians discovered the land . . ., by Jennings, reviewed, 105.
Frank Lloyd Wright: A Bibliography of Materials in Roux Library, Florida
Southern College, 3rd ed., compiled by MacDonald, reviewed, 409.
Fraser, Walter J., Jr., review by, 241.
Frederick Cubberly Prize, presented by the Florida Historical Society to Flordeliza Abad, 136.
From Cape Charles to Cape Fear: The North Atlantic Blockading Squadron
during the Civil War, by Browning, reviewed, 388.
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“From a Territorial to a State Judiciary: Florida’s Antebellum
Courts and Judges,” by Denham, 443.
The Fulton Bag and Cotton Mill Strike of 1914-1915: Espionage, Labor
Conflict, and New South Industrial Relations, by Fink, reviewed,
522.

Gallagher, Gary W., ed., The Second Day at Gettysburg: Essays on Confederate and Union Leadership, reviewed, 246.
Galleon Hunt, by Weller, reviewed, 132.
Galloway, Patricia, review by, 105.
Gannon, Michael, Secret Missions, reviewed, 411,
Garner, Thomas M., The Pensacola Lighthouse, reviewed, 409.
Gawalt, Gerald W., Paul H. Smith, and Ronald M. Gephart, eds.,
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789: Volume 20, March 13-September 30, 1783, reviewed, 236.
Generations in Black and White, edited by Byrd, reviewed, 265.
George, Paul S., review by, 373.
The Georgia Gold Rush: Twenty-Niners, Cherokees, and Gold Fever, by Williams, reviewed, 384.
Gephart, Ronald M., Paul H. Smith, and Gerald W. Gawalt, eds.,
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789: Volume 20, March 13-September 30, 1783, reviewed, 236.
Gephart, Ronald M., and Paul H. Smith, eds., Letters of Delegates to
Congress, 1774-1789: Volume 21, October 1, 1783-October 31, 1784,
reviewed, 503.
“GI Joe Meets Jim Crow: Racial Violence and Reform in World War
II Florida,” by Mormino, 23.
Ginsberg, Rick, and David N. Plank, eds., Southern Cities, Southern
Schools: Public Education in the Urban South, reviewed, 405.
Giraud, Marcel, A History of French Louisiana, Volume Two: The Years
of Transition, 1715-1717, reviewed, 107.
Glisson, J. T., The Creek, reviewed, 92.
Golden Quill Awards, presented by the Florida Historical Society to
Eliot Kleinberg, Florida Trust for Historic Preservation, and
Ironwood Producations, 136.
Gore, Robert H., The Gulf of Mexico: A Treasury of Resources in the
American Mediterranean, reviewed, 103.
Gospel of Disunion: Religion and Separatism in the Antebellum South, by
Snay, reviewed, 513.
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A Grand Army of Black Men: Letters From African-American Soldiers in
the Union Army, 1861-1865, edited by Redkey, reviewed, 110.
The Great Father: The United States Government and the American Indians, by Prucha (paper reprint), reviewed, 535.
Greene, Jack P., review by, 382.
The Gulf of Mexico: A Treasury of Resources in the American Mediterranean, by Gore, reviewed, 103.

Hall, Robert L., review by, 371.
Hanke, Lewis, All Mankind Is One: A Study of the Disputation Between
Bartolomé de Las Casas and Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda in 1550 on the
Intellectual and Religious Capacity of the American Indians (paper reprint), reviewed, 535.
Hann, John H., trans., Visitations and Revolts in Florida, 1656-1695,
reviewed, 131.
“Harmon Murray: Black Desperado in Late Nineteenth-Century
Florida,” by Chandler, 184.
“‘Hell-By-The-Sea’: Florida’s Camp Gordon Johnston in World War
II,” by Coles, 1.
Helmer, William J., Dillinger: The Untold Story, reviewed, 412.
Henderson, Eloise Cozens, Move Over Mountain: Learning the Lessons of Faith, reviewed, 410.
Henry Grady or Tom Watson: The Rhetorical Struggle for the New South,
1880-1890, by Bryan (paper reprint), reviewed, 534.
High Seas Confederate: The Life and Times of John Newland Maffitt, by
Shingleton, reviewed, 518.
Hispanic Presence in the United States: Historical Beginnings, edited by
de Varona, reviewed, 380.
A History of French Louisiana, Volume Two: The Years of Transition,
1715-1717, by Giraud, reviewed, 107.
Horgan, James J., and Lewis N. Wynne, eds., Florida Pathfinders, reviewed, 262.
Howard Kester and the Struggle for Social Justice in the South, 1904-1977,
by Martin, reviewed, 255.
Hudson, Charles, and Jerald T. Milanich, presented Rembert W.
Patrick Memorial Book Award by the Florida Historical Society,
135.
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Hudson, Joyce Rockwood, Looking for DeSoto: A Search Through the
South for the Spaniard’s Trail, reviewed, 89.
Hurst, Jack, Nathan Bedford Forrest: A Biography, reviewed, 516.

“In the Shadow of Jackson: Uriah Blue’s Expedition into West Florida,” by Rucker, 325.
In the Shadow of the Lighthouse: A Folk History of Mayport, Florida, compiled by Floyd, reviewed, 533.
Inikori, Joseph E., and Stanley L. Engerman, eds., The Atlantic Slave
Trade: Effects on Economies, Societies, and Peoples in Africa, the Americas, and Europe, reviewed, 382.
Inventing the Feeble Mind: A History of Mental Retardation in the United
States, by Trent, reviewed, 396.
Ironwood Productions, presented Golden Quill Award by the Florida Historical Society, 136.

James Branch Cabell and Richmond-in-Virginia, by MacDonald, reviewed, 123.
Jellison, Katherine, Entitled to Power: Farm Women and Technology,
1913-1963, reviewed, 391.
Jennings, Francis, The Founders of America: How Indians discovered the
land . . ., reviewed, 105.
John C. Calhoun: A Biography, by Bartlett, reviewed, 507.
John Quincy Adams & American Global Empire, by Weeks, reviewed,
238.
Johnston, Carolyn, review by, 243.
Jones, Maxine, and Kevin McCarthy, presented Charlton W. Tebeau Book Award by the Florida Historical Society, 136.
Juan Ponce de León, King Ferdinand, and the Fountain of Youth, by Devereux, reviewed, 231.
Jumper, Betty Mae, Legends of the Seminoles, reviewed, 413.

Kaplan, Kathy L., comp., Florida History in Periodicals, 79.
Kaster, Kent II, review by, 118.
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Keegan, William F., review by, 231.
Kennedy, Stetson, “Southern Justice Alabama Style,” 225.
Kerber, Stephen, review by, 126.
Kersey, Harry A., Jr., review by, 403.
Kessell, John L., review by, 90.
Kilbride, Daniel, review by, 511.
King, Wilma, ed., A Northern Woman in the Plantation South: Letters of
Tryphena Blanche Holder Fox, reviewed, 386.
Kleinberg, Eliot, presented Golden Quill Award by the Florida Historical Society, 136.
Kleinberg, Eliot, and Jan Tuckwood, Pioneers in Paradise, West Palm
Beach the First 100 Years, reviewed, 532.
Knight, Vernon James, Jr., Lawrence A. Clayton, and Edward C.
Moore, eds., The De Soto Chronicles: The Expedition of Hernando de
Soto to North America in 1539-1543, 2 vols., reviewed, 87.

Lancaster, Jane F., Removal Aftershock: The Seminoles’ Struggle to Survive in the West, 1836-1866, reviewed, 502.
Landers, Jane, review by, 376.
Leckie, Shirley A., reviews by, 395,509.
Legends of the Seminoles, by Jumper, reviewed, 413.
LeRoy Collins Prize, presented by the Florida Historical Society to
Heather McClenahan, 136.
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789: Volume 20, March 13-September 30, 1783, edited by Smith, Gawalt, and Gephart, reviewed,
236.
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789: Volume 21, October 1, 1783October 31, 1784, edited by Smith and Gephart, reviewed, 503.
Levine, Robert M., Tropical Diaspora: The Jewish Experience in Cuba,
reviewed, 524.
Lincoln and Black Freedom: A Study in Presidential Leadership, by Cox
(paper reprint), reviewed, 134.
Looking for DeSoto: A Search Through the South for the Spaniard’s Trail,
by Hudson, reviewed, 89.
Lumbee Indian Histories: Race, Ethnicity, and Indian Identity in the
Southern United States, by Sider, reviewed, 505.
Lynching in the New South: Georgia and Virginia, 1880-1930, by Brundage, reviewed, 251.
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MacDonald, Edgar, James Branch Cabell and Richmond-in-Virginia, reviewed, 123.
MacDonald, Randall M., comp., Frank Lloyd Wright: A Bibliography of
Materials in Roux Library, Florida Southern College, 3rd ed., reviewed, 409.
Maher, William J., The Management of College and University Archives,
reviewed, 126.
Making Haste Slowly: The Troubled History of Higher Education in Mississippi, by Sansing, reviewed, 405.
Malone Bill C., Singing Cowboys and Musical Mountaineers: Southern
Culture and the Roots of Country Music, reviewed, 393.
The Management of College and University Archives, by Maher, reviewed, 126.
Manning, Carol S., ed., The Female Tradition in Southern Literature, reviewed, 395.
Marotti, Frank, Jr., “Edward M. Wanton and the Settling of Micanopy,” 556.
Marszalek, John F., Sherman: A Soldier’s Passion For Order, reviewed,
112.
Marth, Del and Marty, The Rivers of Florida, reviewed, 131,
Martin Luther King Jr., by Fairclough (paper reprint), reviewed,
533.
Martin, Robert F., Howard Kester and the Struggle for Social Justice in the
South, 1904-1977, reviewed, 255.
Matthews, Janet Snyder, review by, 94.
McCally, David, review by, 99.
McCarthy, Kevin M., review by, 259; Twenty Florida Pirates, reviewed,
412.
McCarthy, Kevin, and Maxine Jones, presented Charlton W. Tebeau Book Award by the Florida Historical Society, 136.
McCaslin, Richard B., Tainted Breeze: The Great Hanging at Gainesville, Texas, 1862, reviewed, 520.
McClenahan, Heather, presented LeRoy Collins Prize by the Florida Historical Society, 136.
McCluskey, Audrey Thomas, “Ringing Up a School: Mary McLeod
Bethune’s Impact on Daytona,” 200.
McDonogh, Gary W., ed., The Florida Negro: A Federal Writers’ Project
Legacy, reviewed, 371.
McEwan, Bonnie G., ed., The Spanish Missions of La Florida, reviewed, 90.
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McFeely, William S., Sapelo’s People: A Long Walk into Freedom, reviewed, 533.
McGoun, William E., Prehistoric Peoples of South Florida, reviewed,
229.
McIver, Stuart B., Dreamers, Schemers, and Scalawags: The Florida
Chronicles, Volume I, reviewed, 413.
McMurry, Richard M., reviews by, 110,246.
McPherson, James M., What They Fought For, 1861-1865, reviewed,
515.
“In Memoriam: George E. Pozzetta,” vi,
Mendez, Armando, Cuidad de Cigars: West Tampa, reviewed, 264.
Middleton, Opal Walker, and Nancy Cooley Alvars, Our Journey
Through Time, reviewed, 536.
Milanich, Jerald T., and Charles Hudson, presented Rembert W.
Patrick Memorial Book Award by the Florida Historical Society,
135.
Milanich, Jerald T., and Samuel Proctor, eds., Tacachale: Essays on
the Indians of Florida and Southeast Georgia during the Historic Period
(paper reprint), reviewed, 262.
Miller, John and Kirsten, eds., Florida Stories: Tales from the Tropics, reviewed, 262.
Miller, William Lee, The Business of May Next: James Madison and the
Founding (paper reprint), reviewed, 132.
Mohl, Raymond A., review by, 401.
Montgomery, William E., Under Their Own Vine and Fig Tree: The African-American Church in the South, 1865-1900, reviewed, 120.
Moore, Deborah Dash, To the Golden Cities: Pursuing the American Jewish Dream in Miami and L.A., reviewed, 234.
Moore, Edward C., Lawrence A. Clayton, and Vernon James
Knight, Jr., The De Soto Chronicles: The Expedition of Hernando de
Soto to North America in 1539-1543, 2 vols., reviewed, 87.
Moore, Jack B., and Robert E. Snyder, Pioneer Commercial Photography: The Burgert Brothers, Tampa, Florida, reviewed, 500.
Moore, Thomas A., review by, 522.
Moreland, Laurence W., Robert P. Steed, and Tod A. Baker, eds.,
The 1992 Presidential Election in the South: Current Patterns of Southern Party and Electoral Politics, reviewed, 530.
Mormino, Gary R., “GI Joe Meets Jim Crow: Racial Violence and
Reform in World War II Florida,” 23.
Morris, Christopher, “Challenging the Masters: Recent Studies on
Slavery and Freedom,” 218.
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Move Over Mountain: Learning the Lessons of Faith, by Henderson, reviewed, 410.

Natanson, Nick, review by, 500.
Nathan Bedford Forrest: A Biography, by Hurst, reviewed, 516.
A Naturalist in Florida: A Celebration of Eden, by Carr, reviewed, 498.
Nelson, Scott R., review by, 114.
The New Woman in Alabama: Social Reforms and Suffrage, 1890-1920,
by Thomas, reviewed, 253.
Newman, Louise M., review by, 253.
The 1992 Presidential Election in the South: Current Patterns of Southern
Party and Electoral Politics, edited by Steed, Moreland, and Baker,
reviewed, 530.
Noll, Steven, review by, 396.
A Northern Woman in the Plantation South: Letters of Tryphena Blanche
Holder Fox, edited by King, reviewed, 386.

O’Brien, Michael, ed., An Evening When Alone: Four Journals of Single
Women in the South, reviewed, 243.
Once Upon a Lifetime, by Smallwood, reviewed, 264.
“The Other Side Now: What Blanding Prisoners of War Told the
Wehrmacht,” by Billinger, 62.
Our Fascinating Past, Charlotte Harbor: The Early Years, by Williams
and Cleveland, reviewed, 263.
Our Journey Through Time, by Alvars and Middleton, reviewed, 536,
Outside Agitator: Jon Daniels and the Civil Rights Movement in Alabama,
by Eagles, review essay, 225.

“The Papers and History of Panton, Leslie and Company, and John
Forbes and Company,” by Coker, 353.
The Papers of John C. Calhoun, Volume 21, January-June 1845, edited
by Wilson, reviewed, 240.
Parsons, Lee Allen, comp., Columbus to Catherwood, reviewed, 410.
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Patterson, Gordon, “Color Matters: The Creation of the SaraLee
Doll,” 147.
The Pensacola Lighthouse, by Garner, reviewed, 409.
Perdue, Theda, review by, 505.
Persky, Joseph J., The Burden of Dependency: Colonial Themes in Southern Economic Thought, reviewed, 132.
Piazza, Thomas, and Paul M. Sniderman, The Scar of Race, reviewed,
399.
Pickard, Ben, Florida’s Eden, reviewed, 411.
Pierce, Robert N., A Sacred Trust: Nelson Poynter and the St. Petersburg
Times, reviewed, 100.
Pioneer Commercial Photography: The Burgert Brothers, Tampa, Florida,
by Snyder and Moore, reviewed, 500.
Pioneers in Paradise, West Palm Beach the First 100 Years, by Tuckwood
and Kleinberg, reviewed, 532.
Plank, David N., and Rick Ginsberg, eds., Southern Cities, Southern
Schools: Public Education in the Urban South, reviewed, 405.
Portes, Alejandro, and Alex Stepick, City on the Edge: The Transformation of Miami, reviewed, 373.
Pratt, Theodore, The Barefoot Mailman, reviewed, 131.
Prehistoric Peoples of South Florida, by McGoun, reviewed, 229.
Proby, Kathryn Hall, review by, 92.
Proctor, Samuel, and Jerald T. Milanich, eds., Tacachale: Essays on
the Indians of Florida and Southeast Georgia during the Historic Period
(paper reprint), reviewed, 262.
Provenzo, Eugene F., Jr., and Michael Carlebach, Farm Security Administration Photographs of Florida, reviewed, 96.
Prucha, Francis Paul, The Great Father: The United States Government
and the American Indians (paper reprint), reviewed, 535.

Queen Bess, by Rich, reviewed, 265.

Rabinowitz, Howard N., Race, Ethnicity, and Urbanization, reviewed,
410.
Race, Ethnicity, and Urbanization, by Rabinowitz, reviewed, 410.
“Race Relations in Territorial Florida, 1821-1845,” by Brown, 287.
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Rediker, Marcus, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea: Merchant Seamen, Pirates, and the Anglo-American Maritime World, 1700-1750, reviewed, 130.
Redkey, Edwin S., ed., A Grand Army of Black Men: Letters From African-American Soldiers in the Union Army, 1861-1865, reviewed, 110.
Religion and Race: Southern Presbyterians, 1946-1983, by Alvis, reviewed, 528.
Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Award, presented by the Florida Historical Society to Jerald T. Milanich and Charles Hudson,
135.
Removal Aftershock: The Seminoles’ Struggle to Survive in the West, 1836
1866, by Lancaster, reviewed, 502.
Rich, Doris L., Queen Bess, reviewed, 265.
Rieff, David, The Exile: Cuba in the Heart of Miami, reviewed, 373.
“Ringing Up a School: Mary McLeod Bethune’s Impact on Daytona,” by McCluskey, 200.
Ringling: The Florida Years, 1911-1936, by Weeks, reviewed, 94.
Ripley, C. Peter, ed., Witness for Freedom: African American Voices on
Race, Slavery, and Emancipation, reviewed, 118.
The Rivers of Florida, by Marth, reviewed, 131.
Robert Durfree’s Journal and Recollections of Newport, Rhode Island, Freetown, Massachusetts, New York City & Long Island, Jamaica & Cuba,
West Indies & Saint Simons Island, Georgia, ca. 1785-1810, edited
by Wood, reviewed, 536.
Rogers, William Warren, Jr., Black Belt Scalawag: Charles Hays and the
Southern Republicans in the Era of Reconstruction, reviewed, 249; review by, 384.
Rohrs, Richard C., review by, 238.
Rowe, Anne E., reviews by, 123,256.
Rucker, Brian R., Brick Road to Boom Town: The Story of Santa Rosa
County’s ‘Old Brick Road‘, reviewed, 264; “In the Shadow of Jackson: Uriah Blue’s Expedition into West Florida,” 325.
Rutman, Darrett B., with Anita H. Rutman, Small Worlds, Large Questions: Explorations in Early American Social History, 1650-1850, reviewed, 535.

A Sacred Trust: Nelson Poynter and the St. Petersburg Times, by Pierce,
reviewed, 100.
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Samuels, Helen Willa, Varsity Letters: Documenting Modern Colleges
and Universities, reviewed, 126.
Sansing, David G., Making Haste Slowly: The Troubled History of Higher
Education in Mississippi, reviewed, 405.
Sapelo’s People: A Long Walk into Freedom, by McFeely, reviewed, 533.
Sassaman, Kenneth E., Early Pottery in the Southeast: Tradition and Innovation in Cooking Technology, reviewed, 378.
The Scar of Race, by Sniderman and Piazza, reviewed, 399.
Scarry, John F., review by 89.
Scher, Richard K., review by, 530.
The Schoolhouse Door: Segregation’s Last Stand at the University of Alabama, by Clark, reviewed, 526.
Sear, Wiliam H., Fort Center: An Archaeological Site in the Lake
Okeechobee Basin (paper reprint), reviewed, 532.
The Second Day at Gettysburg: Essays on Confederate and Union Leadership, edited by Gallagher, reviewed, 246.
Secret Missions, by Gannon, reviewed, 411.
Selling the Dream: The Gulf American Corporation and the Building of
Cape Coral, Florida, by Dodrill, reviewed, 102.
The Selling of the South: The Southern Crusade for Industrial Development, 1936-90, by Cobb (new edition), reviewed, 133.
Senkman, Leonardo, review by, 524.
Sherman: A Soldier’s Passion For Order, by Marszalek, reviewed, 112.
Shingleton, Royce, High Seas Confederate: The Life and Times of John
Newland Maffitt, reviewed, 518.
Shofner, Jerrell H., review by, 102.
Short Stories by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, edited by Tarr, reviewed,
263.
Sider, Gerald M., Lumbee Indian Histories: Race, Ethnicity, and Indian
Identity in the Southern United States, reviewed, 505.
Simpson, Brooks D., review by, 390.
Singing Cowboys and Musical Mountaineers: Southern Culture and the
Roots of Country Music, by Malone, reviewed, 393.
Small Worlds, Large Questions: Explorations in Early American Social
History, 1650-1850, by Rutman and Rutman, reviewed, 535.
Smallwood, La Viece, Once Upon a Lifetime, reviewed, 264.
Smith, Elaine M., review by, 121.
Smith, Marvin T., review by, 87.
Smith, Paul H., Gerald W. Gawalt, and Ronald M. Gephart, eds.,
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789: Volume 20, March 13-September 30, 1783, reviewed, 236.
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Smith, Paul H., and Ronald M. Gephart, eds., Letters of Delegates to
Congress, 1774-1789: Volume 21, October 1, 1783-October 31, 1784,
reviewed, 503.
Snay, Mitchell, Gospel of Disunion: Religion and Separatism in the Antebellum South, reviewed, 513.
Sniderman, Paul M., and Thomas Piazza, The Scar of Race, reviewed,
399.
Snyder, Robert E., review by, 96.
Snyder, Robert E., and Jack B. Moore, Pioneer Commercial Photography: The Burgert Brothers, Tampa, Florida, reviewed, 500.
Southern Cities, Southern Schools: Public Education in the Urban South,
edited by Plank and Ginsberg, reviewed, 405.
Southern Journal: Moments in Time, reviewed, 130.
Spalding, Phinizy, review by, 112.
The Spanish Missions of La Florida, edited by McEwan, reviewed, 90.
Spirits of Turpentine: A History of Florida Naval Stores, 1528 to 1950, by
Blount, reviewed, 409.
Steed, Robert P., Laurence W. Moreland, and Tod A. Baker, eds.,
The 1992 Presidential Election in the South: Current Patterns of Southern Party and Electoral Politics, reviewed, 530.
Stepick, Alex, and Alejandro Portes, City on the Edge: The Transformation of Miami, reviewed, 373.
Stowell, Daniel W., review by, 513.
Summers, Mark Wahlgren, The Era of Good Stealings, reviewed, 116.

Tacachale: Essays on the Indians of Florida and Southeast Georgia during
the Historic Period, edited by Milanich and Proctor (paper reprint), reviewed, 262.
Tainted Breeze: The Great Hanging at Gainesville, Texas, 1862, by McCaslin, reviewed, 520.
Tales Out of School: Joseph Fernandez’s Crusade to Rescue American Education, by Fernandez, reviewed, 401.
Tarr, Rodger L., ed., Short Stories by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, reviewed, 263.
Thomas, Mary Martha, The New Woman in Alabama: Social Reforms
and Suffrage, 1890-1920, reviewed, 253.
Thorndike, Joseph J., The Coast: A Journey Down the Atlantic Coast, reviewed, 259.
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To the Golden Cities: Pursuing the American Jewish Dream in Miami and
L.A., by Moore, reviewed, 234.
Totch: A Life in the Everglades, by “Totch” Brown, reviewed, 99.
Trent, James W., Jr., Inventing the Feeble Mind: A History of Mental Retardation in the United States, reviewed, 396.
Tropical Diaspora: The Jewish Experience in Cuba, by Levine, reviewed,
524.
Tuckwood, Jan, and Eliot Kleinberg, Pioneers in Paradise, West Palm
Beach the First 100 Years, reviewed, 532.
Twenty-Five Years in the Black Belt, by Edwards, reviewed, 534.
Twenty Florida Pirates, by McCarthy, reviewed, 412.

Uncommon Ground: Archaeology and Early Africa America, by Ferguson,
reviewed, 376.
Under Their Own Vine and Fig Tree: The African-American Church in the
South, 1865-1900, by Montgomery, reviewed, 120.

Van Horne, John C., and Jean Fagan Yellin, eds., The Abolitionist Sisterhood: Women’s Political Culture in Antebellum America, reviewed,
509.
Varsity Letters: Documenting Modern Colleges and Universities, by Samuels, reviewed, 126.
Vernon, Amelia Wallace, African Americans at Mars Bluff, South Carolina, reviewed, 130.
Vickers, Raymond B., review by, 116.
Visitations and Revolts in Florida, 1656-1695, translated by Hann, reviewed, 131.

Walker, Karen J., review by, 103.
Ward, Brian, review by, 526.
Waters, Zack C., review by, 518.
Watts, Trent A., review by, 255.
Weeks, David C., Ringling: The Florida Years, 1911-1936, reviewed,
94.
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Weeks, William Earl, John Quincy Adams & American Global Empire,
reviewed, 238.
Weidenbach, Neil Colcord, Fluellen Sue Beth, Tales from the Backwoods, reviewed, 534.
Weller, Robert, Galleon Hunt, reviewed, 132.
What They Fought For, 1861-1865, by McPherson, reviewed, 515.
White, Arthur O., review by, 405.
Whitehead, Douglass L., review by, 516.
Whitfield, Stephen J., review by, 234.
Widmer, Randolph J., review by, 229.
Williams, David, The Georgia Gold Rush: Twenty-Niners, Cherokees, and
Gold Fever, reviewed, 384.
Williams, Lindsey, and U. S. Cleveland, Our Fascinating Past, Charlotte Harbor: The Early Years, reviewed, 263.
Wilson, Clyde N., ed., The Papers of John C. Calhoun, Volume 21, January-June 1845, reviewed, 240.
Winsberg, Morton D., review by, 498.
Witness for Freedom: African American Voices on Race, Slavery, and Emancipation, edited by Ripley, reviewed, 118.
“Women and War: St. Petersburg Women During World War II,” by
Babb, 43.
Wood, Virginia Steele, ed., Robert Durfree’s Journal and Recollections of
Newport, Rhode Island, Freetown, Massachusetts, New York City &
Long Island, Jamaica & Cuba, West Indies & Saint Simons Island,
Georgia, ca. 1785-1810, reviewed, 536.
Woodward, C. Vann, The Burden of Southern History (new edition),
reviewed, 133.
Worth, John E., “Fontaneda Revisited: Five Descriptions of Sixteenth-century Florida,” 339.
Wynne, Lewis N., and James J. Horgan, eds., Florida Pathfinders, reviewed. 262.

Yellin, Jean Fagan, and John C. Van Horne, eds., The Abolitionist Sisterhood: Women’s Political Culture in Antebellum America, reviewed,
509.
Young, Claiborne S., Cruising Guide to Western Florida, 2nd ed., reviewed, 409.
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G REAT EXPECTATIONS . . .
1995
May 18

FLORIDA HISTORICAL
CONFEDERATION

Tallahassee, FL

May 18-21

FLORIDA HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
93RD MEETING

Tallahassee, FL

June 7-9

Berkshire Conference on
the History of Women

Chapel Hill, NC

June 11-15

National History Day

College Park, MD

Sept. 7-9

American Association for
State and Local History

Saratoga Springs, NY

Oct. 5-7

Gulf Coast History and
Humanities Conference Pensacola, FL

Oct. 19-22

Oral History Association

Oct. 27-29

Southern Jewish Historical
New Orleans, LA
Association

Nov. 8-11

Southern Historical
Association

New Orleans, LA

American Historical
Association

Atlanta, GA

Milwaukee, WI

1996
Jan. 47
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A GIFT OF HISTORY
A

MEMBERSHIP IN THE

FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

IS AN

EXCELLENT GIFT IDEA FOR BIRTHDAYS, GRADUATION, OR FOR ANYONE

FLORIDA'S PAST.
A one-year membership costs only $25, and it includes four
issues of the Florida Historical Quarterly the Florida History Newsletter,
as well as all other privileges of membership. A personal letter
from the executive director of the Society will notify the recipient
of your generosity and consideration.
INTERESTED IN THE RICH AND COLORFUL STORY OF

Send to: Florida Historical Society
University of South Florida Library
Post Office Box 290197
Tampa, Florida 33687-0197
Please send as a special gift:

q
q
q
q
q
q
q
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Annual membership— $25
Family membership— $30
Library membership— $35
Contributing membership— $50 and above
Corporate membership— $100
Student membership— $15
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